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The Last Word

in Index Service

VARIOUS efforts have been made to supply engineers and scien-

tific men with data regarding books, reports and articles published
of interest to them professionally; but heretofore such service as

has been offered them has proven inadequate, inefficient and inconvenient.

Such data forms distinctively a service and is not a suitable feature for

the regular pages of a magazine.

Nevertheless such a service is of great value it correct, up-to-date and
efficient, and it is to supply our readers with such a service that we have
made arrangements to provide those who desire same with the perfected

ABBOTT-SCHMIDT
Edited Engineering Service

This consists in sending to those who are willing to pay the reasonable

cost, once each month a clearly and carefully edited resume, including

drawings, of every article appearing that month in the leading scientific

and technical journals of the world. This service is printed on white

paper of uniform size, and each sheet is so indexed that when filed in the

filing unit which is supplied, it is instantly accessible. Each sheet

gives the author and location of the original article which has been edited

and condensed.

The Edited Engineering Service is not a clipping bureau. Every
article that comes to you is edited by a man of your profession and is

submitted in a uniform, practical manner in accordance with the ideas of

system and orderliness demanded by the intelligent engineer.

If a service of this kind is of any value it must be complete and accu-

rate. Only by the Abbott-Schmidt System is such perfection possible,

and no magazine could possibly afford to give its subscribers a service
of this kind through its regular columns.

Name the particular branches of science or engineering in which you are

interested and we will quote prices.

Address Engineering Index Department
Cassier's Engineering Monthly 12 West 31st Street, New York
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You Will Enjoy These Good Things In

July Gassier's
General Bixby, Chief Engineer of the U. S. Army, on

The Truth About the Floods showing tnat not f°rest denudation, but

modern development and the restriction of

our water-courses are the real reasons for the enormous flood destruction. Other prominent
engineers express their opinions on the subject of flood-prevention in this number.

T£* Wp War With Ta.na.i1 By Henry Harrison Suplee. What Modern Engin-
— eering and Science Can Do to Save the Country

from a Foreign Invasion.

A Million Dollars a DayWasted byOur Railroads ^fn
r

;

heit's article on " Railroad Efficiency.'''' He is eminently qualified to discuss the subject.

The Key to Industrial Development The R°1Hns M
!

u ™e ro11"

- - mg mill is, perhaps, the very

greatest mechanical factor in the civilization of the present day. Read the intensely in-

teresting article by J. F. Springer.

Live Thoughts on Efficiency Engineering f•
N

-
Polakov *"d

—
;

2 — L. G. Hanmer. "The
ability to determine accurately and scientifically the efficiency of every man's activity and
the character and magnitude of the preventable losses therein, is the most powerful tool

in the hands of the efficiency engineer. It matters not whether his activity be in shoveling

snow, technical research, managing a railroad, or distributing alms."

In the Depths Of the Earth Ve
;

rt
;

cal excavation is one of the most dim-
— cult feats undertaken by man. Not only has

the engineer to dig his way down, but he has also to keep himself from being buried in a

grave of his own digging. J. F. Springer discusses this subject in a manner which com-

mands the attention of both engineer and general reader.

Oil*- Crfeafest Need By AuSTIN C. Lescarboura. The procuring of a pure and

sanitary water supply is a question of vital importance in

every community. Mr. Lescarboura will tell all about the Otto method, which has recently

been installed in St. Petersburg, Russia. Many cities on the Continent have found it

satisfactory.

Ventilation of Our Railway Cars ft F \.F"™CK
.
The earnest

inimitable, "Hammering' Architect

of Washington, D. C. Mr. Fitzpatrick makes you sit up and take notice.

Overestimated Value ofWater Power f REG ' NA" PELHA »

Bolton, a well-known en-

gineer of New York. A critical discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of water

power, showing some of the misunderstandings as to capacity, adaptation and value as

compared with steam power.

The IVlechanica.1 Horse How we can save an enormous waste of food values.

Henry Harrison Suplee, will deal with t( Applica-

tions of the Power Tractor to Agriculture" continuing the series already announced and

widely noticed.



THE dreamers of today be-

come the practical men of

tomorrow.

The things that were declared

impossible and impracticable ten

years ago are today established facts.

It is the dreams of our engineer-

ing minds that are being constantly

brought to realization in the form of

great and successful projects tend-

ing to the development of our re-

sources and the progress of our in-

dustries.

Nothing is impossible.



COL. GEORGE \V. GOETHALS

It is his work upon the Panama
Canal, hi which he has shown remarkable
capacity as an engineering executive,

which has rendered Colonel Goethals
notable throughout the civilized world, and
it is hoped that he may crown this work
with its logical successor, the engineering
works which shall control the rivers ofthe
United States, andprevent the recurrence

of disastrous floods.
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PREVENTING THE FLOODS
HOW MILLIONS OF DOLLARS USELESS WASTE CAN BE SAVED
THROUGH THE UTILIZATION OF THE PANAMA CANAL EQUIPMENT

BY HENRY HARRISON SUPLEE

...... --^

"3fe

AFTER us the Deluge !"

Whether or not this historic

exclamation was remembered
by those who, knowingly or unknowing-
ly, modified the conditions under which
the rainfall formerly made its way to

the streams of the Middle West, the fact

was most abundantly demonstrated by
the floods which, during the recent

spring, wrought death and destruction

in Pennsylvania, New York, Indiana,

Ohio and other states. Deprived of most
of the natural methods of retardation,

and directed by the feeders of the great

watercourses along the areas in which
busy populations had developed some of
the most important industries of the

land, the force of immense volumes of
moving water has been directed, not to

the "use and convenience of man," but
to his great injury and loss.

In the pages of this magazine for the

"After the Deluge!"— what? Are we
in a thorough and scientific manner to ake

this Flood Problem in hand and solve it as it

should be solved, and for all time; or are we
to experiment with half-methods of protectv n

and witness again in different sections of out

country, year after year, such onrush of im-

mense volumes of water as recently wrought
death and destruction throughout the land

issue of August, 1912, attention was di-

rected to the inadequacy of such pallia-

tive methods of controlling the flood

waters of American rivers as are in-

cluded in the construction and mainten-

ance of levees and bank protection in the

lower reaches of the streams, and at

that time the importance of adopting

controlling and preventive measures at

the head waters, and along the extent of

streams, was emphasized. This discus-

sion was included under the general edi-

torial caption of "Looking Forward" and,

since it was published, nearly a year ago,
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it will be seen that the warning conveyed
therein was amply justified by the events

of March, 1913.

Any doubt as to the amount of energy
contained in moving water will be re-

moved by an examination of the havoc
wrought by the floods of the spring of

1913, but any attempt to regard such a

disaster as an act of Providence, against

which man is incapable of making ade-

quate defense, is wholly unjustifiable.

Like every other natural force, mov-
ing water is a bad master but a most
valuable and efficient servant, and there

is no reason why it should be permitted

to gain the mastery over human con-

trol. When masses and velocities are

allowed to become too great, it also has

become too late to regain the control

over them which might have been main-
tained under wiser

I

provisions.

It has already

been realized in

other departments
of activity that
prevention of ill

effects is far more
effective and im-

portant than rem-
edial measures ta-

ken after the harm
has been done
or is impend-
i n g, and this is

especially true in

connection with
the subject of flood

waters.

In Nature there

is a moderate
amount of such
prevention operating in connection with

the influence of forests to retain and

retard the run-off from rains, thus

lengthening the time during which the

gathering of the waters takes place, and

somewhat reducing the violence and sud-

denness of the accumulation. The nec-

essary clearing of the surface from for-

ests, incident to the opening of the ter-

ritory for cultivation, has removed so

much of the timber that this effect has

T is not a consideration

of how much it will cost

to do it; but rather how much
it will cost not to do it."

been materially diminished, and can no
longer be depended upon to aid in reg-

ulating the run-off; hence, some definite

artificial system must be installed to do
this work, even more effectively than the

forests could ever have done.

As pointed out editorially in this mag-
azine in August last, the preventive prin-

ciple for the control, not only of the

Mississippi, but of other great rivers, lies

in the construction of suitable storage

reservoirs, not at the points where im-

mense masses of flood water have been
gathered from over great watershed
areas, but at places much further up
along such watercourses, and at such

frequent intervals that at no point would
any very high dam be necessary. By
careful selection of suitable places, de-

termined after accurate topographical

surveys, there

would be found
points where suit-

a b 1 e reservoirs

could be formed
simply by diverting

the excess water
into lower lying

areas, in such a

manner that large

volumes of water

"ANY attempt to regard

,/V such a disaster as an

act of Providence, against

which man is incapable of

making adequate defense, is

wholly unjustifiable."

could be held in

reserve, at the time

of heavy rainfall,

and not permitted

to get down to the

dangerous districts

at all until released

at a later season.

Such storage res-

ervoirs may be sit-

uated at points
where there is no danger to populated

districts, and need not involve the con-

struction of high or dangerous dams, as

in cases where very high heads of water

are concerned.

With the knowledge which exists as

to the climatology and topography of the

watersheds of the great rivers, together

with the further information which may
readily be derived upon allied details, it

should be possible so to meet the rain-
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fall of the various seasons as to render
it of minor importance to go to any
especial precautions to protect the river

banks of the lower reaches of the

streams, and make it practicable to do
for American rivers what the Assouan
dam and reservoir has done for the Nile,

or the Gatun dam and lake for the con-

trol of the Chagres. Instead, however,
of concentrating all the storage and reg-

ulating capacity at a

single point, with all

the responsibility which
is involved, the true

method, taking espe-

cially into account the

length of the rivers

and the areas drained

by them, indicates the

construction of a num-
ber of storage reser-

voirs, of large area,

but moderate head,

avoiding danger and
distributing responsi-

bility, besides fur-

nishing far greater
flexibility of regula-

tion.

The popular idea

of dams and stor-

age reservoirs includes the conception of

massive walls of earth or masonry, and
immense masses of water, held back,
ready to rush down upon the people and
places below if at any time the control

should fail. This conception may be
true in the cases of certain great irri-

gation or power reservoirs, but when the
prime question lies in the regulation and
control of the flow, the conditions may
be made very different.

In many stream-valleys in the moun-
tains of the West there may be seen,

carried high up along the mountain side,

flumes bringing the water from the high-

er sources of the streams along at upper
levels, and enabling it to be supplied at

a high pressure to some point much
farther down the valley, to which grav-
ity has already carried the general flow
of the stream. If such a flume be fol-

lowed up until the point of departure
from the main stream is reached, there

will usually be found, not a massive dam
of masonry, holding back a great head of

water, but rather a slight diversion weir,

acting simply to direct the current

toward the bank from which the flume

is led. It will thus be seen that the con-

struction of restraining reservoirs need

PHOTO BY UNDERWOOD

View at Watervliet New York, on the Hudson River, showing the
manner in which buildings were torn from their foundations and carried
away by . the flood. The total flood losses this year are estimated at
one hundred million dollars.

not involve the building of high and
costly dams, nor the creation of fresh

sources of danger in the form of great

masses of water under such heads and
pressures as might become unmanage-
able. In this respect much depends upon
a judicious selection of sites, and a care-

ful study of the topography of the upper

watersheds is necessary.

It is probable that most of the ma-
terial, in the form of surveys, is already

available. Such a study of land levels

would doubtless permit sites to be se-

lected which would enable large areas of

moderate value to be overflowed by a

slight rise in flood levels, and the volume

of water thus diverted would afford a

corresponding relief to the more densely

populated districts, hundreds of mijes

farther down the stream.
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PHOTO BY UNDERWOOC

The submerged freight yards of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Youngstown, Ohio.
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PHOTO BY UNDERWOOD

The damages done to this railroad system alone exceeded four million dollars
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It is evident that the proper control

would better be effected by a large num-
ber of reservoirs, or artificial lakes, than

by fewer sites of greater depth. The
sudden rise of a stream, which in most
instances creates the destructive flood, is

formed by an aggregate discharge of a

number of feeders, and thus a series of

lakes, situated, not on the main rivers,

but rather upon the principal supplying

streams, would
hold the water in

far better control

and with much
less risk than any

other plan.

The time ele-

ment is a matter

of vast import-

ance in this con-

nection, and it is

quite possible for

a stream to re-

lieve a large wat-

ershed effectively

and safely if the

emergency flow
can be distributed

over only a slight-

ly longer period

of time than would
be necessary for

i t s unrestricted

discharge.

It is the cumu-
lative effect of

successive trib-
utaries which
sweeps along the lower reaches of the

great rivers, which creates damage ex-

ceeding in a single season the cost of

proper controlling works.

One of the objections which has been
advanced against the creation of storage

reservoirs has been that of the great cost

of the land required. It should be re-

membered, however, that we have no
choice as to the fact that lands are to be

overflowed, and that the real question is

whether these overflowed lands shall in-

clude prosperous cities, farms and indus-

trial centres, or whether they shall be so

T T is not a matter of

1 choice, it is a question

of national defense against

an internal enemy."

HE men and weapons
who have been victori-

ous at Panama are available

to be directed, under the

same experienced leader-

ship, against this powerful

opponent, removing forever

the menace which is today

the most formidable enemy
of the United States.''

selected as to work a minimum of loss,

or a possible gain. The rains will con-

tinue to fall, and the rivers to be filled,

and the water must be taken care of ; but

the forces thus developed should be di-

rected to the use and convenience of man,
and not to his misuse and inconvenience.

A study of the climatology of a water-
shed, together with the comparison of

time periods of stream flow and of catch-

ment areas,
would enable a sci-

entific system of

control to be for-

mulated for each

district, while a

complete tele-
phone scheme
for communica-
tion would enable

rising waters to

be retained and
released in such

order as to pro-

vide an almost

uniform flow
through the low-

er-lying districts

which would be

otherwise over-

flowed and in-

jured. A river
should be treated

as a whole and
not in isolated

p o r t i on s , and

the importance of

this will be per-

ceived as soon as it is realized that

each portion is governed, not by the con-

trol works of its own vicinity, but by

those above it.

The fact cannot be too strongly em-

phasized that the volume of water con-

trolled does not depend upon the con-

struction of immense dams. The dikes of

Holland are of moderate height, and yet

serve to protect the coast against all the

waters of the North Sea. The real engi-

neering problems involved in the Amer-
ican rivers are those included in the selec-

tion of sites, in the scheme of continual
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supervision and control, and in the har-

monious co-ordination of all the elements

of which the problem is composed.
It is evident that such a result can be

accomplished only by a centralized and
authoritative organization, with all the

powers which can be derived from Na-
tional sources. It is an Interstate ques-

tion, and one which can be met only by
higher and more unified control than is

possible by any system of local work.

Engineering works in one State may
render little or no service to the State

in which they are situated, and the pro-

tection which they exert must frequently

be given wholly to areas and cities hun-

dreds of miles away, in other commu-
nities, having other interests. Manifest-

ly it is impracticable to expect such

works to be constructed at the expense

and under the direction of the State

which can expect no return itself directly

from the investment. The scheme must
stand as a whole, gov-

erned, not by political

and artificial bound-
aries, but by such nat-

ural elements as the

elevation and contour

of the surface, by the

direction of water
courses and the na-

ture of watersheds,

and by the local char-

acter of rainfall and
run-off.

It is true that in

most instances such
controlling works
would also include the

utilization of the water power thus de-

veloped, and it is one of the valuable ele-

ments of the scheme that the tremendous
energy which is ordinarily expended in

destructive action would be modified and
regulated to become available for the use

and convenience of man. To this extent

there would doubtless be a local benefit

derived from the regulating works, and
to the development of power might be

added the distribution of water for pur-

poses of irrigation.

Viewed as a whole, the problem con-
sists in the creation of a system for

averaging and equalizing one of the most

irregular and unequal of natural forces,

the power of the waters which fall upon
the earth. It is interesting to note that

such an equalizing action now exists in

the case of the glaciers of the Alps ; the

fall from the sky, in the form of snow,
being largely stored in the glaciers, and
slowly melted to supply the streams,

which supply the rivers.

When it is realized that the yearly

averages of rainfall are fairly uniform
for definite localities, over long periods

of time, it is evident that some sort of

fly-wheel action is essential for the con-

version of the irregularities into a fair

approximation to that average. In past

generations this equalization was par-

tially effected by the existence of large

wooded areas upon the watersheds, re-

tarding and absorbing the rainfall to such
an extent that the time element was
introduced in a manner now absent. It

has been said that even such an incon-

At Glens Falls, New York, after the Steel
Bridge had been washed away. The rush of
an uncontrolled mass of water which might
have been made a useful servant under
better conditions.

spicuous detail as the existence of nu-

merous beaver dams upon the small

feeder streams created many retarding

pools which converted turbulent moun-
tain streams into well-behaved currents.

The great example of entire conver-

sion of an extreme torrent into a con-
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trolled channel appears in the solution

of the problem of the Chagres river in

connection with the construction of the

Panama canal, by the creation of the

Gatun Lake. The rains, which have been
known to cause a rise of more than forty

feet during a single night in the uncon-
trolled river, will cause a difference of

level of but a few inches in the 150
square miles area of Gatun Lake. This
is an extreme case for an extreme pur-

Some of the Great Steel Cantilever Cranes
in use at Panama, and available for service
in the construction of controlling reservoirs
to improve the rivers of the United States
after the work on the Canal Zone is completed.
Nearly all the Panama equipment could well
be transferred to the upper river districts
of the Mississippi for improvement works, in-

stead of being sold on the second-hand market.

pose, but it includes the lesser cases with-
in its limits. Just as the wide variations

in the duration of human lifetimes are

equalized and averaged in the creation

of the averaging reservoir of life-insur-

ance systems, so the irregularities of
rainfall and flood waters may be con-
verted into uniformity, safety and profit,

instead of variability, danger and loss.

This result can be accomplished, how-
ever, only by the exercise of highly con-
centrated and centralized authority and
power. It is a problem which can be
executed successfully only by the gen-
eral National Government, after a well-

considered, scientific, National plan has
been prepared. The work of the Coast

and Geodetic survey is an example of

the National character of such an under-
taking, while the engineering features

are more akin to those which have been
so successfully handled at the Isthmus.

One of the most important elements

in the conduct of such a large under-
taking as has here been outlined lies

in the preparation of the original plans,

and in the conduct of the preliminary

work. This may well be realized when
the work at the Isthmus is studied, and,

while questions of sanitation would
hardly become as prominent in the

United States as they proved to be at

Panama, there are other things which
might well be taken up and considered

in advance of any constructive work.

The great thing at the present time is

to have some broad and definite plan

prepared, after which the successive ele-

ments of which it must be composed may
be formulated and initiated. The ques-

tions involved in the location of storage

sites, and the acquirement of the control

of -the lands, must necessarily be taken

up, and these might well form portions

of the work of executive departments
already capable of dealing with them.

By the time that the preliminary work
has thus been done there will be re-

leased for the engineering and construct-

ive portion of the undertaking a com-
plete organization and equipment, un-
equalled, both in personnel and experi-

ence, by any in existence—that now com-
pleting the great undertaking at Pan-
ama. The manner in which the works
at the Isthmus have been carried forward
to completion by Col. Goethals and his

men emphasizes in an incontrovertible

manner the fact that it is to their hands
that the scientific prevention of disas-

trous floods in the United States, and
the conversion of its rivers from en-

emies into friends, should be entrusted.

The men who have tamed the Chagres
know already how to control the Mis-
sissippi, the Ohio, the Missouri and their

feeders ; they have the equipment, the

experience and the organization.

It cannot be too strongly impressed
upon the Government that it would be a

colossal blunder to permit such an effi-

cient and coherent body of men to be
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Where the Flood Waters Come From.

Mountain streams, such as this, drain large watersheds, and become torrents when the spring
rains and thaw deliver great volumes of water in a short period of time. It is at such points
that controlling reservoirs would enable the water to be held from flooding the lower reaches
of the rivers, and convert the flood into a useful source of power and irrigation.
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dispersed at a time when such an im-

portant task is impending; nor should

any portion of the mechanical equip-

ment available for the coming task be

disposed of while so much good work
is awaiting its activity.

Panama was undertaken to create a

new channel between the oceans, both

for naval and mercantile progress. The
desirability of this great work is undis-

puted, but there was no immediate men-

ace to life and property if it had not

been undertaken. If, however, the rush

of flood waters every spring upon the

great rivers of the United States is not

controlled, there must continue each sea-

son such loss of life and money as we
have experienced even now. It is not

a matter of choice ; it is a question of

National defense against an internal en-

emy.

It is not a consideration of how much
it will require to do it, but rather how
much it will cost not to do it. At Pan-

ama the right of way had to be ac-

quired, at the cost of millions ; here the

sovereign authority

already exists. At
Panama the causes

of disease and
death had to be in-

vestigated and an

ignorant population

compelled to accept

sanitation ; here
both climate and
population are al-

ready understood
and regulated. The
transport of men, machinery and mate-

rials was diffiicult at the Isthmus and is

simple in the United States ; the con-

duct of the work needs little or no varia-

tion from that which is already current

at the very sites of operation, and the

labor question is immensely simplified.

It is doubtful if the exact magnitude of

the losses caused by the floods of 1913

will ever be precisely determined, but al-

ready certain estimates have been made
which are probably well within the lim-

its of actual fact. The Public Utilities

Commission of the State of Ohio places

PREVENTION of ill

effects is far more
effective and important than

remedial measures taken
after the harm has been
done.

,,

the property loss in that State alone at

$350,000,000, and to this should be ad-

ded the cost of the relief of half a mil-

lion of destitute persons for a period of

at least three weeks. The Ohio loss thus

reaches almost the entire amount of the

cost of the Panama canal, without tak-

ing into consideration the losses occur-

ring in Indiana and elsewhere. It is es-

timated that the average loss due to

floods in Ohio alone reaches about $50,-

000,000 yearly, a tax which in itself

would go far toward the installation of

the necessary controlling works.-

Apart from the necessity of so con-

trolling the flow of streams in such an
effective manner as to prevent disastrous

floods, this principal element is accom-
panied by several secondary features,

themselves capable of valuable develop-

ment. The forces, which, during un-
controlled flood seasons, work so much
injury, may when properly regulated,

become valuable sources of power, and
if, "as seems probable, the demand for

electrical energy in connection with the

transformation of

agricultural opera-

tions into mechan-
ically operated un-

dertakings ap-
pears, an ample
market for such

power would be

developed within

practical r e ac h .

The question of the

revival of river
navigation is less

promising, but it offers possibilities

which should not be overlooked in the

general plans for river control. Irriga-

tion problems are necessarily combined

with any discussion of the storage of

water, and, in most instances, these mi-

nor elements might well be considered

in a manner similar to that of by-pro-

ducts.

Evidently the thing -to be done at the

present time is to obtain an expression

of opinion from the eminent engineers of

the United States, both as to the feasi-

bility of the scientific control of the flood
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waters of American rivers by the stor-

age system, and as to the importance of

retaining the equipment and personnel

of the Panama Canal work to carry out

such an undertaking.

Surely, if the United States govern-

ment can acquire control of a zone of

foreign territory, and expend upon it

hundreds of millions of dollars to con

struct a waterway,
primarily for naval

purposes and also

to provide for the

commerce of the

world, it can uti-

lize the experience

and equipment re-

sulting from the

development o f

that undertaking,

for the purpose of

preventing yearly

losses of millions,

of saving hundreds
of lives, and of

conserving great

natural resources,

within its own ter-

ritory.

When the mag-
nitude of the un-

dertaking is real-

ized, and the direct

and immense eco-

nomic value of

its achievement is

made public, it

seems clear that

immediate action

F the rush of flood waters

every spring upon the

great rivers of the United
States is not controlled,

there must continue each

season such loss of life and

money as we have experi-

enced even now."

age, the whole nation would be up in

arms, unlimited funds would be imme-
diately forthcoming to fight the invader,

and the victory over the enemy would be

considered cause for great rejoicing.

There has recently been considerable

agitation in the United States over the

question of the right of aliens to acquire

title to land in this country, and both

State and National

governments have

been draw n into

this important
question. Import-

IT is one of the valuable

elements of the scheme
that the tremendous energy

which is ordinarily ex-

pended in destructive action,

would be modified and regu-

lated to become available for

the use and convenience of

man."

is necessary.

Millions of dol-

lars are appropriated and expended
every year upon an army and a navy to

provide for the National defense against

possible enemies, enemies who are now
peaceful friends, and against whom it is

most sincerely hoped that no armed de-

fense will ever need to be exerted. Here
we have, already existing, within our own
borders, an enemy which can be depended
upon positively to make a yearly attack

upon defenseless citizens, destroying

their property, interrupting their busi-

ness, impeding traffic, stopping the mails

and causing loss of life. If a foreign

enemy worked a fraction of such dam-

ant though it has

been, this matter is

trifling compared
with the fact that,

willingly or un-

willingly, an en-

emy has already

gained a hold upon
great areas of

the United States,

working destruc-

tion to an extent

far exceeding that

to be apprehended
from the objection-

a b 1 e colonies of

Asiatics. The ex-

istence of an an-

tagonist, already

firmly entrenched

within the very

heart of the coun-

try, is a matter
which must be rec-

ognized, and the

sooner this fact is

appreciated the
more effective the line of defense can
be formulated.

It has been said that a nation's first

line of defense is the enemy's coast, but

when the enemy is one of the forces of

Nature, situated, not upon a distant

coast, but above, within and around the

great centres of industry, commerce and
residence, the whole method of handling

the question must be met upon different

lines.

Fortunately, such a battle has already

been fought and won, and the men and

weapons who have been victorious at
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Panama are available to be directed, it, converting it into a tractable and val-

under the same experienced leadership, uable servant, and removing forever the

against this powerful opponent, and need menace which is today the most for-

only the word to advance and subdue midable enemy of the United States.

GASSIER'S FIRST TO BRING THIS GREAT ISSUE
BEFORE THE NATION

From Cassiers Magazine, August, 1912

WHEN the actual construction of

the Panama Canal was studied

by engineers of experience in the

special departments of work involved, it

became evident to all that the chief prob-

lem to be solved was not .the cutting of

a channel through the narrow portion of

land forming the Isthmus, but rather the

control of the irregular and torrential

flow of the Chagres River. The fact

that practically all the drainage of an

extensive and steep watershed had to

reach the sea through this stream, to-

gether with the climatic conditions which
included much rainfall, rendered this

portion of the problem a matter for se-

rious consideration, since upon its prac-

tical solution depended the success of

all the rest of the undertaking.

It is now well known that the cre-

ation of Gatun Lake, providing an ex-

tensive reservoir, into which the sudden
increase of the volume of flow could

be received without making any serious

variation in level, was the true method
of controlling the Chagres River and of

converting it not only into a well regu-

lated supply of water for the canal, but
also of providing ample hydraulic power
for all operative purposes.

Now that the work is nearly completed,
it may well be considered if the lesson

thus learned may not be applied, with-

out delay, to the solution of a similar

problem within the borders of the

United States, and possibly save for the

country losses which exceed the cost of

the construction of the entire waterway
at the Isthmus.
The destructive floods of the Missis-

The Great
Masonry Dam
built by the
British Govern-
ment at Assouan,
Egypt.

This dam creates a
storage reservoir to
equalize the flow of the
Nile and insure reg-
ular irrigation for the agri-
cultural land in the Nile valley.
The arched openings through the
dam are fitted with gates, operated
from above, enabling the stored water
to be let out during the dry season,
as it may be needed.
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sippi River are of frequent occurrence,

and it seems as if the existing methods
of protection against them by the con-
struction and maintenance of levees and
bank reinforcements are inadequate, and
even antiquated, when considered as sole

defenses against the river floods. The
lesson at Panama would indicate that

the true method of treating the problem
of the Mississippi would be the crea-

tion of a number of artificial lakes sim-
ilar to that at Gatun, and for a similar

purpose, their location and size to be
determined by topographical and com-
mercial considerations. A number of
such lakes, produced by damming the

available for regulated power develop-
ment, and also enable the desired flow
to be maintained during the season when
low water would otherwise prevail.
The importance of considering this

matter at the present time appears be-

cause the United States Government is

now in possession of a complete organi-

zation, administration, and engineering

equipment for the execution of such a

plan. Instead of disposing of the ex-

tensive equipment so soon to finish its

work at the Isthmus, the rational and
efficient thing to be done would be its

transfer to the Mississippi Valley and

A Controlled Water Supply

How the water from mountain sides may be
diverted from flooding the cultivated valley, and
directed for use as needed. A western irriga-
tion canal created from an uncontrolled moun-
tain stream.

stream at points where the accumulation

of water could be controlled, would en-

able the excess of water to be stored and
held back over such areas as would pro-

duce but moderate changes in level, even
during the season of maximum flow, and
thus protect the lower reaches of the

river from danger and render the exist-

ing levees ample to insure safety. The
stored water, as at Panama, would be

its immediate use in the creation of a

series of regulating lakes which would
remove permanently all further danger
of flood damage while conserving the

power of the great river for useful serv-

ice. The most inefficient thing which
could be done would be the disposal of

the Panama equipment and the dispersal

of its personnel while such an evident

an immediate task is awaiting its serv-

ices.
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OPINIONS OF PROMINENT ENGINEERS
We have received many letters from

engineers of national prominence ex-

pressing their views regarding this sub-

ject, and publish the following.

Others will appear in our July num-
ber including a most important and in-

teresting statement regarding flood con-

ditions, written by General W. H. Bixby,

Chief Engineer of the U. S. Army.
From Clarence P. Cressey, East Orange, N. J.

"I am heartily in favor of such action, pro-
vided the various states will aid by taking the

necessary measures to prevent destruction of

forests and foster the growth of new timber
where such measures are necessary.

"I believe the matter should be called to

the President's attention by the Engineering
Societies, and that it should be left to his dis-

cretion as to whether it is necessary to call a
National Flood Congress.

"I would also suggest that this matter be
taken up with the Governors of the various
States when they meet in convention, as has
been the custom for the last few years."

From Rudolph Hering, New York.
"There is no question of the enormous

losses suffered by floods and of the necessity

for correcting the causes.

"In order to do the latter a very carefully

and well considered plan of operation must
first be available, so as to have the vast equip-
ment and organization soon to be disbanded
at Panama to be employed.
"The U. S. Government Engineers have, I

believe, the flood question in hand ; at least

they have the navigable rivers. I have seen
some articles of Government engineers on the

subject. I have also studied the river regula-

tions on the Continent of Europe I believe as

much as any American engineer. Unfor-
tunately I do not think that these questions
are attacked in our country in an equally

efficient manner as they are attacked in

Europe. From some articles I fear that some
prevailing ideas will not give us the success
expected.
"What I believe should be done first is to

have a Commission appointed by Congress,
of engineers, of this country as well as

Europe, to discuss the whole question of river

regulation in our country, and to formulate
plans therefor which will prepare for the
future, and reduce the future floods to a
minimum, and also to regulate the rivers in

such a way that flood damages will be ob-.

viated or minimized.
"The work to be done by such a Commis-

sion is very large, because it should comprise
every watershed of the country, and settle the
principles upon which the rivers should be
adjusted in alignment, in section and in gradi-
ent, as done in Europe. When any section is

improved it should be improved according to

the established plan, so that eventually all will

form a harmonious whole."

From R. H. Fernald, University of Pennsyl-
vania.

"The project impresses me as a very timely
and important one, and I believe that if

definite action can be pushed speedily enough
through a National Flood Congress, the sug-
gestion made that the President call together
such a Congress for consideration of the mat-
ter is a desirable one."

From Philetus W. Gates, of the Hanna Engi-
neering Works, Chicago.

"I thoroughly endorse the plan which you
suggest and believe there should be no trouble
in bringing this about especially as this

method has been advocated by the. Govern-
ment itself for many years, and I think there
has been a large amount of work done in

making surveys, etc.

"I would respectfully suggest that such
work as is done by the engineers in further-
ing this plan be in conjunction with that de-
partment of the Government which has had
this work in hand, as the more influence
which can be combined, and especially if it is

in accordance with the work of some depart-
ment of the Government, the more likely re-

sults will obtain."

From Alfred Brooks Fry, Chief Engineer of
United States Public Buildings, formerly
member of the Board of Consulting Engi-
neers of the New York State Canals.

"I strongly endorse your expressed views.
Some knowledge of the Missouri Valley, of
the Mississippi and its tributaries, and con-
siderable study of regulated rivers in Europe,
and the Nile, have led me to believe that the
practice followed for years in the Mississippi
Valley, of depending almost wholly upon
levees, is erroneous, and that a further study
should be made, by a competent body, of this

entire question, to see what regulation by
water storage is possible or practicable.

"I grant the physical difficulties ; but some
of them are no greater than have been over-
come on the Nile, on the Po, or on the
Danube ; and I grant the enormous expense
involved; but if we are to have a repetition

of the damage by flood that has afflicted the
Mississippi and its tributaries from time to

time, notably during the past five years, al-

most any expenditure that it is within the
power of rich states and a great nation to

undertake would seem justified."

From F. W. Dean, Boston.

"It strikes me that this would be a good
idea. I do not believe that it would be best

to favor calling by the President of a Na-
tional Flood Congress. It seems to me that

if the matter were brought before the Presi-
dent he might have the War Department
make a study and estimate of the cost of
beginning this work, and have a bill put
through Congress to have the work begun by
the War Department."
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THE NEW INDUSTRY
AND THE OLD INEFFICIENCY

What department of activity comprises 40% of the total wealth
of the United States?

What industry has to feed not only its own dependents, but
also those of the other 60% ?

Do you know the plans which are being made to double the

new wealth now being produced each year by this depart-
ment of industry ?

Do you know how this will affect you ?

THE NEW ERA IN FOOD PRODUCTION.
The total wealth of the United States is estimated by the

Bureau of the Census at a little more than one hundred
thousand million dollars. About eighty per cent of this

wealth is included among three great departments of industry

:

AGRICULTURE, MANUFACTURES and RAIL-
ROADS, in the proportion of about forty per cent in agriculture

and twenty per cent for each of the other two, the remaining
twenty per cent being of a miscellaneous character. The prod-

uct of the forty per cent of the wealth invested in agriculture has

to feed not only its own share of the population and the animals

which it employs, but also the other sixty per cent. Notwith-
standing this disproportionate burden, the art of getting subsist-

ence out of the ground, the biggest industry in the world, has

been dependent almost wholly hitherto upon human and animal

energy for its motive power.

The application of Scientific and Engineering Methods to the

Soil. A series of Articles Dealing with the Coming of the

New Era in Food Production, and of the Scientific Exploitation

of the Earth.

An interesting feature of forthcoming issues of CASSIER'S.

The Agriculturists of this country, even the modern so-called

intensive farmers, have not progressed as rapidly in methods of
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performing work as has been the case in nearly all other lines of

industry, and yet it is on the agriculturist that all the people
of the world depend for their life and strength to perforin any
kind of work.

Now, however, there has arisen a NEW INDUSTRY, the

application of manufactured power to the cultivation of the

ground, and the application of scientific methods to the main-
tenance of its fertility. During the year 1912, the actual value

of the crops taken out of the soil of the United States amounted
to more than nine thousand million dollars of new wealth. If to

this we add the value of animals raised for market during the

year, the amount of new wealth thus produced reached nearly

ten thousand million dollars in value.

Practically all of this wealth was produced under the OLD
INDUSTRY of Agriculture. If the same area had been worked
according to modern scientific methods, with modern power
machinery, a value of more than double this enormous amount
would have been produced, and with far less effort and expense.

It is the NEW INDUSTRY of Scientific Agriculture which
is thus to meet the demand for subsistence and check the advance
in cost; it is the NEW INDUSTRY of the application of

aggregated capital and power machinery to the cultivation of

the ground which will create greater industrial values than those

produced by all the manufacturing industries and all the rail-

roads of the world.

An acre of land in the United States today produces only about

fifteen bushels of wheat. Properly cultivated by power machin-

ery, it may be made to yield forty bushels. When the ground
is worked as the iron beds of Minnesota are being worked, not

by men and horses, but by power tractors and railways, the NEW
INDUSTRY of power farming will double its efficiency.

The questions of improved agricultural methods, the replace-

ment of physical strength by
.
power machinery, the efficient

operation of agricultural enterprises and the marketing of the

products are ones on which the future health and happiness of

the people of the world largely depend, and are treated in full in

this series of articles in "CASSIER'S."



THE NEW INDUSTRY
THE REPLACEMENT OF MEN AND ANIMALS BY POWER AND MACHINERY

MODERN AGRICULTURAL METHODS WILL PREVENT
THE WASTE OF ONE FIFTH OF OUR FOOD

BY L. W. ELLIS

A Motor Driven Ensilage Cletter

THE old idea of a little farm, well

tilled by its resident owner, is a

pleasing inheritance from the past.

It formed an agreeable picture, but we
must not blind our eyes to the fact that

it is wholly inadequate to present-day

conditions, or to the knowledge that a

great change is taking place.

The entire history of American agri-

culture may be divided into periods based

upon the development of farm machin-
ery; and, in brief, into three fairly dis-

tinct periods.

The first period covers the era of hand
methods, continuing well toward the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century. In fact,

until about 1850, the wagon, the cart

and the cotton gin were practically the

only implements or machines which did

not belong to hand methods of produc-
tion.

The second period includes the era of

transition from hand to machine meth-
ods, and may be placed from 1850 to

1870. At the latter date nearly all of

the modern agricultural machines were
in the field in some crude form, and the

idea of superseding hand methods by
machinery had firmly fixed itself in the

mind of the average farmer.
The third period, which followed from

1870 to the close of the century, marks

a rapid improvement, and may be called

the era of farm machinery. During this

era, scientific breeding, based on the in-

troduction of improved foreign stock,

improved the efficiency of the average

farm horse at least 25 per cent. During
the same time the number of horses and

other work animals used on farms for

each farm laborer also increased about

four-fold. The influence of even this

change in the introduction of power, al-

though still animal power, is seen in the

greater efficiency, the production per

farm laborer being increased about five

times.

The result of these developments in

the introduction of mechanical appli-

ances, especially in increasing the amount
of animal power, soon became ap-

parent.

The farmer found both his own effi-

ciency and that of his men improved,
both being relieved of much drudgery
and enabled to live more comfortably
and intelligently.

The introduction of machinery on the

farm was found to decrease the cost of

production and increase the proportion

of profit. It was also found to reduce
the proportion of laborers required to

produce the food supply of the nation,

thus freeing men for industrial develop-

ment along other lines. In 1800 there

"It is estimated that there are in the

United States, fifteen million work horses

now employed, and that at least ten million

more are required to meetpresent demands.

The food for these animals alone costs more

than a billion dollars each year, equaling

the total income of two million average

families.
"
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were required four families on the farm
to support one family in the town. To-
day two families in the country support
three families in the city, and still leave

a balance for export. Under such a

stimulus the cities have felt the neces-

These three oil tractors are pulling fifty bottom
acre in four and a half minutes. How long would
to accomplish the same amount of work?

sity of providing work for the increased

army of workers, and this again reacts

upon the farmer, rendering it necessary

for him to produce a continually increas-

ing surplus of food beyond the needs

of his own family.

Doubtless one of the reasons why
the application of manufactured power
to the soil has been so long delayed lies

in the difficult conditions which must
be met. The material cannot be brought

to a central factory, but the power plant

must be capable of going from place to

place and doing its work wherever found.

This involves the limitations of topog-

raphy, climate and soil, and renders the

mechanical problem of designing an ef-

ficient farm tractor much more difficult

than that of making a stationary engine.

Another reason is found in the conserva-

tive attitude of the farmer, who is much
slower to adopt changes than the man-
ufacturer, in the whirl of modern com-
petition. It is now conceded, however,

that the farmer must adopt mechanical

power on a scale comparable with the

other two great industries, if he is to

meet the continually increasing demand
for food. Yet another reason for the

delay in the introduction of mechanical

power in agriculture appears in the ir-

regular demands of the service. For a

considerable portion

of the year the
amount of power re-

quired is moderate,

while during the ac-

tive season a high

peak load is reached.

This applies as well

to animal power as to

manufactured power,

and one of the great

burdens upon the

farmer imposed by
animal power is found
in the necessity of

feeding and caring for

horses during the

plows, covering an winter season.
it "take three horses

The peak load in

agriculture occurs in

plowing, and it is estimated that even

on old land 60 per cent, of the power
consumed is expended in plowing, al-

though this is only the shallow plowing
now prevalent. If the maximum yield

is to be obtained from the ground, much
deeper plowing should be used, and this

means the requirement for still more
power during the brief plowing season.

That this demand can be met by the

continued use of animal power is out

of the question. The slow processes of

animal reproduction cannot yield the

surplus power quickly enough, even if

it were desirable to continue the use of

animal power. It is estimated that there

are in the United States fifteen million

work horses now employed, and that

at least ten million more are required to

meet present demands. The food for

these animals alone costs more than a bil-

lion dollars each year, equaling the total

income of two million average families.

The crops from one-fifth of the cultivated

acreage are withheld from supplying hu-

man needs in order to supply animal
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What per cent of the food produced by these animals do they consume?

power for farming, and any increase in

the proportion of animal power would in-

crease this consumption still further.

If, however, we turn to mechanical

power, we release the production of

from five to twenty-eight acres for ev-

ery horse displaced by machinery and
employ a source of power which con-

sumes nothing which could be converted

into food for mankind.

If we consider the influence which
the application of manufactured power
has had upon manufacturing and trans-

port, we may gather some idea of what
may be expected from similar devel-

opments in agriculture. The pack mule
and the prairie schooner have given way
to vast railway systems, and the caravel

to the great modern
ocean steamships. It

costs less to send a

bushel of wheat
from New York to

Liverpool than to

haul it with teams
from the farm to

the railway station.

The cost of trans-

porting farm pro-

ducts by team aver-

ages about 23 cents

per ton-mile, while
the railways of the

United States haul
. . . What a waste of power
treight at prices as inefficient method of

low as three-eighths of a cent per ton-

mile. The cost of fabrics, illumination,

warmth and utensils has been lowered

by power manufacturing to a point which
has rendered individual production utter-

ly impracticable. The drift of labor has

been away from the farm to the factory,

and yet it is in the factory that manu-
factured power is used with all the man-
ual labor employed, while the farm, thus

depleted, is only beginning to apply

power to do its work.

The development of the power-driven

factory brought about certain changes

in the conduct of manufacturing opera-

tions, and it is to be expected that similar

changes will follow the application of

manufactured power to agriculture.

These changes will

include both scope

and management.
Mechanical power
can be efficiently ap-

plied to much better

effect upon the large

farm than to the

smaller area, and
with the develop-

ment of the large,

power-worked farm
must come corres-

pondingly broader

management. The
, t . , _,, , fact that many large

and time ! Old and r . .

harvesting grain. farming ventures
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have failed, or have been reduced in

size, is due to the lack of men of large

calibre leadership. When old David
Rankin, proprietor of 25,000 acres in

Missouri, died recently, he was regarded

as a captain of industry. Yet keen, quiet,

college-trained boys are now taking hold

of enormous farm enterprises and hand-

ling them quite successfully.

There is a syndicate in Kansas operat-

ing a ranch of 25,000 acres in a manner
which might serve as a model for the

entire country. It is cultivating 8,000

acres of corn, 2,000 acres of alfalfa,

besides miscellaneous crops, together

with 11,000 hogs and 6,000 cattle, and

has been under the charge of its present

manager for fifteen years. Here the

brunt of the heavy work is borne by two

big traction engines, while the system of

accounting is as com-
plete as that of any great

manufacturing establish-

ment.

One of the largest

growers of hard wheat
in the country uses four

or five engines to culti-

vate 14,000 acres ; while

in California there is a

ranch of 16,000 acres, of which 10,000
acres are devoted to sugar beets. At the

time of the writer's visit, about two and
a half years ago, this plant was using

ten traction engines, each actually replac-

ing sixty horses.

Large units are undoubtedly the most
economical in agriculture, as in other

industries. A certain farm of 1,800

acres in Minnesota, on which accurate

statistical investigations have been con-

ducted, pays higher wages than twenty-
five small ones on which similar records

have been kept. While the rates of de-

preciation on the farm machines are, in

the main, higher, yet the machine cost

per acre of crop handled is less, because
the machines are worked more nearly to

their capacity.

Thus the cost of producing an acre of

barley on the large farm

was $6.18, as against $7,

$8.88 and $9.69 for three

groups of smaller farms.

The saving of flax is

from $1 to $3.80 per

acre, and on wheat from

90 cents to $3.80.

It is undoubtedly true

that mechanical power

Motors used in the manufacture of ice. They are operating the Brine Circulation Pumps.
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This apparatus, used for milking cows, is operated by a motor-driven vacuum pump.

encourages the existence of large farms,

and that the size of the farm must de-

pend, to a certain extent, upon local con-

ditions. In the older portions of the

country, where the land had to be cleared

of trees before it could be brought under

cultivation, the size of the farm depended
largely upon the destructive ability of

the settler. The sizes of farms thus de-

termined have persisted to a large de-

gree, down to the present time. On the

Western prairies, however, the size was
governed more generally by the amount
of power which could be applied, and
under the earlier conditions this meant
the number of horses which could be

handled by one man.
In general, it was

found that the maxi-

mum mana g e a b 1 e

team consisted of four

horses, and hence the

Western farms are

generally multiples of

the area which can be

handled by such an
outfit. In the South-
ern States the unit is

the mule, and large farms in that section

are really groups of plots, each farmed
by one negro and one mule; hence such

I
N 1800 there were re-

quired [four families on
the farm to support one

family in the town. Today
two families in the country
support three families in the
city, and still leave a bal-

ance for export."

expressions as "a ten-mule farm," etc.

With the introduction of the power
tractor this capacity of the machine may
become the unit of farm capacity, and
the "thirty-horse tractor farm" or the

"sixty-horse tractor farm" may become
current parlance, while the delivery of

electric power to farms within transmis-

sion distance of great power stations may
develop other units.

Assuming, then, that successful farm-
ing of the immediate future must be

done largely by power machinery, it may
be desirable to examine some of the

modifications which will probably fol-

low.

It is probable that

the introduction of

mechanical power on
the farm will save

wages rather than

money. Nearly every

mechanical equipment

to replace human la-

bor has involved the

investment of a great-

er amount of capital

than before, but has brought with it a

vastly increased output, and this will

naturally continue to be the case. The
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The power station on a modern farm, showing
electric alternators.

mechanical equipment represents an in-

vestment which must be made as capital.

Human labor is paid for piecemeal, as

used; but the first cost of the machine
must be paid and its operative cost pro-

vided for.

With the machine the interest on the

investment is substituted for the wages
of the men it replaces. The man who
has only his labor as his capital is com-
ing to the same point on the farm as he
has come elsewhere ; he cannot compete
with machines, which represent money
and provide a lower cost of production.

It is to be expected that the entrance of

large-capacity, power-driven machinery
on the farm will meet with opposition

similar to that which was met in manu-
facturing operations, but the extent to

which the application of power will cre-

ate new opportunities for labor will pro-

vide for many more men than those dis-

placed by machinery.
The modern world is being shaped

by power ; and, broadly, this action

may be divided into three great de-

partments ; the production of raw ma-
terial, as in mining and agriculture; the

transformation of the raw material into

forms adapted for service, as in manu-
facturing, and the transport of both raw
material and manufactured products to

the points where they may be used.

The development of these three de-

partments has not been symmetrical, and
the applications of power to manufac-
turing and to transportation have been
far more highly advanced than has thus
far been the case in the production of

raw material, especially in agriculture.

The factories have centered production

and transferred the processes from the

homes to the mills, taking with them
much of the best blood and capital.

Transportation has aided in this process,

but both are now acting to equalize the

situation by sending back to the country

both machines and engines to replace the

men which they have absorbed.

The great power-driven factories are

producing all kinds of things at enor-

mously cheaper rates and much more
efficiently than was possible in the old

days of household industries, while the

application of steam-power to the rail-

way and the ship has resulted in a

power-driven commerce which is binding

all nations together. Agriculture, the

fundamental industry, has lagged far be-

hind, and it is only with the occupation

of practically all our naturally productive

land that the problem of cheaper pro-

duction has become uppermost.

The influence of power machinery
upon the business side of farming should

also be considered. It is evident that the

small farm and individual farmer cannot

compete with the power-operated farm
directly, any more than the small manu-
facturer can maintain himself against the

great corporation. Two alternatives ap-

pear ; either the small farmer will be
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driven out of business to become some-

thing else—as an employee of the larger

organization, or possibly as a gardener,

using intensive methods upon a small

area for specialized and valuable pro-

ducts—or else he will protect himself by

co-operation with his neighbor in the

use of the new methods. It should be

realized that one of the most effective

methods of co-operation has been found

to be that of the corporation, the wide

distribution of stockholding interests in

such cases practically making all mem-
bers interested in the common enterprise.

It was only by such methods that the

development of railways and of steam-

ship lines became possible, and every-

thing points to such a solution of the

problem of the efficient, application of

power machinery to the land.

Economy of production indicates the

use of large power units, and the size of

power machines and the extent of area

under control will naturally be governed

by natural features and local conditions.

The work, may, therefore, be done by a

neighborhood co-operative association or

by an agricultural corporation, and the

best form can be determined only after

considerable experience. At the present

time men of large capital are intently

studying the agricultural question with a

view of finding in it a possible field for

investment, especially since all of the

easier monopolies have been already ex-

ploited. The history of modern captains

of finance has demonstrated that actual

ownership of property is not essential

to control. The control of credit is suf-

ficient; and farming, like every other

industry, must depend largely upon cred-

it. Whether or no agriculture, as an in-

dustry, can be monopolized remains to

be seen. Agricultural production, of

course, cannot be centralized, any more
than railway transportation ; but its man-
agement can be, and must be, centered
far more than at present.

It is evident that the large farms,
operated certainly by machinery power
driven, and probably under corporate
management, will come first, not in the
older settled portions of the country, but

Would you prefer an ancient hand pitchfork?
Motor and controller operating a hay hoist.
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in the West and in the western portion

of Canada.

Broadly, the great advantage of me-
chanical power in ag-

rj c u 1 1 u r e may be

summed up as fol-

lows :

Opportunity for
abundant power at the

time when needed
without excessive bur-

den for maintenance
during the remainder
of the year.

Ability to plow
deeper, and to con-

duct the operations more nearly simul-

taneously, than is possible with animal
power.

Ability to increase the crop produc-
tion more nearly to the maximum, thus
practically doubling the production, and
meeting the demand for subsistence with
but small increase in total cost and ma-
terial decrease in relative cost.

Release of human effort from the bur-
den of excessive labor, giving oppor-
tunity for work of higher grade in more

HE crops from one-
fifth of the cultivated
acreage are withheld

from supplyinghuman needs
in order to supply animal
power for farming, and any
increase in the proportion
of animal power would in-

crease this consumption still

further."

remunerative occupations.

Remunerative employment for capital

invested, both in the operation of great

farming corpora-

tions and in the man-
ufacture of power
machinery for agri-

cultural service.

In general, the re-

adjustment of the

great industry of

farming along the

lines which have al-

ready been followed
by changes in man-
ufacturing and
transportation con-

sequent upon the replacement of human
and animal power by manufactured
power and power-driven machinery.
The time required for these changes

will depend largely upon circumstances

;

but when we consider the extent to

which automobile transport has been de-

veloped during the past decade and com-
pare it with the introduction of mechan-
ical power already actively progressing

on the farm, it is time for those who
intend to be in the forefront of the

movement to proceed with their plans.

Electricity operates this butter churn.



CITIES UNBURNABLE!
THE USELESSNESS AND EXTRAVAGANCE
OF OUR ENORMOUS FIRE LOSSES

BY F. W*F1TZPATRICK

APRETTY clear case has already

been made against the insur-

ance companies by showing
that, if the latter did not deliberately

aid and abet arson, incendiary fires, they

had, at least, a guilty knowledge of what
was going on and did not raise a finger

to prevent it—any noise they might have
made might also have hurt their busi-

ness. And where there is profit in sin

it is mighty hard for humans to be really

virtuous.

Fires not of incendiary origin but "ac-

cidental," occurring in the ordinary

course of affairs (a very combustible

course, by the way), are not encouraged,

I grant you, but the companies do not

hold them in horror as the general pub-
lic might think they did ; for those fires,

as well as the others, have an element
of profit in them, even though that profit

be perhaps indirect. To put it in bru-

tally frank terms, the insurance people
really fear and guard against conflagra-

tions only. In the very nature of things

it is human for them not to look askance
at very frequent small and some moder-
ately large fires. They all accelerate and
improve business. The losses are so dis-

tributed by their clearing-house methods
that no one company suffers much, even
from a big fire, and the oftener fires

—

not conflagrations—occur, the more cer-

tain people are to insure, for have they
not the visible proof of the necessity

there is of insuring their property—the

ever-present danger of fire? The larger,

therefore, will be the policies written,

and, consequently, the larger will be the
premiums. Ergo, the more fires the bet-

ter ; the other man's misfortune is the

companies' gain.

A city composed entirely of fireproof

buildings and in which only some small

part of the contents could possibly burn,

would offer poor opportunities for the

insurance agent. Is it natural to expect

those who make their daily bread, and
considerable butter, and even jam, out

of the insurance business, to do very

Think of what fire could do if once well started
in this street ! All expensive and attractive build-
ings but, in most part, utterly unprotected, though
housing millions of dollars' worth of property and
thousands of lives.
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much toward the realization of such an
ideal city; do you expect them to have
more than lip-enthusiasm toward fire-

proof construction?

And yet, the travesty of it all! It is

to the insurance expert that the laymen,
our city authorities, our architects, and
our engineers go when seeking informa-
tion about how building should be done.

The power wielded by these com-
panies is astounding, and they use it au-
tocratically. To protect themselves
against conflagration losses they never
hesitate to order a city to install addi-
tional fire stations, more machines, better
equipment or increased water service.

The people of those cities may have
begged for just such things for years
and their appeals have been unheeded,
but let the under-
writers make these

same demands
and the authorities

hasten to comply.

That the com-
panies generally

use this power with

discretion and with

little abuse is greatly

to their credit, al-

though we must
not lose sight of

the fact that it is to

their former laxity

and to their will-

ingness to insure

poor risks earlier

in the game that

must be attributed,

in great part, the

conditions that now
compel them, in

self-protection, to

demand the addi-

tional safeguards
they are insisting

upon.

The whole problem becomes quite clear

to us if we but view it rationally, di-

vesting it of the sentiment we usually

attribute to insurance and realizing that

it is merely a cold business proposition.

The companies are not interested in the

HE highly satisfactory

results attained—both

from the owner's and the ten-

ant's points of view—make
it certain that the modern
skyscraper is to increase

greatly in number, and that

its maximum average height

is by no means reached."

cities' welfare or in that of their citizens.

A company exists for the sole purpose of
making money for its members, salaries

for its officers, profit for its stockhold-
ers. When a building was erected alone
in the center of a block it was not par-
ticularly exposed to external fire, and it

was most natural, therefore, that the
companies should make a low rate upon
it even though it was built of very in-

ferior construction. And the man built

it that way because he could get that

low rate and had reasons to believe it

would continue so. Then, when another

such building was erected upon the same
block, although the danger to both was
increased, the companies could still take

a pretty stiff chance at the old rate, which
was sufficiently "attractive" to convince

a third man that

that sort of con-

struction was per-

fectly safe and all

that he could be

expected to do be-

cause, forsooth,

didn't the com-

PERFECT building is

absolute economy;
good building is sensible;

shoddy construction is posi-

tive extravagance."

pames encourage

him to build that

way by that low

rate ? He, too,
built on this block

;

and later another

and perhaps some
of the first builders

enlarged their tin-

der shacks. The
block began to be

crowded, and the

companies, realiz-

ing that it was no
longer a case of

the possibility of

having to pay for

one building in that

block, but, if fire

started there, the whole lot of them were
more than apt to be destroyed, naturally

raised their rates upon them all. If an-

other man wanted to build there he had
to do it in first-class shape ; anything but

fireproof construction was frowned upon,
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and even on that his rate was pretty

high, for the companies couldn't afford

to assume any more risks there, nor did

they want anything to further jeopardize

the risks already written. Then they

turned their attention to ''protection."

The city was notified that it would have

to put in a fire station near that block,

more hydrants and greater pressure. Not
that the companies gave a hang for the

city's safety or the lives in it (it really

doesn't matter to the companies how
many people are burned) but they wanted

their invested interests in those poorly

constructed buildings protected. They
had gambled with the owners of those

buildings that the latter would not be

destroyed and had been paid to take that

chance, and it was nothing but the part

of good business to

in turn make the

city insure them that

fires there would be

put out as soon as

possible in order to

minimize their possi-

ble losses. Figure it

as you may, the

cost comes back to

the "ultimate con-

sumer" ; he's the
"goat" ; he pays the

piper ; likewise the

insurance rates and
also the taxes for

the protection de-

manded by the com-
panies for their in-

t e r e s t s and the

losses by fire in ev-

ery way, shape and
manner. Stop and

think how utterly

stupid he is to keep

on permitting both

ends, as it were, to

be played against

him.

There are two
sides to the ques-

tion, of course. The
companies offer the

bait to gamble and
the people gobble it tect the steel work of h

• ,i • j •
, convinced steel wouldn'

up with avidity, but !

hook and all. The average man, when
building doesn't begin proceedings by in-

quiring how his building had best be con-
structed, but he asks : "What do the in-

surance companies insist upon ?" He fig-

ures on the most "liberal" or slovenly way
in which they will permit building for a

certain rate which he deems satisfactory,

and the two together form such a combin-
ation as to make possible such appalling

sacrifices to the demon of fire as we have
witnessed in Baltimore and in San Fran-
cisco, and that we will witness again,

mark my words, in New Orleans or in

Boston, and, sooner or later, though per-

haps in modified form, in New York and
in Chicago ; conflagrations that are possi-

ble in every city of the Union. There has

been such an orgy of bad building that, do
what we can now in

our newer structures,

there is enough
fuel in every city

in the Union to give

us in each—the con-

ditions and accidents

being propitious

—

nearly, if not quite

as lively, a bonfire

as occurred in Bal-

timore and San
Francisco. Think
of it; last year, in

spite of all the fire-

proof construction

that was carried on
and in spite of the

splendid propaganda
for fire prevention,

63 per cent, of all

the buildings built

were of wood! And
every one of them is

or can be insured.

I blame the insur-

ance companies for

very much of this

fire matter, but still

more do I blame
the architects. Only
the most stupid lay-

man is ignorant of

the fact that an in-

surance company is

a business concern

it unnecessary to pro-
is building, for he was
t burn, and it didn't,
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looking after its own interests and doesn't

care a hang for him. With the architect

it is an entirely different proposition.

One is not buying something from him
nor gambling with him. One is employ-
ing him to advise one how to build and
what to build. The architect does have
certain responsibilities in regard to his

client. He is supposed to know what is

right and what is wrong. Almost a pub-
lic officer, he should have the public weal
and his client's advantage at heart. He
should know all about fire prevention and
fireproof construction, but he doesnt.

It is pathetically ridiculous how very few
improvements in construction or in fire

prevention were devised by architects.

They seem to love the usual ; the things

grandpa did
;

precedents. It was the

proper caper years ago to build with

wood, so it must be all right now. Many
architects think we are raising too much
hub-hub about fire anyway. Others
openly assert that it is bad buisness, for,

if there were no fires, there would soon
be no more building to be done, and
therefore no work for the architects.

You can count upon not much more than
the fingers of one hand the architects

who really appreciate the importance of

fire prevention and who willingly and
enthusiastically do anything toward its

advancement.

It is perhaps natural that most of the

progress made in the matter has been
carried forward by the engineers. It is

deplorable, however, that their good
work should so often be nullified or

spoiled by the architects. An architect

will employ a good engineer to lay out

the structural work of a building and
the latter will take care of the fire part,

too ; he will direct how the fireproofing

is to be done, the protection of windows,
etc. But, if the bids run a bit high, it's

the fire protection, the wire glass and
such details that will be lopped off by
the architect to cut down the expense,
and this long before he touches with
retrenching fingers any of the frills, the

decorative features of his building.

Worse than that, he will probably jeop-

ardize the effectiveness of a very im-
portant fire-prevention feature the en-

gineer planned, or destroy it altogether,

to get in some pet whim of his ; wooden
wainscoting, or finish, or other gew-gaw
that he thinks is artistic. He has his

art on crooked, in that he forgets that

the very prime purpose or function of

that art is to make his building safe,

convenient, lasting, and to do it with
grace and refinement. When he does
that and only then will he have a beau-
tiful building. He will not secure that

end by the usual method he follows.

Most of his buildings appear very mas-
sive, attractive to the eye, prettily pro-

portioned and impress one as being built

to stand for years, if not for all 'time,

while at heart they are but whited sep-

ulchres—flimsy, attractive only as to ex-

ternals, false, and will utterly disappear
from off the face of the earth if attacked

by a man's-sized fire.

It is futile therefore to expect much
help from the architects, the men who
should really lead in the fire-prevention

movement. And the insurance com-
panies are not going to work themselves
thin in that propaganda either. And the

people themselves know comparatively
little about it (though there seems to be
something of an awakening) and are gen-

erally apathetic about reforms anyway.
So, if we expect anything big and really

helpful to be done it must come through
the city and state governments. Pretty

nearly all that has been accomplished in

that line so far has been via that route.

Hundreds of cities are now revising

their building regulations or writing new
ones, or have just put amended ones into

force. It is well. It shows that the

great fires of the past few years have
not been wholly unfruitful lessons. Our
people are awakened to a realization that

something must be done. They are tired

of having their lives and property con-

stantly in great peril, the while paying

out nearly $300,000,000 a year for fire-

department and private protection and
$400,000,000 a year to the insurance com-
panies in premiums, while over $215,-

000,000 of property goes up in smoke
every year ! The cities realize, too, that

prevention is what is necessary. But
they are afraid to apply it thoroughly

and completely. They go at the building

regulations in a half-hearted way and
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seek not to devise and apply what is

really needed, what is necessary, but

merely what "the people will stand for."

That is the ridiculous phase of it. No
sooner is it suggested that better build-

ings will be required than there is a

great howl
;
people declare the cost of

building will be excessive ; "improve-
ments" cannot be made ; it will be a hard-
ship upon the poor man and all that sort

of thing; which, in plain language, is

pure rot. There has always been op-

position to progress : the locomotive and
the automobile were fought by the horse-

dealers ; telegraph and telephone were
opposed. So with better building; it is

opposed by the shysters who profit by
poor building, the speculative builders,

the jerrymen who build just so that a

house stands up until they can sell it;

and they have been shrewd enough to

make the people generally believe that

safe, reasonable building regulations

were really burdensome!

Perfect building is absolute economy

;

good building is sensible ; shoddy con-

struction is positive extravagance. That
basic fact must be remembered in devis-

ing regulations. A city full of good
buildings means lessened maintenance
cost for each owner, fewer repairs, a

longer life for the buildings (and, in

consequence, lower rents would obtain)

much less expense for fire departments
and water protection, and the very min-
imum of insurance rates and premiums,
safety of life and property. It would
mean millions upon millions of dollars

saved and a great municipal problem
solved. People should clamor for the

most exacting requirements ; on the con-

trary, they have been lied to and de-

ceived until they really believe that the

half-way measures we do apply are too

severe. And our cities have been so

"considerate" of the shyster-builders and
have made so few exactions that, until

very recently, people have been allowed
to build just as they pleased—and
strange, but they have Usually "pleased"
to build only as well as the laws com-
pelled them to—with the result that our
cities are filled with tinder-boxes and
fire-traps, and that, every year or two,
a third or a half or a quarter of some

city or other is entirely destroyed. Day
after day individual fires occur that wipe
out nearly $1,000,000 of property at one
fell swoop; not to mention that 2,000
or 3,000 lives are destroyed every year
and over 30,000 lives imperilled every
day. It is rank idiocy, imbecility; worse
—it is a shame and a crime!

In spite of the senseless opposition on
the part of the uninitiated—an opposi-

tion that can only originate with and is

abetted by the worst type of shyster-

builder—our building departments must
valiantly fight for the most stringent

building regulations. In that way lies

safety and real progress for our cities.

A first-class city can only be an ag-

gregation of first-class buildings. There-
fore, in at least the congested districts,

only perfect construction can be toler-

ated, the complete and total elimination

of the combustible in building materials.

More than that, materials that are in-

combustible but nevertheless damageable
by fire must be protected from fire. Not
a particle of structural steel must be left

exposed, nor should structural concrete

be left exposed. That is, in reinforced-

concrete construction there should be not

only enough concrete used to carry the

load, but an additional thickness of con-

crete should be added to protect that

structural portion from damage by fire.

The stories must be closed off one from
the other, and even each story should be

sub-divided to make as small units of

space as practicable in which fire mav
originate. Windows must be protected.

I contend that, if perfectly built and
with the necessary "fire-fighting" appli-

ances installed buildings may be built as

high as owners desire, provided that the

streets be not deprived of sunlight and
air. This may be accomplished by step-

ping buildings back, so many stories

on street line, so many stories above that

to be built back so many feet from front,

and so on up as high as one wishes.

All buildings, new and old, of a pub-

lic or semi-public nature, should be con-

spicuously and officially labeled, desig-

nating just what classes they belong to

—

"First class," "Second Class," "Danger-

ous," etc. That will keep the building

department alert in properly classifying
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the buildings and will keep owners from
falsely claiming that their inferior and
dangerously built buildings are "fire-

proof."

Then the department should make ev-

ery effort to have the tax system so

amended that there will be a scale of

rates rather than a flat rate. The owner
of a first-class building, requiring the

minimum of fire protection and expense
on the part of the city, should pay a low-

er rate of taxes than the owner of the

fire-trap for whose benefit and protec-

tion, and the protection of the neighbor-

ing property he endangers, the expensive

fire departments have to be maintained.

That man should pay the maximum
rate of tax. Further, the building

departments should try to secure legis-

lation on the order of the "neighbor-

ing-risk" that exists in most European
cities, whereby the individual becomes
amenable for the damage done to other

than his property through his neglect or

carelessness. In other words, if fire ex-

tends beyond a man's own premises, he

would get but part of his insurance. In

Europe this works to a charm : people

become most careful where they deposit

ashes and waste paper and cotton waste,

and all those fire-breeding things are kept

in fireproof receptacles. It makes a man
careful. We need it ; for our Americans
are proverbially and actually the most
careless people on earth. Many people

will clamor for as restricted fire limits

as possible ; the building departments
should clamor for as wide limits as pos-

sible. That is wise provision, real con-

servatism. It is only a question of a

few years when the existing fire limits

of any city will have to be extended.

Then they take in all the second-class

buildings permitted under the old regu-

lations, and these old ones endanger the

new buildings and the latter have to be
superlatively well built to withstand the

adjacent fires that are sure to rage all

about them in the old buildings. We
must all realize that, with as rapidly

growing a population as ours is, the

town of today is the city of tomorrow.
Every one of our cities is now suffering

from an inheritance of fire-traps handed
down by previous generations. The city

that would make its fire limits compre-
hend all of its corporate extent would
indeed be a sensible city, a really first-

class city. But it is hardly to be expected

that anyone of them would show that

much intelligence all at once ; therefore

it is up to the building departments to

,eet the next best thing by having the fire

limits, the area of first-class buildings,

take in just as much territory as pos-

sible.

By hard work other reforms have been

secured : there has been more advance

made in this country in the past ten

years than there was in the previous

ninety. Here is a movement already well

started : is not an unknown term
;
good

hard work has been done in it, but there

is yet a vast field to be covered—so far

we have been able but to scratch the

surface here and there.

The writing is upon the wall, but it

is not a menace, not appalling; rather is

it most hope-inspiring and promising, for

it is writ that before long there will be

cities here that are not only truly beau-

tiful but Cities Unburnable.



RAILROADING WITHOUT
STEAM

SELF-CONTAINED CARS CREATE A NEW DE-

VELOPMENT IN TRANSPORTATION METHODS
BY DOX CAMERON SHAFER

Connecting link between the Main Line and the Feeder. The Gas Electric Car at the Railroad

Station, ready for passengers and merchandise.

IT is a well-recognized axiom among
railroad men that branch-line passen-

ger trains never pay, and, while this

is not always true, it is very seldom that

a steam engine and passenger train can

be profitably used for short-line work,
where passengers are few.

In many thinly populated districts it

is necessary to maintain the roadbed for

through traffic, but it does not pay to

run local trains. In other words, where
branches cannot afford to operate steam
trains for passenger service, the single

unit cars are ideal. They make faster

schedule speeds, can be started and
stopped in a twinkling, and are as con-

venient and clean as electric cars without

the added cost of a power plant, dis-

tributing lines, and overhead trolley con-

struction and maintenance. It is for just

this kind of service that the self-pro-

pelled car is most valuable, and usually

it will show a profit per car mile where
the steam train showed a loss.

These new cars, the very latest de-

velopment in railroading, produce their

own power and combine engine, baggage
and passenger cars all in one. They are

usually driven by electric motors which
secure their energy from a gasoline en-

gine-driven generator located in the for-

ward part of the car, but a number of

roads are using the straight gasoline en-

gine-driven type. The storage-battery

car is also announced, but they are still

in the experimental stage so far as actual

extended service is concerned.

One of the very first roads to use the

new type of self-propelled cars was the

St. Joseph & Grand Island. Since that

date a number of prominent roads of

the country have one or more of them in

operation.

A gas-electric car of this type was re-
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cently placed in service between Quebec

and Lake St. Joseph on the Quebec and

Lake St. John Railway, a branch line

of the Canadian Northern system.

In making the trip between Quebec

and Lake St. Joseph, this gas-electric car

covers a distance of 22 miles, making

eight daily single trips, with a total aver-

age run of 175 miles per day, exclusive

of Sundays. Eight miles of this run

out from Quebec are over a l/2 per cent,

grade, and a trailer weighing 35 tons is

hauled one trip per day from Quebec

over this heavy grade. At the present

writing, repairs on both the car and en-

gine have been practically nil. The con-

sumption of gasoline has averaged one-

half gallon per mile. The car measures

58 feet 6 inches long, 10 feet 5 inches

wide, and is partitioned into four com-

partments ; one 25 feet 6 inches long for

passengers ; a smoking compartment, 10

feet long; baggage section, 6 feet long,

and the engine cab, 12 feet long, con-

taining the power-plant apparatus. The
net weight of the car is approximately

39y2 tons and it has a seating capacity

for 76 passengers.

This car is, in reality, a power plant

and car combined in a single unit. The
power plant consists of an 8-cylinder, 4-

cycle gasoline engine direct connected to

two self-contained cars on their summer
schedule. One of these cars ran from

Greenville to Milo Junction, a distance

of 48.8 miles, and then on to Brownville

Junction, two miles further. This car

makes one round trip each day and, al-

though it had but a ten minutes' leaway,

it was not late all summer. The car is

familiarly called "The Bullet," and it is

a general favorite with the traveling pub-

lic, who will frequently wait over a train

just to ride on the new car, because it

is so clean, so free from smoke and cin-

ders, and because of its equipment of

electric lights and fans.

The twin car runs from Ft. Kent to

Squa Pan, 42 miles, and this has been

equally successful.

Several of the Western roads have

adopted gas-electric cars for short-line

work where it is too expensive to main-

tain a steam-train schedule owing to the

many stops and the small traffic. The
Frisco System originally installed six

gas-electric cars, and so well have they

done the work that the company placed

additional orders for eleven more.

One of these gas-electric cars com-
prises a train in itself ; with passenger,

smoker and baggage accommodation.

The operation is similar to that of a

trolley car. It is entirely independent

•J.

il-> *Jm~?JLs:

A Feeder Line to a Trunk Railroad System. The Gas Electric Car on a branch line of the

Missouri & North Arkansas Railroad.

a 600-volt electric generator. This en-

gine is started by compressed air supplied

by the main reservoirs of the air-brake

system. The car is driven by two 100

h. p. electric motors, geared to the for-

ward trucks, and it is controlled bv the

engineer in charge with the same ease

and facility as a trolley car.

The Bangor and Aristook road used

of ash pits, coaling stations and water

tanks, and can be kept in continuous

service of 300 miles a day.

The cars measure 70 feet 5 inches long

and are divided into four compartments

;

one for passengers, 33 feet long ; smok-
ing compartment, 10 feet long; baggage

compartment, 11 feet long, and engine

room, 12 feet long. The entire seating
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capacity of each car provides for 92 pas-

sengers and the net weight of the car

is approximately 50 tons. The cars are

capable of running about 60 miles an

hour on a level stretch and will average

25 to 35 miles per hour schedule speed

with stops two or three miles apart.

The motive power consists of an 8-

cylinder, 4-cycle gas engine direct con-

nected to an electric generator, designed

to meet the special conditions the service

demands. The starting of the engine is

effected by compressed air taken from
the main reservoirs of the air-brake sys-

tem, which are built with surplus ca-

pacity for this purpose.

An auxiliary equipment is also pro-

vided, in addition to the regular power
plant, consisting of a 2-cylinder, 4-cycle

gas engine direct connected to a single-

cylinder air compressor and lighting gen-

erator. The function of this set is to

supply an initial charge of air for start-

ing the engine and to deliver power for

lighting the car.

Mounted on the axles of the forward

truck are the driving motors, of 100

h. p. each. The brake equipment in-

cludes hand brakes in addition to the

combined straight and automatic air

brakes. The headlight consists of a high

candle-power incandescent lamp ; and an

air whistle and pneumatic gong are pro-

vided, together with a standard automatic

air signaling system. A hot-water

heater, coal-fired, is installed for heating

purposes. To prevent freezing

in cold weather, when the car

is lying idle, the
t0^

heater circula-

tion may be con-

nected to the en-

gine cooling sys-

tem.

Only two men
are required to

operate a gas-

electric car seat-

ing 90 to 100 passengers. The engine

runs all the time, regardless of stops, but

the car is driven by powerful electric

motors geared to the trucks. The sim-

ple turning of a small lever starts, ac-

celerates and stops the car. The operat-

ing expenses of cars of this type are

only about twenty cents a car mile, in-

cluding fuel, wages, supplies, mainten-

ance, depreciation and interest in invest-

ment.

Judging from the number of unit cars

already in operation the self-propelled

train, for main-line work, may not be

so very far into the future. The Minne-
apolis, St. Paul, Rochester & Dubuque
line is now operating gas-electric cars

with trailers. The Pittsburg & Lake
Erie road has put in service a gas-elec-

tric car and trailer for work in its main
four-track line. This is the first road
in this country to adopt a self-propelled

car for four-track service. It will be
used for local runs operating between
the schedules of limited trains.

The adoption of these cars has also

a direct effect on new construction.

Roads will be quicker to reach out into

more remote districts, it is predicted;

building branch lines and extensions with
the idea of using the motor cars until

the traffic warrants the establishment of

regular steam trains. Some of the
smaller trolley companies are also using
self-contained cars for "owl" service.

The Gas Electric Car, carrying its own motive power, at the station on the Bangor
and Aristook Line.
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Car service is so infrequent on these

lines after midnight that it does not pay
to keep the trolley wires flooded with

power.

As a matter of fact, on long interurban

trolley lines of twenty miles or more,
where the schedule is not less than two
hours or more, the self-contained cars

are more economical to operate than
trolley cars.

A Feeder Line in Maine, using the Gas
Electric Car.



Site of New York's Municipal Building.

WHY THE GIANT SKYSCRAPERS
ARE SAFE

METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE FOUNDATIONS OF TALL BUILDINGS

BY J. F. SPRINGER

THE tall building has received its

greatest development in New York
City. Here a 20-story structure is

no longer regarded as very tall. With the

Singer Tower, possessing 41 stories and
the Metropolitan Tower 50 stories, and
quite a number of other buildings hav-
ing in the neighborhood of 30 stories,

this is not an attitude at which to be
surprised. The highly satisfactory re-

sults attained—both from the owner's

and the tenant's points of view, make it

certain that the modern skyscraper is to

increase greatly in number, and that its

maximum average height is by no means
reached. The development of this style

of structure has introduced a number of

problems, one of the most important be-

ing that of the foundation.

The extraordinary development in
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New York City has not been because of

the care with which a secure foundation

was to be obtained, but in spite of very

great difficulties. Manhattan Island is,

for the most part, a ridge of very firm

rock. Speaking broadly, it is only at the

southern end that the surface of this

ridge dips below the street level. How-
ever, it is in just this region that the

demand for the tall buildings has arisen.

Indeed, it would almost seem as if no

one wanted a tall building at any location

where the rock was at the street level or

even as high as the permanent water

level. Many such locations were cov-

ered with layers and pockets of sand.

Some years since, it was thought suffi-

cient to found a pretty tall building upon

piles or perhaps a mat of concrete. But

such procedures are no longer approved.

The foundation that is put down to-day

must rest upon solid rock, or at least

hard-pan.

Now the problem of getting to rock

is not merely one of evacuation. That

would, perhaps, present no very great

difficulty. The matter must be so hand-

led as not to disturb nearby buildings.

These may not rest on bed-rock, but be

floating on a pocket of quicksand. If we
tapped this pocket or lowered the water

level, disastrous results might ensue.

Whenever material is excavated and re-

moved, a pressure equal to the hydro-

static head must be maintained through-

out and subsequent to the operation.

This is the broad rule. Generally speak-

ing, the depths to be reached are not

more than 100 feet below the water

level.

The pressure of 100 feet of water is

equal to about three atmospheres. Now
an atmosphere which is so dense that it

contains about three times as much more
air than that to which we are ordinarily

accustomed has a tension which is just

about the limit of human endurance. It

can be borne, however. By the use of

compressed air, we may, accordingly,

within the limits of 100 feet below water,

put a workman at the point of evacua-

tion and exert a restraining influence in

every direction equal to the hydrostatic

head.

We must not assume too quickly, how-

ever, that 100 feet below the water level

is the limit of the pneumatic method. It

is very true that we cannot oppose a

higher hydrostatic head than about 100

feet. But other conditions may inter-

vene. Thus, in constructing the founda-

tion piers for the Singer Tower, a -very

solid bed of hard-pan was found to over-

lay the rock. Under such conditions, if

the hard-pan is really impervious to

water, one of two procedures may be

adopted. The excavation may be con-

tinued without increasing the air press-

ure beyond that which corresponds to the

level of lowest penetration of water. Sec-

ond, the caisson may be carried well with-

in the hard-pan and thoroughly sealed to

it to prevent the intrusion of water. The

air pressure may then be withdrawn,

however, if there is uncertainty as to

whether water may have penetrated to

lower level in the immediate neighbor-

hood. However, the sealing must be

done in strict correspondence to the hy-

drostatic head. In general, it is best to

have an air pressure never less than

that of the hydrostatic head at the point

of lowest evacuation at the moment.

Ordinarily, the pressure is left a little in

excess.

A typical pneumatic caisson is a very

strong box without a bottom. There is

an opening in the roof. Here the shaft

is located. The caisson itself may be of

wood, steel, or reinforced concrete. The
shaft is ordinarily of steel. It is made
in sections with interiorly projecting

flanges to permit securing them one to

another. Each section may, further, con-

sist of a number of segments which have

been bolted together, interior flanges

being used here also. The shaft may
be entirely disassembled from within.
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At the top of the shaft is arranged an

air-lock. The lower edge of the caisson,

or working chamber, may be fitted with

a kind of sharp shoe to facilitate pene-

tration. Excavation is carried on by
workmen—"sand hogs"—operating from
within the caisson. As they dig away
the soil and lower depths are reached,

the air pressure is increased for the pur-

pose of opposing the entrance of water
either on the floor or around the sides.

This water is pressed in by the hydro-
static head above it, so that the opposi-

tion pressure must be at least equal

to it.

On the roof of the caisson, some kind
of masonry, usually concrete, is added
outside the shaft. This forms a wall

and supplies a much needed weight.

From the air-lock down the shaft to the

floor of the excavation we have a body
of compressed air. This exerts its press-

ure equally in all directions, and every-

where. There is an upward pressure of

the air exerted over an area equal to the

whole of the ceiling of the caisson.

Against this, we have the weight of the

caisson, shaft and air-lock plus the con-

crete which is added on to form an up-

ward continuation of the side walls of

the working chamber. If in addition,

the concrete added outside the shaft

does not cover the roof, then we may at

times have a very considerable net up-

ward pressure.

The skin friction of the concrete walls

against the side of the excavation may
be great. It is customary to use large

blocks of pig iron as a temporary weight.

A little consideration will show one that

there is a very considerable upward
thrust exerted against the air-lock. This

will be felt at the points where it is at-

tached to the shaft and where the latter

has its section bolted together. It is of

the highest importance that nothing shall

give way and let the precious compressed

air out. A sudden discharge of the

compressed air, or even a considerable

reduction of the tension may result in

the drowning or crushing to death of the

men in the caisson.

Of course, the compressors which

supply the air constitute a very import-

ant part of the equipment necessary to
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this method of excavation. The air

pressure corresponding to a hydrostatic

head of 100 feet is about the limit of

what a man can endure. This is about

43J/2 pounds, or perhaps a little more.
However, pneumatic evacuation under
a higher hydrostatic head was done in

connection with the founding of the piers

for a railway viaduct over the River
Barrow in the southern part of Ireland.

Here a depth 120 feet below high water
was reached. An air tension compe-
tent to resist such a head of water would
be 52 pounds or

more per square

inch. This is 7

pounds in excess

of what ought to

be the limit. The
difficulty was dealt

with in this case by
limiting the air
pressure to 45
pounds and em-
ploying ejectors

operated of course

under high press-

ure to resist the en-

trance of water be-

neath the edge of

the caisson.
Whether the use

of ejectors would
be sufficient under
most conditions, I

do not know.
As the caisson

goes on down and
the concrete wall

grows, it is neces-

sary for workmen
to enter and leave and for empty vessels

to go down and full ones to come up.

That is to say, there must be a satisfac-

tory way of getting into and out of the

region of compressed air. The device

by which this is accomplished is the air-

lock. It is, essentially, a compartment
fitted with an upper and a lower door.

Both doors may open downwards. A
strong excess upward pressure will main-
tain either one in a closed position. With
equal pressure above and below it, such

a door can readily be opened, if shut;

or closed, if open. If the lock is to be

AND is so immensely valuable in

the big centers and the tendency
of business is so pronounced
toward centralization, congestion,

that the tall building is inevitable. It is

profitable and therefore is bound to be.

' 'The tall building must be superlatively
well built. Property owners realize

that, and the architects and engineers are
responding to the demand. A tall build-

ing perfectly constructed and equipped
with its own water-supply and fire-

extinguishing apparatus, such as the Singer
Tower, the Metropolitan and the Wool-
worth, for instance, is as safe as any three-

story or four-story building, and infinitely

safer than most of the 200-foot ones. It

is also absolutely independent of fire

department limitations. It has to be self-

reliant, being beyond ordinary help; there-

fore the law—self-interest

—

every motive
compels it to be so built as to warrant that

reliance upon its own excellence.

"The tall building can be made, and a

lot of them are, artistic, beautiful. It is

distinctively American; therefore the real

opportunity we have of giving to the

world a distinctively American art!"

—F. W. Fitzpatrick

entered from the outside, the lower door
must first be closed. By exhausting
the air in the lock, the upper door
may readily be opened, and the cham-
ber entered. The upper door is now
closed, and the lock connected with the

body of compressed air in the shaft.

The lower door may now be opened, and
a workman may descend into the shaft

itself. By going through the same cycle

of operations, another may be permitted
to follow ; by going through a similar

set of operations, one may pass out. The
passage in or out

should not be made
suddenly. With
materials, buckets,

and the like, the

same procedures
are followed, omit-

ting of course any
delays in the lock.

Indeed, the design

of locks has pro-

ceeded far enough
now so that it is

not necessary to

disconnect a bucket

from the support-

ing rope while in

the lock. No one
needs be present in

the lock to assist

the passage of the

bucket. The whole
operation of the

passage can now
be performed with
great celerity and
certainty.

When at last, the

desired bed-rock has been reached, and
a continuous wall of concrete constructed

from the roof of the caisson to the upper
surface, it remains to remove the shaft

and fill up the entire interior space with

concrete. It may be necessary to seal

the floor with a heavy slab of concrete

before the compressed air is permitted

to escape. An objectionable feature is

the presence of the roof of the caisson

in the finished mass of concrete. Per-

haps this would, in most cases, be per-

petually submerged. However, this

seems a doubtful kind of thing to leave
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in a foundation pier. It has been found

possible to deal with this objection in the

following way, a method which was
adopted in connection with sinking the

piers for the United States Express

Building, in the financial district of low-

er New York. A temporary wooden
roof is constructed for the caisson. On
top of this steel angle bars are laid. A
layer of concrete may now be put in po-

sition, and indeed made quite thick.

When the concrete

becomes hard, the

wooden deck may
be removed. In fact

it is said that by
giving attention to

the form of the

steel bars they

might also be re-

moved.
The shell of con-

crete surrounding
the shaft is ordin-

arily put in posi-

tion above ground,
and the forms
are removed be-

fore the surface

is reached or short-

ly aft e r w a r d s .

When bed-rock is

reached the pier is

thus nearly com-
pleted. This is a

very important
consideration in operating rapidly on a

contracted site. Foundations may now
be sunk by this general procedure in a

very short time. The method is also

one of great certainty. It is somewhat
expensive; but, in view of other advan-
tages, this is scarcely to be considered
when operating through quicksands in a
large city with heavy buildings nearby.

Some problems seem to defy any com-
mercial solution. Such a case occurred
in connection with the foundation con-
struction for the Municipal Building at

New York. This structure has a height
of 25 stories and a tower. A number
of wash borings were made and indi-

cated rock at about 100 feet. When,
however, a more thoroughgoing inves-

tigation was made, it was found that the

rock on portions of the site was as far

down as 131 and 177 feet below the

water level. Such depths were beyond
the limits of the pneumatic-caisson pro-

cedure. Some thought was given ap-

parently to the question of employing
the freezing process, or the injection of

cement grout. Both were regarded as

rather uncertain. The final solution of

the matter was to found about one-third

of the building on sand, the correspond-

Showing outside forms

the first practicable

for reinforced-concrete caisson. This is probably

application of this type of pneumatic caisson.

ing caissons being carried to about 40 feet

below the water level. About 68 cais-

sons were carried to rock at a cost of

about $1,000,000. There are 38 concrete

piers founded on sand. These are cal-

culated for a pressure of 6 tons per

square foot. The entire building, 337
feet high for the most part, and 560 feet

at the tower, is estimated to weigh about

165,000 tons.

Where conditions are favorable, the

cofferdam, or open caisson, is perhaps as

useful an auxiliary as the engineer could

wish. Thus, the situation may be such that

no harm will be entailed by the removal

of large quantities of water. A caisson

equal in plan to a part or the whole of

the site may be built up to a fair height

on the spot. This caisson will perhaps
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have a sharp cutting edge. It is then

often merely a matter of excavating

from within, either by hand or by the

use of grab buckets. It may be neces-

sary to control the descent of the caisson.

This may be done by the use of

exterior guides and of hydraulic

jacks.

In cases in which clay overlies the

rock the sheet pile appears to furnish

an advisable means of constructing the

cofferdam. If there are structures in

the neighborhood which would suffer

from the disturbances consequent upon
heavy driving, the steel sheet pile may
be empldyed. Such piles - have usually

only a very slight cross-sectional area

and may be driven with but little shock.

At the beginning of the present century,

a very heavy type of sheet piling was
driven in Chicago close to the old Linn
Block. The alternate units of this sheet-

ing consisted of two 15-inch channel
b a r s b o 1 te d to-

gether face to
face. These piles

weighed upwards
of 67 pounds per

vertical foot. Two
hundred girls
worked in the Linn
Building during the

operations. This
piling is made in

such designs as al-

ready to be fairly

watertight or ca-

p a b 1 e of being
made absolutely so.

There are a num-
ber of forms of

American steel

sheet piles that are

provided with strong interlocks. Con-
sequently, we have at once what is in

effect a diaphragm of steel. The pro-

cedure is quite simple after the piling has

been driven around the area desired.

The material is removed by any suitable

means. If necessary, the sheeting can

be braced as the evacuation goes on. Any
water present is simply pumped out.

In constructing the Steele-Wedeles
Building in Chicago, a large cofferdam,

Circular pier in foundation of Woolworth Building.

40x132 feet, was constructed of steel

sheet piles, driven in 45-foot lengths.

The site adjoined the Chicago River.

Heavy wooden beams were employed to

brace the structure interiorly. By this

means a sub-basement five stories deep
was constructed. Whatever the applica-

tion in the present case, we have here an
example which shows how the founda-
tions themselves may be placed.

One of the most considerable exam-
ples of difficult foundation work in New
York City occurred in connection with
the construction of the Hudson' Ter-
minal Building. Above ground, there are

two similar and—but for a passageway
at the third floor—separated buildings.

These tall structures are used as office

buildings. They are quite important
buildings, as may be judged by the fact

that they are together equipped with a

total of 39 elevators. Below ground
there is a great concourse, also the end of

a terminal loop of

the Hudson &
Manhattan Rail-

road, and a power
station, at different

levels. The con-
course and termin-

al tracks corres-

pond to the com-
bined sites of the

buildings above
ground and of the

intervening city
street. In short, we
have here a very
deep and large ex-

cavation. The soil

in this neighbor-

hood is waterbear-
ing. A cofferdam

was put in place enclosing the whole, but
it was thought desirable to go on with
the superstructure without waiting for

the very considerable amount of evacu-
ation that had to be completed ultimately.

It is possible that this desire was based
on the advantage of making the office

buildings productive of an income at the

earliest possible moment. But, whatever
the reason, it was necessary to provide
a foundation in advance of completing
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the excavation. So at the proper loca-

tions scattered over the whole area, pneu-

matic caissons were put down. These

consisted in part of great headless bar-

rels. The "hoops" were on the inside,

however, so as not to interfere with the

descent of the caissons through the soil*

A suitable shaft and air-lock was rigged

up in, connection with these and the

evacuation carried on as is usual in pneu-
matic work. When the proper point was
reached, the barrel-like casing would be

sealed at the bottom and the compressed-
air paraphernalia "withdrawn. There
was now provided a deep hole and a suit-

able and firm footing at the bottom. A
metal base and a steel column was now
put in position in this cavity. The wooden
sheathing still remained. As the con-
struction of the various underground
floors was carried out, these wooden
tubes were cut away, the procedure being
from the surface down.

Foundation work of Bankers' Trust Build-
ing, Wall and Nassau Streets, New York
City.

The conditions that obtain in Lower
Manhattan are, it would seem, just about

the reverse of what they are in the busi-

ness section of Chicago. In both, the

rock is often far below street level. In

New York, one may look for a hard-pan
stratum immediately overlying it; above
this will be perhaps a layer of quicksand.

In Chicago, however, the waterbearing
stratum is to be looked for below the

hard-pan and above the rock. This water-
bearing layer may be anywhere from a

few feet to a score of feet in thickness.

It consists of sand, gravel and boulders.

From one point of view, it does not pre-

sent the same difficulty as is found in

New York. In the latter city, the en-

gineer has to contend with a genuine
fluid quicksand. In Chicago, it has been
found possible to deal with conditions

by means of a kind of open "caisson."

As the soil is ordinarily stiff enough to

hold up while an excavation is being

carried a few feet, the procedure con-

sists essentially in digging a circular hole

or shaft for a short distance. The diam-
eter will be, say, 4 feet or something
more. Wooden lagging is now put in,

planks 3 inches thick and 4 inches wide
being appropriate dimensions. These
planks may be perhaps 4 or 5 feet long.
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They are arranged vertically and are

kept in position by means of rings of

iron, as we are informed by Mr. W. C.

Armstrong. Two such rings are put in

place to hold the lagging of a section.

As the excavation goes further and fur-

ther down, the lagging is added to and
the "caisson" increased in length. Some-
times the footings of the piers are to be

situated in the hard-pan. In such cases,

it is approved practice to enlarge the di-

ameter at the lower

end of the excava-

tion. This enlarge-

m ent, however, is

made subsequent to

the arrival at the
final level, the bot-

tom lagging being
removed for the pur-

pose. It is recom-
mended that the

slope of the bottom
"bell" should not be
less than 45 degrees.

When the "caisson"

is to be carried all

the way to bed-rock,

the lagging may re-

quire to be placed in quite short lengths

because of the danger that the ground

may cave in. For the same reason, it is

not advisable to attempt to remove the

bottom lagging for the purpose of en-

larging the bottom of the shaft. It is

said that the final excavation when the

rock is close at hand is apt to be a

Showing inner form and reinforcement for

reinforced-concrete caisson. The Woolworth
Building was the second job on which this

type of pneumatic caisson was applied.

matter of anxiety. When the rock is

reached concrete is put in place. It is

customary to take out the iron rings as

the concrete is placed, so that they may
be used again. It is considered the bet-

ter practice to take out the lagging as

well. The concrete then conforms to

the precise surface of the excavation.

Lateral friction between the pier and the

soil is thus increased. However, condi-

tions may be such as to forbid removal
of the sections of

lagging. The soil is

removed by buckets

which pass up and
down the shaft.

In a typical case,

the winch head

which operates the

bucket rope is con-

tinually in motion.

It is interesting
to note the method
of driving the winch
heads. The steel

rope from the ordin-

ary hoisting engine

will be given one
turn about a sheave keyed to the same
shaft as the winch head. The same rope

may then pass to the sheaves correspond-

ing to other caissons. The ends of the

rope are then spliced together. The cais-

sons need not be in line, as the rope may
be directed by guidewheels. In this way,
three or four caissons may be served by
one engine.



WHAT MAKES COMMERCE?
HARBOR DEVELOPMENT AND DOCK EFFICIENCY
ARE THE KEY TO FUTURE GROWTH

A SYMPOSIUM OF OPINIONS

_

The Harbor of New York

A Symposium of Opinions Expressed by Hugh
Bancroft, Chairman Directors, Port of Boston; Cal-
vin Tomkins, Former Commissioner af Docks and
Ferries, New York; Henry R. Toivne, President
Merchants'1 Association of New York; E7iierson
E. Parvin, Secretary of the International Mercan-
tile Marine Company, New York; Irving P. Bush,
President of the Bush Terminal Company, New
York; Charles E. Heitman, General Manager of the

Debenture Corporation of New York; Cesare Conti, Banker, Importer and Important Official of the Lloyd Sabaudo
Steamship Line, New York; W. Van Doom, Manager Holland-America Line, tNew York; George W. Norris,

Director Department of Wharves, Docks and Ferries of Philadelphia; Tiley S . McChesney, Assistant Secretary and
Treasurer ofthe Board of Port Commissioners of New Orleans.

THE question of the limitations im-

posed upon shipbuilding by the

present conditions at the various

harbors of the United States formed the

subject of an editorial in this magazine
nearly a year ago, and it was there shown
that if the present rate of growth contin-

ued, the thousand-foot steamship might
be expected about the year 1920. This
rate of growth, however, appeared to be
less rapid than formerly for reasons

wholly unconnected with the art of ship-

building, i. e., because the limitations of

harbor capacity are being rapidly ap-

proached. The following extracts from
the editorial published in these pages in

July, 1912, will be found to be effectively

supplemented by the symposium of opin-

ions from eminent authorities whose

views are given concerning the ports with
which they are especially familiar.

"The two great gauges, so to speak, of

the draught of vessels, are the Suez Canal
and the Panama Canal. At Suez, the in-

creasing demands of traffic have caused
the waterway to be repeatedly enlarged,

and the works now under way will pro-

vide a depth of 36 feet of water, permit-

ting steamships with a draught of 31J/2
feet to pass. This work, however, will

not be completed until the close of 1913.

The Panama Canal, which will doubtless

be able to pass vessels about the same
time, although it is not to be opened offi-

cially until 1915, will have a minimum
depth of 45 feet and be able to receive

vessels drawing 40 feet of water. Not-
withstanding the fact that these great
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Landing Piers for Freight-Car Floats in New York.

The locomotives are waiting to pull the cars from the floats to the tracks in the freight yards.

waterways have not as yet been called

upon to receive the greatest of modern
vessels, it is entirely possible that such

demands may be brought upon them, and

with such developments in sight the ship-

builder will have to keep these limitations

of draught, with their influence upon

other dimensions, continually before him.

"Leaving for the moment, the fact

that the commerce of the world must in

future be carried in vessels which can

pass through either or both of the great

canals, we may con-

sider the limitations

of the principal ter-

minal harbors. At
the present time the

greatest trans-Atlan-

tic liners are in the

service between Liv-

erpool or Southamp-
ton and New York
and between Bremen
or Hamburg (or

rather Bremerhaven
and Cuxhaven) and

New York. At the

New York end, the

Ambrose channel is

supposed to provide

THE best equipped piers,

however, under the most

capable management, can-

not properly serve their purpose

without the railroad facilities to

bring and to take away the com-
merce that passes over them.

In most ports this necessity is

met by providing a belt-line

railroad with tracks to both the

piers and the warehouses, and

having the outlet to all the

trunk lines that serve the port."

a depth of 40 feet, but this is within

comparatively narrow limitations; but

we may assume a maximum depth for

New York of 40 feet at low water and
46 feet at high water. The British ports,

owing to the greater range of the tides,

offer more marked differences than New
York, the depths at Liverpool, for ex-

ample, being 54 feet at high tide and 37
feet at low tide, while at South
ampton the depth, until recently, was
only 32 feet at low tide and 45 feet at

high water. The
new deep -water
dock, however, con-

structed for the

Olympic and ves-

s e 1 s of the same
class, provides a

depth of 40 feet at

low water, with an

additional 13 feet at

high tide. The max-
i m u m low-water

depth at the London
docks is 30 feet, but

the importance of

providing better ac-

commodations is in-

dicated by the fact
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that the proposed newer docks are to

have a low-water depth of 38 to 44 feet.

"The new harbors at Rotterdam are to

have a minimum depth of 33 feet, cor-

responding to 38 feet at high water, while

at Antwerp the present harbor offers a

depth of 30 feet, with a proposed increase

to 37 feet.

"These facts all indicate that the next

great public work to be undertaken by

the principal maritime nations will be the

improvement of harbors, and especially

the deepening of channels. The Panama
Canal construction works have been only

the beginning, and, unless the principal

harbor entrances are improved to cor-

respond, the limitations of commerce will

appear everywhere else. The engineer

will have to provide methods to open
channels, and, what is more, to keep
them open. Dredging will do part of the

work, but the conditions which have led

to the formation of bars and the shoal-

ing of harbor entrances should be stud-

ied, and the forces which have acted to

move the mud and sand in undesired di-

rections may be enlisted to scour out and
maintain passages which will keep the

channels open.

"Probably the best results will be at-

tained by a combination of both methods,
using modern powerful dredges to cut

deeper channels, and also by constructing

properly designed reaction breakwaters
to direct the ebb and flow of the tides to

deepen still further the waterways and
prevent shoaling of the work already

done. Until the harbor engineers upon
both sides of the ocean act in concert

with the builders of vessels to provide
channels commensurate with their work,
it will be useless to attempt to predict the

developments in shipbuilding for coming
years."

PRESENT CONDITIONS OF THE PORT OF

BOSTON.

(HUGH BANCROFT, CHAIRMAN DIRECTORS,

PORT OF BOSTON.)

"Boston is one of the finest natural

harbors in the world, and though the

steamship piers are only an hour from the

open sea, the harbor is perfectly protect-

ed by islands so disposed as to form natu-

ral breakwaters.

DEEP AND WIDE CHANNEL

"The Government has, without diffi-

culty, dredged a channel 35 feet deep

at low water (44J/2 feet deep at high

water) and 1,200 to 1,500 feet wide.

The piers at present used as terminals

for ocean-going steamships, are owned
by Boston's three railroad companies and
supplied to steamship companies free of

rental. Boston has, fronting on a depth

of at least 30 feet of water at low tide,

a lineal frontage of over six miles of

berth space.

COMMONWEALTH PIER 1,200 FEET

LONG

"In 1911 the port of Boston was put

in charge of a State Board of Port Di-

rectors, who were given an appropriation

of $9,000,000 to provide further facili-

ties. The Board inherited several hun-
dred acres of the made land and sub-

merged flats, easily filled in, on the water-

front of South Boston, the choice situa-

tion in the harbor for an ocean terminal.

Here there has been erected the new
Commonwealth Pier, 1,200 feet long and
400 feet wide, the only suitably situated

pier in any of the North Atlantic ports

that is at present large enough to receive

the monster liners (such, for example, as

the S.S. Imperator) that are to sail from
Europe next spring.

"This pier is the first of a series of

State-owned piers in Boston. Adjacent
to it the State is constructing and leas-

ing to the Boston Fish Corporation a

similarly large pier. The amount ex-

pended on this pier and the structures

upon it will total $1,500,000.

$2,500,000 FOR PIER SHEDS

"The Directors are expending $2,500,-

000 in the construction and equipment of

three enormous pier sheds on the Com-
monwealth Pier, in the laying of railroad

tracks upon these piers and in the build-

ing of a viaduct to form a connection be-
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tween one of Boston's main streets and
the second story of the central pier shed,

which will contain the finest passenger

accommodations on the Atlantic coast.

The west half of this pier will be used

by the Hamburg-
American Line;
other steamship

lines are negotiat-

ing for the remain-

der of the pier.

NEW BOSTON-HAM-
BURG SERVICE

IN 1913

"As Boston is 200

•miles nearer Eu-

I

rope than any other

of the large ports,

its location as a ter-

minus for passen-

ger lines is espe-

cially desirable.

"The Hamburg-
American Line has

decided to institute

in the spring o f

1913 a Boston-
Hamburg service

with the passenger
steamers Cleveland and Cincinnati, each
of 17,000 tons, adding the Amerika (23,-

000 tons) in 1914 and the Kaiserin Au-
guste Victoria (25,000 tons) in 1915.

These steamers will call at Cherbourg
and Southampton on their way to Ham-
burg. They will be in addition to the

passenger lines which Boston now has to

Great Britain and the Mediterranean.
"The Directors of the Port of Bos-

ton have recommended the construction

of a dry dock large enough to accom-
modate any liner afloat.

"We have reason to feel that in Bos-
ton is arising the second American world
port to which the greatness of this coun-
try's foreign commerce is entitled.

THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
CALVIN TOMPKINS, FORMER COMMIS-

SIONER OF DOCKS AND FERRIES
OF NEW YORK

"Of late there has been a cry that the

supremacy of the port of New York is

Waning, that it is threatened by the new

THINK that the recent ex-

perience of a Philadelphia

shipper illustrates my mean-
ing. After holding a chartered

vessel for forty-eight hours be-

yond its originally scheduled sail-

ing date, in order to give her a

full cargo, he was compelled to

order her departure minus scores

of carloads of freight which were
already within the port, but

which the railroads, because of

inadequate yard and belt-line

facilities, could not get to the pier

for perhaps several days. Nat-

urally such delays means losses,

and ultimately these losses fall

upon the consuming public."

activities of port development at Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and other East-
ern seaports.

A GOOD CRY TO STIR NEW YORK'S
CITIZENS

"It is a good cry

to awaken the
heretofore unin-
terested communi-
ty to the country-

wide interest and

movement for

modern seaport

terminals; a- good

cry to stir the im-

agination of New
York's citizens and

bring realization

of the ever-present

opportunity for in-

creasing her wealth

and maritime
greatness.

"I am told that

some of the hasty

have read a dispar-

agement o f N e w
York into my three

years campaign

for gathering up the various units of

this great port into one highly efficient,

inter-related terminal. I have never

questioned the pre-eminence of the port

of New York ; it is supreme, and, in my
opinion, will always be by far the best

harbor of the New World. I have as-

serted, though, again and again that the

efficiency of the present port, its more
ready expansion, its cheapness as an

entrepot, the cost of food and necessar-

ies to its citizens—that all these would

be materially improved by linking up its

separate terminals, its independent piers,

its waterfront industrial centres, and

thus accomplishing a terminal through

which freight could freely flow.

748 MILES OF AVAILABLE HARBOR FRONT

"Few know the far-flung line of piers,

the terminals and the factories that make
the port of New York the ranking port

of the world. By the port of New York
I mean not only the waterfront of the

five boroughs of the Greater City, but
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also the long New Jersey shore line

across the bay—in all, 748 miles of har-

bor front available for ready improve-

ment. Of this great coast line, some 120

miles have been improved, and present

for the needs of commerce and industry

357 miles of wharfage at piers available

during all stages of the tide. At how
many other harbors in the world can the

Mauretania or the Lusitania come in at

sundown or leave at midnight, regardless

of tide or weather?

232 MUNICIPAL PIERS

"It is stated that the combined wharf-

age of Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

New Orleans and San Francisco is but

92 miles of quays and piers—that of

New York, 357 miles. In municipal or

public work the five ports offer some 75

piers—the city of New York, 232 piers.

These latter are the piers of the city,

constructed and
maintained through
its Department of

Docks and Ferries. THtra
$25,000,000 IN-

VESTED ON CHELSEA
DOCKS

"The greatest of

all passenger
steamship termin-

als are the Chelsea

docks, including 9
piers in the North
River, between
Gansevoort street

and Twenty-third
street, representing

a municipal invest-

ment of $25,000,-

000. On the second floors of these piers

are landed thousands of first and second-
class passengers year in and year out.

Each of these upper floors is comparable
alone to the great concourse of the
largest railway stations. On the lower
decks are handled thousands of tons of
freight from the many lines of express
steamers to all parts of Europe. The
acquisition of even a branch of one of
these lines is considered an achievement
by the other ports of the country ; many
of the ports of Northern Europe take

E proposition about
trans - shipment facilities

and charges seems to be
this: That, while our railroads

and our steamships have been
developed to their highest possi-

ble efficiency by the use ofmodern
improvements and inventions

;

while they are being operated for

speed, capacity and all that those
two things mean in the saving of

time and money, the gateway
through which commerce must
pass between them—the port

—

has not kept pace in improve-
ment.

"

pride in being the headquarters of only
one of these great companies that are
all concentrated and accommodated at

this terminal.

FREIGHT PIERS 1,600 FEET LONG

"Aside from the two hundred and
nine piers of usual length the city has
just constructed two fine freight piers,

1,400 and 1,600 feet in length, at South
Brooklyn. These are but the beginning
of the city's part in a great seaport ter-

minal of the future—an enterprise which
now exists in the miles of piers, railroad

tracks, warehouses and factories of the

Bush Terminal and of the New York
Dry Dock Company.
"Three large ferry terminals and an-

other one building, and ten ferry boats,

stand for the city's investment of some
S 10,000,000 to provide ferry service be-

tween those sections of the harbor neg-
lected by the pri-

vate companies that

operate from
twenty-five other

terminals.

"For the last
few years the city

has denied the port
moneys, save for

the routine of re-

pairs, maintenance
and a few small
piers. In 1911 the
normal yearly ex-

penditure was $1,-

275,000 for pay-
rolls and up-keep
alone. At many
ports one such sum
for the harbor ap-

propriation would cause wide comment.

$109,473,000 EXPENDED BY NEW YORK IN
HER PORT SINCE 1870

"In all, since 1870, the city alone has
spent $109,473,000 for the port; over
against this are the larger millions of

private enterprise."

PRACTICALLY NO DEVICE FOR HANDLING
FREIGHT WANTING

"The superficial often inquire for the

mechanical equipment and method of
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handling freight so prominent to the eye

in European ports. From a high belfry

or cathedral tower most of these ports

lie entirely within a sweep of the eye,

their mechanical equipment and sheds

standing out clearly and, in the mass,

producing a striking appearance. Here
in New York, along the hundreds of piers

and miles of waterfront mechanical ap-

pliances are numerous. Practically no
device for the handling of freight, its

assemblage or transference is wanting in

the equipment of the harbor; but scat-

tered as they are, throughout the great

length of its shore line, they fail to pro-

duce that striking appearance which
causes comment by the casual observer

in Northern Europe,

EMBARRASSMENT CAUSED BY GREATNESS.

"It is in the very greatness of the

port of New York that its embarrass-
ment lies. Individual ships, great mer-
cantile lines, railroads—all are crowding
in upon New York to secure the ad-

vantages to their business of so great

an assembling point, to have a depot
at the great exchange market of the

Handling merchandise in New York Har-
bor—direct connection—piers, sheds and
train facilities, operating with warehouses
and manufacturing establishments.

world's commerce. The terminals of

ten continental railroads, with their

many connections, fifty-five large

steamship lines, fifteen coastwise

and innumerable river and harbor

ines are centered here. Such in-

comparable facilities for the inter-

change and trans-shipment of goods

make an ever-increasing demand for

more wharves. Today on the files of the

Department of Docks alone there are

over thirty applications for piers, or even

parts of piers. The failure to meet these

demands, the failure to supply facilities

for these applicants, the failure to build

excess piers that will create business to

occupy them—these make criticism of

this great port pertinent.

DEMANDS FOR NEW PIERS MUST BE MET
PROMPTLY

"These demands must be met and

piers built to create a still greater de-

mand. Further, there must be provided

connecting railroads so that the port will

be most effective as a terminal and cheap-

est as an entrepot. It is this element of

efficient harbor organization that is so

badly needed at New York. Other ports

are smaller but better balanced machines
;

in actual capacity insignificant by com-
parison, but in comparison of efficiency

far superior.

"Water-borne traffic has free and un-

trammeled passage throughout a harbor.

In the same way, behind the docks and
piers merchandise and goods should
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freely circulate and pass between the dif-

ferent sections of the harbor and the

hinterland. The arteries of this free cir-

culation behind the docks are marginal

or connecting railways, with proper as-

sembling yards
made more efficient

by warehouses for

storage of goods in

transit ; and, behind
all, properly lo-

cated industrial or

factory centres. It

is for these factors

that the Depart-
ment and myself
have been striving

with great empha-
sis during the past

three years. We
now have plans for

a marginal railroad

at South Brooklyn
to serve the piers

and the factories

;

plans for a mar-
ginal railroad for

the West Side of

Manhattan ; one
for the Bronx

—

in fact, for each
section of the

port.

IMPRESSIONS OF AN INDUSTRIAL LEADER

HENRY R. TOWNEJ PRESIDENT MERCHANTS'

ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK

Mr. Henry R. Towne, President of

the Merchants' Association, says

:

"New York is unique among the great

cities of the world in the character of

its harbor and the extent of its riparian

lines. The great extent of its deep
waterways, however, while giving it un-
rivaled accessibility for water-borne car-

goes, creates difficulties greater than in

any other case, in the handling of car-

goes intended for interior distribution

by rail. Only one trunk line of rail

available for freight enters Manhattan.
Over all other west-bound lines freight

must enter and leave New York by water
carriage, usually by cars on floats.

EW know the far-flung line

of piers, the terminals and
the factories that make the

port of New York the ranking
port of the world. By the port

of New York I mean not only
the waterfront of the five bor-

oughs of the Greater City, but
also the long New Jersey shore
line across the bay—in all, 748
miles of harbor front available

for ready improvement. Of this

great coast line, some 120 miles

have been improved, and present
for the needs of commerce and
industry 357 miles of wharfage at

piers available during all stages of

the tide. At how many other har-

bors in the world can the Maure-
tania or the Lusitania come in at

sundown or leave at midnight
regardless of time or weather?''

CHANGED CONDITIONS MUST BE MET

"The conditions thus arising as to in-

land connections have always been a

handicap, but thus far have been out-

these changes, as is

being done by com-
peting ports, the

supremacy of New
York harbor will

disappear. Simul-

taneously with
these changes in

the city itself and

in the volume and
character of the

freight it receives

and sends out,

which have caused

balanced by the fa-

cilities afforded to

shipping entering

the harbor of New
York. The char-

acter of that ship-

ping, however, has

changed profound-
ly, and greater
changes are im-

pending. Unless
the harbor facilities

are modified and
improved to meet

a great increase in the cost of receiving,

transferring and reshipping merchandise
of every kind which enters or leaves

Greater New York. Already this in-

creasing cost and decreasing efficiency

constitute a heavy burden upon the in-

ward and outward commerce of the city

and a serious handicap upon its mer-

chants and shippers as against those of

other competing cities and ports. For-

tunately, the public is beginning to un-

derstand and appreciate these facts and

is ready to approve and support any well-

devised plan for the solution of these

difficulties whenever assured that it is

the best available and that it will ul-

timately accomplish what is required.

FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

The three fundamental requirements

in Mr. Towne's opinion are:
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"First—Docks adequate to receive the

largest vessels now afloat or projected

and conveniently accessible both for

freight and passenger service.

"Second—A marginal freight rail-

way, probably ele-

vated, extending to

all important piers,

including those for

floats, leaving the

surface roadway
unobstructed and
available for ve-

hicle traffic, with

a series of abut-

t i n g warehouses
behind the mar-
ginal railway, with
spurs from the lat-

ter entering them,

within which in-

coming and outgo-

ing freight may be
received, classified,

assorted and re-

shipped without
the intervention of

teaming.

"Third—One or

several classifica-

tion yards, common
to all railroads, where loaded cars may
be gathered from all points of origin

within the city, and may then be as-

sembled in trains, according to destina-

tion.

These three fundamental require-

ments, while thus susceptible of simple

statement, involve innumerable complex
problems.

THE EMANCIPATION OF NEW YORK

COMMERCE

"On the solution of these problems de-

pends the emancipation of New York
from the bonds which now hamper its

commerce and its restoration to its for-

mer position of not only the greatest,

but the most convenient and economical
seaport of the United States. The fact

that the city authorities are now keenly
alive to the . situation, and that they are

now working in cordial co-operation with

EW YORK is unique
among the great cities of

the world in the character

of its harbor and the extent of its

riparian lines. The great extent

of its deep waterways, however,
while giving it unrivalled accessi-

bility for water-borne cargoes,

creates difficulties greater than

in any other case, in the handling

of cargoes intended for interior

distribution by rail. Only one
trunk line of rail available for

freight enters Manhattan. Over
all other west-bound lines freight

must enter and leave New York
by water carriage, usually by cars

on floats."

the great commercial organizations which
represent the commercial and industrial

interests of the city, gives assurance that

the problems will be solved ; that plans

will be developed which will meet all of

the necessities of the situation, and that

means will be
found whereby
these plans can
successfully be car-

ried to completion.

"New York is

awake to these
problems, and there

is no doubt but

what provisions

will be made for

both the near and
the distant future,

and that, too, in a

most efficient way.

EMERSON E.PARVIN,

SECRETARY OF THE
INTERNATIONAL
MERCANTILE MA-

RINE COMPANY

Mr. Emerson E.

Parvin, secretary

of the Interna-

tional Mercantile

Marine Company, says

:

"Speaking of the principal Atlantic

ports which are the gateways for an

enormous traffic which is constantly in-

creasing in volume, the dock facilities

have not kept pace with the requirements

of this great commerce.

IMPROVEMENT FOLLOWS URGENT NEED

"As a general statement, it may be

said that improvement in the facilities

for handling the commerce of a port

comes only after the need for it becomes

most urgent. In these days, when there

are two immediate uses for every avail-

able dollar, the request for the capital

required for investment by a city or

state in additions and improvements to

its port facilities is not always placed at

the head of the list. The traffic grows;

it cannot be handled economically; the

shipper protests ; the consignee threatens ;
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the consumer complains
;

pressure is

brought to bear by all these influences

on the administration, and the situation

is met, only to arise again with the in-

creasing prosperity of the country.

"Congress has been keenly alive to the

advantages of wide and deep channels,

and millions have been appropriated to

make safe and commodious approaches

to the principal harbors on the Atlantic

Coast for steamers of large dimensions

;

but these great improvements fail to re-

alize their full value if adequate pier fa-

cilities are not provided within the har-

bor for the large steamers which have

come into existence as a result of a

legitimate demand for them.

A SEAPORT HAS VALUE IN DIRECT PRO-

PORTION TO ITS RAILROAD
CONNECTIONS

"In many of the Atlantic ports we
are behind in developing our natural ad-

vantages, with the possible exception of

desirous of doing everything possible to

first attract, and then keep, commerce
with other States and foreign countries.

To accomplish this it is absolutely nec-

essary to have proper channels and ade-

quate port facilities for that part of the

transportation which is done by water.

"Congress appropriates money for the

deepening and up-keep of the channels

and rivers ; the War Department has
jurisdiction over the waterways of the

country; and it therefore becomes nec-

essary for the civic authorities to get

the permission of the War Department
before any contemplated improvement
which includes the extension of pier-head

lines can be undertaken. Sometimes this

is a very difficult task; but in the end
it will be appreciated that to spend mil-

lions on the approach to a harbor, and
then deny the right to a city to build

proper piers for the large steamers that

seek to do business with the port, is

somewhat inconsistent.

Baltimore Docks.

Philadelphia, which, however, is ninety

miles from the sea.

"A seaport has value in direct pro-
portion to its railroad connections, for

the railroads, next to the farmers, are

the greatest force contributing to our
commercial prosperity.

"The railroads are usually quite will-

ing to take advantage of natural re-

sources, but they cannot depend entirely

upon domestic output and consumption
to furnish the tonnage required to jus-

tify the construction of, say, a trunk line.

"The States and Cities are generally

"The solution of this question is to

sustain, encourage and develop the com-
merce of the port through the intelligent

co-operation of the citizens, merchants,

commercial exchanges and trade bodies

;

then to see that the facilities of the port

are maintained for the present, and
planned for the future tonnage, which
seeks terminal accommodation within the

harbor.

MASSACHUSETTS AFFORDS AN EXAMPLE

"An example of what can be done is

afforded by the action of the State of
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Massachusetts. A committee called 'The
Directors of the Port of Boston,' has

been appointed and a very large sum of

money was appropriated by the last Leg-
islature to be expended under the au-

thority and direction of these directors

for improvements in terminals, piers, etc.,

deepening of channels, and the general

care of the port.

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF A SUCCESSFUL
TERMINAL COMPANY

Irving P. Bush, President of the Bush
Terminal Company, New York, says

:

"Many conditions combine at the

present time to direct attention to the

necessity of improving and developing

the facilities of the harbors in different

parts of the United States.

PUBLIC CREDIT FOR HARBOR

DEVELOPMENT

Probably the nearing completion of

the Panama Canal has done more to

center attention upon this subject than

any other one thing. Various ports are

using public credit for the purpose of

developing facilities which will attract

ocean-borne commerce. The State of

Massachusetts has appropriated $10,-

000,000 to improve Boston harbor. New
Orleans already owns a large part of its

wharves and controls its marginal rail-

road. Baltimore has spent a consider-

able sum upon dock construction. Los
Angeles has appropriated $10,000,000 to

develop a harbor, and Seattle has begun
the expenditure of $8,000,000 to extend

its port facilities.

THE EXCUSE AND UNDERLYING REASON

FOR INTEREST IN PORT FACILITIES

"While the preparation for the Pan-
ama Canal trade has been the excuse for

this widespread interest in port facilities,

the underlying reason is probably a rec-

ognition that we are just entering the

export stage of our national develop-

ment. It is impossible to lay down any
set rules which must be followed, but, as

New York has made more history in

commercial development than any other

center, its experience and mistakes should
be taken advantage of by other cities

entering upon a harbor development pro-

gramme. Other ports will not enjoy

the great natural advantages which have
been of such great assistance in develop-
ing the commerce of New York. Most
of them must, in the beginning at least,

enter into competition with other ports
for ocean commerce.

ONE FUNDAMENTAL MISTAKE
"One fundamental mistake seems to

have been made by the city authorities

in spending public money in port devel-
opment at New York.

TOO LARGE EXPENDITURE FOR FACILITIES
FOR PASSENGER LINES

"The mistake has been in spending too

large a proportion of the funds available

in providing facilities for passenger
steamship lines and doing little or noth-
ing for the accommodation of freight

lines. This is probably due to the spec-

tacular features attending the docking of
a great passenger steamer which centers

this class of commerce in the public eye.

THE INDUSTRIAL CORNERSTONE OF A
COMMUNITY

"In considering what course should be
adopted for the development of a port,

it seems to be fundamental to recognize

that the freight carrier, both on land and
sea, forms the industrial cornerstone of

a community. The freight carrier

brings merchandise to be manufactured,
financed, insured, warehoused and
handled in numberless ways.

ENCOURAGED THE CLASS OF COMMERCE
THAT DEVELOPS INDUSTRIES

"The passenger trade follows indus-

trial conditions which have been created

by the freight carrier. Any community,
therefore, in undertaking to carry out a

harbor-development plan will do well to

direct its first attention to the encourage-
ment of a class of commerce which will

develop its industries."

THE VIEWPOINT OF A NEW YORK REAL
ESTATE MAN

Charles E. Heitman, General Man-
ager of the Debenture Corporation of

New York.

IN NO SENSE A LOCAL QUESTION

"It must be remembered that while

New York City, geographically and po-
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litically belongs to America, commer-
cially it belongs to the world. There-

fore, the transportation facilities of New
York become a matter of international

interest. And in considering the urgent

need of water-front betterments, we
must recognize that the world has a right

to expect and demand accommodations
exactly in proportion to our commercial
importance.

"With many miles of water-front at

our command, it is ridiculous for us to

be placed in a position where we cannot
accommodate the largest ships afloat. It

would seem entirely practical to have our
international traffic classified, as it were,
so that a part of it could be diverted to

the Long Island Sound; in other words,
open up the several doors that lead to

Greater New York, rather than try to

bring all the traffic through one door.

"While the Government of New York
City should be held to strict account for
proper action in this matter, yet we do
not want to lose sight of the fact that

this is not exclusively a city problem, but
one that should, and does, necessarily

involve the nation, for the reason that

every State in the Union, from a com-
mercial standpoint, is to some extent in-

terested in and dependent upon the

waterways of Greater New York, and,
in a similar fashion, are the nations of
the world interested.

FEDERAL AND CITY GOVERNMENT MUST
GET TOGETHER

"Unless the Federal and City Govern-
ment at once get together and decide

upon a definite plan of operation, they

will not only be neglecting a serious

duty they owe to American business in-

terests, but they will be laying themselves
open to just criticism from all sections

of the globe."

FROM A LEADING BANKER AND IMPORTER
Cesare Conti, Banker, Importer and

Important Official, of the Lloyd Sabaudo
Steamship Line, New York.

TOO MUCH CANNOT BE DONE TO PERFECT
DOCKING FACILITIES

"The harbor of New York City is

sheltered from all the storms of the high

sea, and the streets of our great metrop-
olis come right down to the waterfront.

It is not sufficient, however, that we have
been blessed with the greatest natural
water gateway in the world. Where na-
ture has left off art should begin. We
cannot, while the rest of the world is ad-
vancing in all directions, sit still. Too
much cannot be done in the way of per-
fecting the docking facilities of the
greatest port in the United States. Here
the greyhounds of the sea join by geo-
graphical affinity with the transportation
arteries of our glorious land—the rail-

roads.

$10,000 RECEIVED FROM EACH TRANS-
ATLANTIC LINER THAT PASSES THE

STATUE OF LIBERTY

"The railroads have to depend on the

steamship lines for their outgoing and
ingoing freight, to say nothing of the

many passengers they are always carry-

ing into and out of New York City to

and from the steamship wharves. Why
should any reactionary policy in this very
important matter even be considered? If

we hug any obsolete prejudice, we do so

at the cost of the best interest of the

whole nation. Many European tourists

who could as well go to South America
or Australia are drawn to the United
States because of the swift, luxurious

steamships that land in New York City.

The merchants and hotels of the whole
United States benefit by this. Every
time a trans-Atlantic liner passes the

Statue of Liberty it means a revenue for

this port of about $10,000. This is for

pilotage, docking, coaling, unloading and
loading, etc., and, in addition, Uncle Sam
collects a head tax revenue of $4 on
every imported American that comes to

our friendly shores.

EXTENDING THE DOCKS SHOREWARD INTO
THE LAND WOULD INCREASE THE

VALUE OF THE LAND A
THOUSAND-FOLD

"To separate or to interfere in any
way with the present conjoining of ocean

steamships and land steam trains would
be like cutting a nerve. One of the ways
to meet conditions that are arising is

to cut docks right into the land—for one-

hundred feet, say—on either or both

sides of the lower Hudson. This dis-

placement of the land would increase the
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value of the land, paradoxical as it

sounds, one thousand-fold, and would
occasion loss to nobody. Besides, the

objections made by the Secretary of

War, Stimson, with reference to the

channel ways of the river, would be

overcome. I am in favor of Congress-

man Sulzer's bill to advance the estab-

lished pier head line on the lower Hud-
son River uptown about a mile and a

half.

"In my opinion three or four days
in delivery could be saved if Jersey City

were made a port of entry, and, in ad-

dition, this would give Jersey City a

maritime prominence which it deserves.

Newark is now a port of entry, and yet

no trans-Atlantic steamer can dock
there ; and the fact in itself that there

are but two customs brokers in that city

shows how unimportant it is as a port

of entry. On the other hand, look at

the magnificent waterfront of the Jersey

coast with its docking facilities. The
North German Lloyd, Hamburg-Amer-
ican, the Holland-American, the Scan-
dinavian-American all dock on the Jer-

sey side of the Hudson River."

NEW ITALIAN STEAMSHIP LINE TO WEST
COAST OF SOUTH AMERICA VIA THE

PANAMA CANAL

"I fear that New York City will in-

directly be the loser by the new sea

route that will be opened up when the

Panama Canal is completed. The tolls

will not bother foreign shippers, who
are very much alive to the advantages

to be derived from the 'big ditch.' This

is realized by the fact that a six-million-

dollar corporation

—

Societa di Naviga-

zione Maritima Italiana—has recently

been chartered to build and operate a

line of passenger and freight steamships

between New York and Italy and the

west coast of South America via the

Panama Canal."

W. Van Doom, Manager Holland-

American Line.

GOVERNMENT ENDEAVORS TO ACCOMMO-
DATE SHIPPING

"Very many improvements, especially

in the ports of New York, Philadelphia,

Boston, Baltimore, etc., show that this

Government certainly tries to accommo-
date shipping to the best of its ability,

and the enormous amounts involved in

making alterations are greatly respon-

sible for unavoidable delays in the execu-
tion of same.

"Increased efficiency may be obtained

by the building of new long piers, with
sufficient depth to accommodate the re-

cently-built large steamers.

"The Holland-American Line started

the trans-Atlantic service in 1873 with
the S.S. Rotterdam, length 242 feet. In

1900 the fleet was practically reorgan-

ized with steamers of the type of the

Ryndam, Noordam and Potsdam, of 586
feet in length. Thereupon the S.S. New
Amsterdam, with a length of 615 feet,

was built in 1905, and the S.S. Rotter-

dam, with a length of 677 feet, was
brought into service in 1908; whereas a

triple-screw turbine steamer is now in

course of construction of about 820 feet

in length. The present fleet consists of

five passenger and twelve modern freight

steamers.

LONGER PIERS A NECESSITY

"The increased length of the modern
steamers makes it absolutely necessary

to extend the length of the present piers,

as it is self-understood that no owner
is willing to take the responsibility of

having the steamer project beyond the

end of the pier, and consequently, leave

part of the ship unprotected, which is

absolutely unsafe and inadequate."

THE PORT OF PHILADELPHIA

George W. Norris, Director Depart-

ment of Wharves, Docks and Ferries of

Philadelphia.

"To the question: Ts the commerce
of America growing too large for our

facilities, or are our people behind in

their development of the same,' assum-

ing that by 'our facilities' is meant our

natural facilities—deep water harbors

and rivers by which commerce can be

brought to the point of exchange be-

tween water and land carriers—I would

answer emphatically, no

!

SUFFICIENT NATURAL, BUT INSUFFICIENT
ARTIFICIAL FACILITIES

"We have a sufficient number of ports,

harbors and inland rivers to handle not

only the present bulk of commerce, but

also as much as it is -ever likely to be-
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come ; but we have failed to provide the

necessary artificial devices and facilities

—such as sufficient depth of channels,

a requisite number of piers and ware-
houses, proper terminal facilities with-

in the ports whereby cargoes may be
transferred from ship to railroad train

or storehouses, or vice versa, with the

greatest saving in time, money and labor.

"The port problem today, as I view it,

is not that the commerce is too large,

but that the artificial facilities for hand-
ling it are entirely inadequate, and that

there is a lack of proper co-ordination

between land and water carriers, piers

and warehouses ; to which is due the loss

of economy and, therefore, a stunted

commercial growth. Happily, this ques-

tion of proper co-ordination and in-

creased efficiency is occupying the at-

tention of virtually every port authority

in this country today, and promise of

early improvement, and eventually the

entire elimination of this difficulty, is

had through application of the prin-

ciples of public ownership and admin-
istration of port terminal facilities, which
has proved successful wherever it has

been tried.

CORPORATE MONOPOLY AND LACK OF

PUBLIC INITIATIVE

"Corporate monopoly on the one hand
and the lack of public initiative or in-

terest on the other, were the prevailing

conditions in most of our ports until

quite recently, and they continue to ex-

ist in a few, thus preventing the neces-

sary development. Perhaps this may be

explained by the fact that individually

and as a nation the attention of the

American people, until a few years ago,

was directed almost entirely toward
opening up our great natural resources,

and in the many manufacturing pursuits

which for so long made commerce within

our own borders sufficient. It was dur-

ing that period that corporate interests

gained control of valuable waterfronts.

What should have been public utilities

became the weapons of monopoly, and
commerce suffered the result. Public

ownership has proved to be the rem-

edy, and is in itself evidence of an

awakened public conscience and a gen-

eral realization of the importance and
need of adequate port facilities.

ELIMINATING PRESENT DELAYS

"Essentially, a port is the point of

exchange, where shipments must neces-

sarily be transferred from water carrier

to land carrier ; and it is that principle,

with all the improvements and reforms
it entails, that I am aiming to attain

for the port of Philadelphia. The too

prevalent tendency of making a store-

house out of a pier is a hindrance to

commerce which can best be measured
by the hundreds of thousands of dollars

lost annually by shipping companies
while their vessels are lying partially idle

in port waiting to load or discharge cargo

with the prevailing inadequate facilities.

The third necessity is a co-ordination

between railroads and vessels which will

provide for the immediate removal from
the ship or pier of all cargoes destined

for the interior, and by the same prin-

ciple will eliminate present delays in get-

ting the products or commodities of the

hinterland to the ship which is to carry

the cargo to foreign markets.

"It is my idea that all of these pur-

poses are best served by having a suf-

ficient number of piers to accommodate
all the possible commerce, import and
export that could be brought to a port

;

by having each of these piers of suffi-

cient size to carry inbound and outbound
railroad tracks, with sufficient additional

space for drayage, and every pier

equipped with the necessary mechanical
appliances to load or unload a vessel on
either side in the shortest possible time.

PROCURING THE FULL EFFICIENCY OF A
PIER

"Procuring the full efficiency of a pier

depends, of course, upon getting a max-
imum use from it, and to this end ware-

houses should be operated as adjuncts

to, but not as a part of, the pier itself.

There are exceptions to such a rule in

the case of piers designed to receive spe-

cial cargoes, in which case it may be

advisable to devote upper portions to

storage purposes ; but even then the busi-

ness should be so regulated as to elim-

inate any delay in receiving additional

cargoes.
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WHAT NEW ORLEANS HAS ACCOMPLISHED

Tiley S. McChesney, Assistant Sec-
retary and Treasurer of the Board of

Port Commissioners of New Orleans.

"world's finest example of port

administration"
"The port of New Orleans is, per-

haps, the finest example of port admin-
istration in the world ; I have been so

favorably impressed with the conception,

administration, operation and success of

the New Orleans harbor scheme that I

am at a loss how to adequately describe

the situation."

"The Board has had control for prac-

tically eleven years, for, though the

Board assumed its duties in 1896, it did

not take control until 1901, when the

lease of the Louisiana Construction and
Improvement Company expired. Since

then the wharf system has been entirely

rebuilt and largely extended. The Board
controls twenty-two and a half miles

on the west bank, and seventeen miles

on the city side, and on this side alone

there are six miles of wharf either built

or nearing completion.

"There is an outstanding bond issue

of $3,500,000, the proceeds of which
have been used for the improvements

;

and as the revenues derived from the

operation of the utilities pay the running
expenses, maintenance, insurance, inter-

est, and create a sinking fund, the im-
provements have not cost the citizens of

New Orleans one cent. In 1901 52 per

cent, of the total tonnage berthed at the

public wharves; while 1911 showed 83
per cent.

"New Orleans is the cheapest port in

the South, and one of the cheapest in the

country. Port charges were fixed in the

acts creating the Board, and will be de-

creased when all improvements have been
made to a bare maintenance basis. The
policy of the Commissioner is to own
and direct the operation of the entire

water front. No leases of wharves or

sheds are granted, but for the conveni-

ence of shippers and transportation

companies, assignments are made to reg-

ular lines by resolution of the Board.

All vessels, whether regular liners hav-

ing assignments, or tramps, pay identi-

cally -the same charges, and are given

equal opportunity to transact business

in the port. Dock and shed charges are

made against the ship, and very light

harbor dues ; there is no wharfage on

goods or passengers."

Great car floats used for transferring merchandise in New York. A unique method for handling
freight upon the waterfront. The proper use of New York's unequalled facilities in this respect
forms an important and urgent problem.



A FIVE-STORIED STREET
AN EFFECTIVE AND PRACTICAL PLAN FOR HANDLING
THE ;CONGESTED TRAFFIC IN GREAT CITIES

BY HENRY HARRISON SUPLEE

DURING the past few years the

question of handling the human
traffic in the business sections of

the great cities of the world has reached

what may properly be termed an acute

stage, and at the present time there ap-

pears to be no definite systematic attempt

to solve the question.

Like most questions, it has many sides,

and contains within itself a number of

conflicting elements, and in most cases

the attempts to effect its solution eman-
ate from interested elements desirous of

settling it to the advantage of some es-

pecial party. The matter was difficult

enough when the transport of passen-

gers was wholly in the hands of cor-

porations operating street cars, omni-

buses and other public vehicles ; but of

late it has been extended to include, not

only underground systems of local trans-

port and tunnels forming portions of

main-line railway systems, but also in-

dependent motor cars, operated either

by their owners or by more or less ir-

responsible chauffeurs. Under such cir-

cumstances it is hardly a matter for sur-

prise that rules and regulations formu-
lated for wholly different conditions

should fail to meet the situation.

In many quarters, even where a more
intelligent view of the situation might
have been expected, the result is a de-

nunciation of modern power vehicles,

and the electric car and the automobile
come in for violent attacks and attempts

at so-called regulation, as if it were
either desirable or possible to restrict or

impede the progress of the very means
by which the problems of transport may
be solved. A more rational manner of

considering the question might well

be to prepare for changes which a

mature study of the subject would indi-

cate as both inevitable and desirable, hav-
ing in mind a realization that the old

order is changing and that any efforts

to arrest progress are futile; while, at

the same time, the future carries with
it a promise of improvement only wait-

ing to be grasped by those who are pro-

gressive enough to perceive it.

The older roads and pavements were
designed for horse traffic and for the

wearing effects of heavily loaded vehi-

cles with comparatively narrow tires,

hauled along by a pull upon the body of

the vehicle, transmitted to the road as an
inclined push through the legs and hoofs
of the animals. In many of the older

cities of Europe and Asia there was no
distinction made between the man on
horseback, the heavily loaded cart and
the pedestrian all painfully toiling along
upon the same cramped and narrow
street, or traversing the main road. The
great Roman roads were primarily de-

signed for military purposes, and al-

though based upon massive foundations
of masonry, their principal object was
to enable large bodies of infantry to be
thrown rapidly upon any of the prov-

inces of the empire which might become
unruly or insubordinate.

The question of vehicular traffic is

easily taken care of, so far as the high-

way for the motor car itself is concerned.

The real difficulty lies, not with the pro-

vision in cities of a highway for the

car, but with the maintenance of a clear

roadway, so that the full advantages of

the speed of the motor car may be rea-

lized without danger to the foot-passer.

The experience of the past few years

has demonstrated that there is but one
way in which this can be effected, and
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that is by the entire segregation of pe-

destrian and vehicular traffic.

Under the law, the sidewalks and
crossings belong to the pedestrian, the

former at all times, the latter, so far as

precedence over passing vehicles is con-

cerned, subject to the local traffic regu-

lations. If the foot-passer dodges across

the street at other points than the regu-

lar crossing he does so at his own risk,

and it is certainly true that many acci-

dents are due to this cause. The diffi-

culty of keeping the regular crossings

clear in the more crowded streets, how-
ever, emphasizes the necessity for a pro-

vision enabling the original idea of the

separation of foot and vehicular traffic

to be maintained in the face of the new
conditions.

Such a provision, fortunately, is both

evident and simple, and, besides solving

the question of the segregation of foot

and vehicular traffic, it also goes far to-

ward the solution of the problem of the

relief of general congestion. This plan

is simply that of constructing elevated

sidewalks, to which all pedestrian travel

should be directed, leaving the surface

of the streets solely for vehicles of all

kinds.

This method is by no means a new
one ; on the contrary, it is very old, much
older than the earliest date assigned to

any motor vehicle and older than any
crowded modern city. The "rows" of

Chester remain as relics from mediaeval

times to show that elevated sidewalks
are no novelty. The waterfronts of

many seaports show piers and platforms
by means of which pedestrians walk in

freedom and safety above the press of

teams and other vehicles. A number of

years ago the late Sir Frederick Bram-
well proposed such elevated sidewalks
in connection with the proposition to

construct a new street between Holborn
and the Strand, and although this plan
was not carried out, that eminent engi-

neer evidently foresaw how effectively

this method would solve the problem of

the segregation of foot from vehicular
traffic. In a number of the seashore
resorts in the United States, Atlantic

City being a notable example, the so-

called "board walks" testify to the man-

ner in which such elevated sidewalks are

appreciated by the public and form am-
ple demonstrations as to the feasibility

of the system.

The advantages of such a system of

elevated sidewalks are so numerous that

one scarcely knows where to begin in

their enumeration.

In the first place, they should be con-

structed at the level of the first floor,

or on the second-story level, as it is called

in the United States. This at once gives

ample height to cross all streets with
sufficient headway clearance for vehicles

passing beneath, and also provides all

the buildings with a second set of en-

trances.

This latter feature should certainly ap-

peal to occupants of stores and business

buildings when it is seen how eagerly

the owners of shops facing stations of

the elevated railroad in New York have
grasped the privilege of building con-

necting bridges from their upper floors

to the station platforms.

We thus have at one stroke lifted the

foot-passer to a level of safety, doubled
the traffic capacity of the street and
greatly increased the commercial value

of the abutting property.

Not only is the entire upper floor of

every building made available for show-
windows and the retail business, but the

street level is cleared for delivery teams
and wagons and opened to permit motor
vehicles and their owners to approach
freely.

With such a relief to the street level

all speed restrictions might safely be re-

moved, and the passing throng above
could gaze with interest upon the speed-
ing vehicles below, free from the honk-
ing terrors of the present unbearable

conditions.

In cities such as New York and Chi-

cago, in which conditions have practi-

cally compelled the erection of tall build-

ings to meet the demand for space in the

commercial districts, it is well under-
stood that much of the - congestion, at

certain hours of the day, is due to the

general movement of the occupants, and
this difficulty is one which is becoming
aggravated with the increased construc-

tion of skyscrapers within a limited area.
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In such portions of a city the applica-

bility of the elevated sidewalk becomes
capable of further extension. If the

building regulations included one or two
upper levels of coincident heights

in all buildings, a restriction no more
onerous than the limitation to a certain

front building line, it would be prac-

ticable to extend bridges from building

to building at such levels and permit a
general distribution of much of the

crowd before descent to the street level

became necessary. The space which such
passageways would require within the

buildings themselves would be more
than repaid by the desirability which
such access would give to the upper
floors, and such a plan would go far to

relieve the local crowding of the eleva-

tors and possibly render practicable a
rearrangement of elevator service in

many such buildings.

It has long been understood by en-

gineers who have studied the difficulties

of transport in cities that high actual

running speed is less essential to rapid

transit than is freedom from interrup-

tion. If continuity can be maintained,
it is manifest that a much lower running
speed becomes necessary for a given
transport capacity than when many stops

have to be made. Furthermore, much
congestion is due to the concentration
of people at certain points in a trans-

port system, as compared with the dis-

tributing effect of a system which can be
boarded anywhere. These considerations
have led, in various instances, to the idea

that some such continuous system of
transport as is furnished by the travel-

ing platform would afford much relief.

It is probable, therefore, that if the

plan of the elevated sidewalk is intro-

duced, to relieve the congestion which
is continually increasing in our great
cities, it may be followed by the instal-

lation of some such type of continuous
transport on one of the upper levels.

When it is considered that such a sys-

tem would distribute along the entire

length of the structure the people ordi-

narily crowded into detached trains, and
that all local concentration at stations

would be replaced by a continuous trans-

fer of passengers to and from the trav-

eling road, the extent of the relief which
would follow may be gathered.

Considering the problem of municipal
congestion, therefore, from the view-
point of the scientific engineer having
before him the definite task of allaying

the evils of excessive concentration, it

seems as if certain fundamental prin-

ciples appear to guide in its solution.

Bro.ic y, the idea of decentralization,

as opposed to concentration, should

govern all plans for additional transport

facilities. While such a principle will

doubtless meet with disapproval at first

from interests situated at existing cen-

tres of congestion, it must naturally

make for a far wider development of

the larger area and become a controllable

source of healthy and exceedingly valu-

able growth for the entire community.

To this idea of decentralization should
be added a full appreciation of the ad-
vantages of segregation of pedestrian

and vehicular traffic, both for reasons
of comfort and safety, and because such
a segregation is essential to enable the

full advantages of both classes of traffic

to be secured, removing speed limitations

to vehicles and permitting absence of in-

terruptions of pedestrians.

In addition, the immense increase in

capacity in any movement attained by
maintaining the principle of continuity,

as opposed to that of periodical interrup-

tions, is included, since it enables much
of the increased capacity to be obtained

without corresponding increase in actual

velocity.

All plans for intelligent reduction of

congestion, while at the same time pro-

viding for ample future growth and de-

velopment, necessarily include the study
of each problem upon its own merits by
competent engineering specialists, pro-

vided with full powers to devise and ex-

ecute the most effective methods, inde-

pendently of pressure from local inter-

ests and unhampered by political consid-

erations.

The problem is an engineering one,

and it should be planned and executed
as such, as fully as if it were the con-

struction of the Panama Canal or the

completion of the Catskill aqueduct.



WHY NOT CHANNEL TROLLEYS?
DOING AWAY WITH PILOTS AND LESSENING FOG DANGERS

This interesting subject is described by the inventor of the supposed system, Mr. F. W. Fitzpatrick, of Washington, D. C,
and the increasing problems of Channel Navigation make the subject a live one, and Mr. Fitzpatrick's invention one worthy of

careful consideration.

FOR the purpose of insuring the

safe pilotage of incoming and out-

going vessels in foggy weather, an
interesting new scheme has been devised.

Anyone who has stood on the deck of

an incoming ship during foggy weather
and observed the anxious face of his

captain, the repeated heaving of the lead,

the careful feeling of the way, the snail's

pace the ship is making and a thousand
other indications that that ship is in dan-
gerous water and her navigators fully

realize it, must perceive that such navi-

gation is extra hazardous and absolutely

dependent upon the most primitive meth-
ods for its direction.

Ocean Liner guided through a difficult channel

system.

A heavy fog not only prevents one
from seeing, but is a distorter of sound
as well. One hears the blast of a siren

or the ringing of bells, but he can not

safely judge of their distance. In most
cases fog horns mark dangerous points

and a navigator has to guess not only
where that fog horn is but just how
far he has to keep away from it to avoid
the danger of which it warns him. So
with ships. Often in yachting I have
heard a warning whistle and imagined
a ship well to port or to starboard and
some distance off, only to have my hair

raised a moment later by seeing a great

black hull looming up perilously near
and on the other side from which I first

thought it to be.

Various schemes have been thought of

and some installed to achieve safe nav-

igation in a fog, such as a continuous

line of buoys, electric indicators and
channel finders. Most of them are im-

practicable, and some have been positive

obstructions to navigation in fair as well

as in foul weather.

The trolley car suggested this idea.

The conditions are somewhat reversed,

but there is a resemblance. Since I first

suggested it others have worked along

the same lines and at

one time got the ship-

ping interests pretty

well enthused over an
actual sea trolley line.

They wanted to use

my scheme of trolleys

on a submerged cable

but were going far-

ther and proposed
electrifying that cable

and letting the ships

go in and out of port

via this electric
power. They even

got so far as to frame
a bill to put into Con-

gress, but then the scheme died out and
I believe it utterly impracticable and not

at all useful, excepting that part of it

I had already devised, the indicating of

the channel. But what is the use of sup-

plying power to navigate a ship that has

plenty of power of its own and to supply

a power to it that would cost enormously
more than its own ? Carrying an electric

trolley under water and connecting with

it means more than just loss of elec-

tricity.

The scheme here described has been

thought out more particularly for New

—_,

by proposed trolley
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York's harbor, but it is applicable to the

San Francisco ferry lines, or any port

where the depths are not prohibitory.

In the New York harbor I would lay

a heavy wire cable from a point near the

Battery, through the channel, the Nar-
rows, and preferably the outer east chan-

nel, to a point between the Scotland and
the Sandy Hook lightships. At that

point is safe water, 60 feet deep and
more.

This cable I would continue back, at

a safe distance from the other course, a

half mile or so, to the point of departure,

and there splice the ends. Then we
would have a continuous cable, a loop,

anchored at suitable distances, so that

it might not be tugged out of place and
become a source of danger.

The two lightships mark deep water.

Along the line I have described there is

from thirty to sixty feet of water, in

some parts a dredged channel. No part

of this course offers any considerable

difficulty to divers in inspecting and re-

pairing such a cable.

At the sea end of this loop there would
be maintained another lightship, or one
of the existing ones shifted to that point.

She would be armed with the most
powerful fog horns, bells and guns, or

whatever scientists prescribe as the best

noise in a fog. It would not be a warn-
ing of danger, but a call to safety, and
every incoming vessel would steer for it.

On this cable would be a number of

specially devised rings, to which other

and lighter lines would be attached.

These lines or trolleys would be buoyed
at a length to insure floating in max-
imum water, say 125 feet, so as to be
marked in case of loss or break. There
would be a sufficient length of cable or

trolley line to cover the angle of drag
and varying depths and for handling,

slack, etc. ; in all, say 600 to 700 feet of
line. All these lines, from a sufficient

number of rings, would be held on this

"safety," or lightship, and a similar

number of them held on a tug or other
boat at the shore end of the loop.

In foggy or thick weather, or when
indications would point to the probabil-

ity of such weather—or, for that matter,

at all times—there should be a harbor

regulation prohibiting all sailing craft

from entering or anchoring inside of this

60-foot depth, unless in tow of a tug
or steamer ; and another regulation com-
pelling all such tugs, boats and steamers

whatsoever or by whosoever piloted to

steer direct to this lightship and there

receive one of these trolleys. In calm
weather it could be handed over by a

lighter "casting line," such as is used in

handling heavy landing or tow lines, and
in rough weather it might be shot across

a vessel's bow. But there is seldom any
sea on in a fog ; a heavy sea means wind,
and wind means no fog.

This trolley would be taken on astern

and the vessel would then proceed under
its own steam at a safe and prescribed

rate, dragging its trolley along the main
cable. As long as the pull is fair astern,

the ship is on its right course. Natur-
ally, the mariner would have to calculate

for drift, currents and the angle of de-

scent his trolley line indicates, but it

would be a thousand times safer calcu-

lation and easier than the constant sound-
ing and the calculation he has to do now.
There would be the assurance that he
was safe, that no one could run into

him if he kept to the rate given him.

He would have to watch that rate most
carefully so that he would not run into

the fellow ahead of him, and he would
have to make noise enough to insure the

ship following him from colliding with
him from behind. For all the world it

would be the same as navigating a cable

car, minus the inherent dangers of the

cable and the passing of teams and peo-

ple.

The amount of line he would have to

pay out would indicate the depth of

channel the pilot was in and would tell

him positively where he was. The pilot,

in other words, would direct from the

stern instead of from the bridge.

Each vessel should have an automatic
steam drum adjusted to the drag or pull

of the ring along the main cable, vir-

tually lifting that cable a trifle, but not
enough to drag it or raise it more than
would allow the passing of that ring

under its under surface. It should be
so adjusted, too, that the angle would
be maintained, paying out and taking in
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according to the varying depth, but shut-

ting off steam at the maximum depth

and then loosely paying out the slack

line until the vessel could be stopped and
the trouble investigated. If the line were
made fast to the vessel any catch or ac-

cident would mean the breaking of the

trolley line or damage to the main cable

or its anchors.

All incoming vessels would follow

along the right cable and deliver over

their trolleys to the tug or other boat

charged with the mission of receiving

them at the shore end of the loop. Out-
going vessels would receive the trolleys

from this tug and also follow along the

right of the loop, handing over their

trolleys to the lightship at its outer end
—a system of double-track street cars,

pure and simple.

The trolley would be a guide, friend

and compass, a sounding line, a guaranty
of safety to the holder and to all other

craft. The anchorage of the cable would
be such that the pull, being upward and
the trolley ring being provided with roll-

ers, it would be bound to pass through
the opening left for it in the anchors.

The cost of laying forty miles of such
a cable and anchoring it at every half or

quarter mile would be insignificant when
compared with the cost of collisions that

so often occur, the delays, the lengthened
scheduled time that has to be counted
upon, the cost of pilotage and towing;
not to speak of the imminent dangers
and the other disadvantages of our pres-

ent antiquated way of getting into and
out of New York and other ports.

If a copper cable would cost too much,
why not use a steel wire, one of large

members, protected or coated to last as

long as possible ? They say it would rust

out in four or five years; then repair it

or renew it. It will have paid for itself

a hundred times over.

So with the anchors and trolleys. Salt

water, slime, and rock bottom, all will

affect them; nothing is absolutely per-

manent. There must be provision made
for repairs and maintenance. If. Con-
gress will not appropriate for it, then the

shipping companies can well afford to do
it themselves.

The rules and regulations, the forbid-

ding of casting anchor near this cable

to avoid dragging or breaking it, the

keeping out of sailing vessels, etc., the

protection of this cable as that of light-

ships, buoys, channels and other harbor
improvements are matters for the author-
ities to devise and enforce. In all rad-

ical innovations or departures from long-

established customs there is a mass of

such matter to be gone into, but that

such details present difficulties and se-

rious ones is no sign, nor does it nec-

essarily follow that the scheme itself is

defective.

I claim that it would be equally ap-

plicable to any port, to ferry lines or to

any navigable course, provided that the

depths be not prohibitory.



HYDRAULIC POWER DEVELOP
MENTS IN THE SOUTH

HOW FLOOD WATERS ARE BEING
CONTROLLED AND UTILIZED

IN the discussion of the conservation

of natural resources it is important

to distinguish between those which
are consumed once for all, such as coal,

timber, etc., and those which, under all

present conditions may be expected to

continue, such as the power of falling

water, the heat of the sun, the move-
ment of the tides and of the waves, and
the like.

The power capable of being developed

from falling water is a resource which
is being developed to great advantage
in many localities, and among these the

southern states possess noteworthy op-

portunities.

Thus, for example, South Carolina,

while one of the smaller states of the

Union, possesses, apart from her agri-

cultural resources, the advantage of

such a topographical situation that the

flow of water from the mountains to

the sea renders it possible to develop a

great amount of power independently of

the combustion of coal, a resource which
she wholly lacks. Ten years ago not
more than 27,000 horse power repre-

sented the hydraulic power of South
Carolina. To-day nearly ten times that

amount is utilized. The estimates of the

United States Geological Survey sup-
ported by other conservative figures,

show that from 800,000 to 1,000,000
horse power are capable of profitable

development in the state.

In general, the Southern Appalachian
district, including, as it does, the flow
of the streams from the mountains to

the sea over a rapid and considerable
fall, has rendered possible the develop-
ment of a number of important hy-
draulic-power plants, and will un-
doubtedly include a continual develop-

ment of such sources of power in the

immediate future.

Not only the Carolinas, but Ten-
nessee and Georgia, offer remarkable
opportunities for the development of

hydraulic power, opportunities which
are already being utilized in some de-

gree and which will doubtless be still

further developed.

Apart from the small and individual

power plants in these states, mention
must be made of the installations of the

Southern Power Company, these includ-

ing stations at Catawba, Great Falls, and
Rocky Creek, on the Catawba river; at

Ninety-Nine Islands, on the Broad
river; and at Greenville, on the Saluda
river, these aggregating more than 100,-

000 horse power, distributed over the

cotton-manufacturing district by a high-

tension, three-wire transmission system,

and operating more than 2,000,000
spindles, and 43,000 looms, formerly
driven by steam power.
Another hydro-electric power system

in South Carolina is that at Parr Shoals,

on the Broad river, where J. G. White &
Company has under construction a con-

crete dam 35 feet in height and 2,200
feet long, rendering available about
200,000 horse power. This will be
divided into eight units, of which five

are to be installed immediately, leaving

three for future installation as the de-

mand for power may warrant. Since

this station is only 28 miles from Co-
lumbia, the opportunities for the ultiza-

tion of the electrical energy are abun-
dant.

At Stevens Creek, near Augusta,
Georgia, the Augusta Power Company
is developing a power plant which is

expected to yield about 20,000 horse-
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power, and the works there are also be-

ing built by J. G. White & Co. This

construction is of double value in that

it will aid in controlling the water which
formerly did much damage to the city

of Augusta, besides converting its

energy to useful service.

The Eastern Tennessee Power Com-
pany has recently had completed by J. G.

White & Company, a remarkable hydro-

electric power plant on the Ocoee river,

at Parksville, Tennessee. This plant,

utilizing the run-off from an area of

about 600 square miles, is situated at a

point where the Ocoee river passes

through a narrow gorge ; a dam 125 feet

high and 840 feet long, creating a stor-

age lake of Zy2 square miles in area,

and rendering available about 38,000

horse power. Additional power develop-

ment on the Ocoee river will enable this

to be brought up to about 75,000 horse

power, available for distribution to

Cleveland, Chattanooga, and Knoxville,

in Tennessee, and to Rome, Georgia.

The especial advantages of this region

of the United States for the develop-

ment and utilization of water lie in the

constancy of the supply as well as in its

volume. In western North Carolina the

mean annual precipitation is from 60 to

70 inches of water, and in South Caro-
lina about 49 inches, distributed quite

evenly over the seasons, and free from
interruption by ice blockades. The
mountainous district from which the

rivers receive their supply thus has one
of the highest averages of rainfall in the

United States.

Four main river systems, the Pee Dee,
the Edisto, the Santee, and the Sa-
vannah are included in the state, and it

is the tributaries of these rivers, such
as the Catawba, the Broad, the Saluda,
etc., which afford the power sites, esti-

mated by the Bureau of Corporations as
capable of developing more than 800,000
horse power.

In another place in this magazine, at-

tention has been called to the importance
of taking measures to construct en-
gineering works to control the flood
waters which occasion such devastation
in certain parts of the United States,

and the foregoing examples of hydrau-

lic-power development indicate how the

control of streams includes, not only

protection against flood damage, but also

the direction of the power of the water
toward useful purposes.

It is the work of the engineer to take

natural forces and divert them from
working injury and direct them to the

aid of man, and some of the best work
which is being done by eminent engineer-

ing firms is along these lines.

It is in the conduct of such work that

the functions of the engineer have taken

on a broader aspect than was formerly

considered advisable, and at the present

time the operations of financing, con-

struction, and operation are all coming
under engineering control. This ex-

pansion of effort appears in the manner
in which the firm of J. G. White & Com-
pany, Incorporated, has extended its

operations, this involving the formation
of subsidiary companies, known as the

J. G. White Engineering Corporation,

and the J. G. White Management Cor-

poration.

The scope of the work of such organ-

izations appears when it is understood
that it includes, not only hydro-electric

power plants, such as have been de-

scribed above, but also the construction

and operation of central stations, steam
railways, street and interurban railways,

gas plants, industrial plants, harbor im-
provements, waterworks, sanitation,

sewerage, drainage, and irrigation sys-

tems.

It is by the utilization of such com-
bined resources, skill, and capital, that

the development of natural resources

has become possible upon the large scale

essential to success. Individual efforts

lack the opportunity, and usually lack

the means, while any attempts to con-

duct modern operations along the lines

which were formerly considered suitable

for manufacturing work must sooner or

later form portions of larger undertak-
ings, or fail of broad success. It is,

therefore, most desirable that any mod-
ern development of natural resources

should be planned in the first place by
engineers of experience and ability in

such extended works, even if the entire

construction is not to be immediately
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executed. The financial part of the

operation demands familiarity with the

real cost of such work, and with the

manner in which the returns may be ex-

pected ; while any system of operation

which neglects to take the technical side

of the work into account must surely

fail of maximum efficiency.

It is, therefore, a matter of great in-

terest to note the manner in which en-

gineering concerns are broadening their

scope, and co-ordinating the essential

elements of finance, construction, and
operation, into affiliated corporations, all

working together toward the general

success of the various undertakings, and
each providing the especial skill and ex-

perience which its department of the

work involves.

Of the total amount of manufactured
power now developed in the United
States, estimated by the Bureau of Cor-
porations as thirty million horse power,
about six million is developed from
water-power. The total hydraulic power
actually available is estimated at twenty-
five million horse power, and if this were
actually used it would release an
equivalent amount of fuel for purposes
other than power generation.

Most of this power is so situated that

its development and utilization is im-
practicable other than by corporate

effort on the large scale, and it is by the

methods and equipment of such en-

gineering concerns as have already

achieved success in this field that future

operations should be conducted.

THE TRACKLESS TROLLEY
One of the important elements in the

cost of mechanical traction for public

service lies in the construction of the

track upon which the cars run, including

the right of way and the necessary cost

of maintenance.

It is for this reason that many local-

ities are without transportation facilities,

since capital waits until the probabilities

of remunerative traffic may give some
adequate return upon the outlay.

In some places, especially in cities, the

motor omnibus enters into this field, but

in the country the interurban electric

railway is generally limited in its service

to the main highways, where the traffic

is sufficiently great to pay the operating

expense.

There are many localities, however, in

which the possibilities of electric traction

appear to be great, if the construction

of the railway could be eliminated, and
it is in such places that the so-called

"trackless" trolley offers many advan-
tages. The necessity for a railway does
not appear, when the roadway itself is

well built, since vehicles for both pas-

sengers and merchandise may readily be

operated upon the highway, and the

principal question appears in the pro-

vision of motive power.

The use of the overhead wire for de-

livering electrical energy to vehicles upon
the highway has been well known for

several years in Europe, and the same
method is now being applied to similar

purposes in the United States. This
method enables motor vehicles to be

operated as feeders to interurban

electric railways, or to steam railroads,

in a very economical and efficient man-
ner, since the current may be derived

from existing power stations, and the

only permanent investment appears in

the cost of the overhead transmission

line, and in the vehicles themselves. As
the traffic warrants the expense, the rail-

way line may be extended, and, at the

same time, the overhead line carried for-

ward to new extensions, thus keeping

continually ahead of the demand, and de-

veloping the territory and creating new
business.

Not only on the continent of Europe,

but also in England, the trackless trolley

has been found most effective in thus

providing opportunities for the develop-

ment of local transport, and there is

every reason to believe that similar de-

velopments in the United States will fol-

low the introduction of the system

The Trackless Trolley Company of

America, 30 Church St., New York, has

the conduct of the system in hand for

the United States, and it is believed that

its advantages will be found even greater

in this country than abroad.
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AIR-TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS
It is only natural that the development

of the aeroplane should follow somewhat
along the same lines as those which ex-

isted in the case of the automobile, but

it is unfortunate that something more
scientific should not have succeeded the

period of experimental and hazardous
exhibition flights. Sufficient time has
now elapsed since the ability to fly was
demonstrated by the Wrights, and the

extent to which operators of biplanes

and monoplanes have performed feats

comparable with the most daring efforts

of the tight-rope walker reveal the pos-

sibilities of the machine.

There has been some improvement in

the motor, and the experiments of Eiffel

and others have added to our practical

knowledge of propeller construction.

Apart from these, the most notable de-

velopment has been that of a machine
capable of alighting upon the surface of

the water and of rising from it at will,

thus furnishing vessels with a practical

method of operating air scouting ma-
chines of a serviceable character.

With these exceptions, the principal

events of recent date with the aeroplane

seem to have been those which depended
more upon the daring of the operator

than upon the machine itself, while, at

the same time, the loss of life has been
such as to deter any but the most ven-
turesome from undertaking ascents.

Those who recall the varied and almost
grotesque designs of the earlier automo-
biles, and compare them with the present
shapely, powerful and almost artistic ve-

hicles, must realize the manner in which
careful scientific study and the applica-

tion of established principles of con-
struction act to produce a correct ma-
chine. Similar work, devoted to the fly-

ing machine, should result in a cor-

responding degree of advance.

Broadly, all that we have found out
is that certain shaped surfaces, when
driven through the air at fairly high
rates of speed, are supported, together
with a certain burden of machinery and
operators. The balancing must be ef-

fected mainly by the effort of the oper-

ator, using rudders, ailerons and appar-
atus for warping and inclining the sur-
faces.

At the present time the power is sup-
plied

_
by engines modified from those

used in automobiles, consuming gasoline
fuel and delivering the power to propel-
lers similar to the type settled upon for
the propulsion of vessels through the
water. When we consider the crude
manner in which these elements are being
used it is something of a marvel that

men can fly at all and that many should
lose their lives in experimenting with
such apparatus must be expected.

Knowing what we do about the flight

of birds, and especially of insects, it

seems as if the application of scientific

analysis, combined with critical study of
natural flights, should enable us to pro-

ceed at the present time along lines of

definite improvement. It is not enough
that certain venturesome men should be
able, under satisfactory weather condi-

tions, to risk their lives in flying a few
hundred miles, in traversing the Chan-
nel, or in crossing an Alpine pass. These
are marvelous achievements, but, unless

something more controllable is accom-
plished, the aeroplane will remain where
the balloon remained for a century after

the time of Montgolfier, an exhibition

device of little practical value.

There are certain things which an aero-

plane must be capable of doing if it is

to become a really useful machine, either

for military purposes or for daily civilian

service. It must be reasonably safe; it

should be capable of ready control, both

in the air and in rising and alighting;

and it should be capable of hovering in

the air over a determinate spot, just as

an insect can hold itself definitely, both

as to position and altitude.

How these points are to be attained re-

mains to be settled. Some of them will

depend upon the development of im-

proved motors, in which ample power is

combined with a high degree of control.

Stabilizing need hardly be automatic,

since such methods have not been found
desirable in other apparatus, and in

neither the art of walking upright in
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a condition of unstable equilibrium, nor
in riding upon such an unstable machine
as a bicycle, does any necessity appear
for a balancing apparatus. It is pos-

sible that some combination of the aero-

plane and the helicopter may solve the

problem of hovering; and it should be re-

membered that the aeroplane itself may
be considered as a particular case of the

screw of a helicopter, the planes form-
ing portions of a screw blade of indef-

initely great radius. It may be that a

study of the movements of the wings of

an insect in buzzing flight, using the

rapidly moving photograph film to record
the sequence of action, will reveal the
secret of the sustaining effort, and in

any case something different from an
extremely rapid forward flight is desir-

able to furnish a really useful method
of support.

When we consider the extent to which
the testing tank has enabled problems
of form, speed, powering and general
design to be solved in the development
of the steamship, it seems hardly nec-

essary to impress the desirability of con-
ducting similar investigations for the di-

rection of the improvement of the aero-

plane. Whether this is a matter for gov-
ernment undertaking or for private in-

vestigation remains to be seen. The
earliest experiments upon ship models
were conducted without official help, and
it was only after the value of the method
had been demonstrated that the larger

government testing tanks were author-
ized.

It is probable that the usual tardiness

of officialdom will appear also in con-
nection with the study of the flying ma-
chine, and this is especially the case
when it is realized that success in aerial

warfare means a complete transforma-
tion of all the traditions of the military
art. It is rather to be expected that

either private enterprise, as in the case
of M. Eiffel, or the activity of some of
the endowed scientific institutes, will give
to the engineering profession the nec-
essary fundamental data upon which to

erect the constructive methods necessary
to make the aeroplane what it really

should be, a machine which will render
transport through the air, independently

of local conditions, a thing as practical

as now exists upon the road in the case

of the automobile.

WHAT IS EFFICIENCY?
In view of the interest which is being

taken at the present time in the subject

of efficiency it is desirable to note that

there is no one definition of the term
"efficiency" which is generally accepted

by those who are endeavoring to promote
its development in industrial operations.

In the various departments of physical

science there is generally a maximum
possible performance to which all others

may be referred, and the expression of

the efficiency of any operation is thus

correctly given as the percentage of the

maximum which has been attained. We
know that 778 foot-pounds of mechanical
energy represent the equivalent of a Brit-

ish thermal unit, and, upon this as a

basis, we may compute definitely the

efficiency of any apparatus which is used
in the conversion of heat into work.
When, however, the effort of a man, or

of a machine, is under consideration

there is no such positive basis. It has

been said that efficiency is the "ratio of

what is, to what ought to be," but that

leaves the value of what "ought to be"
to be decided, and the final efficiency thus

computed will depend as much upon the

estimate of what ought to be, as upon
what is.

The great difficulty in measuring the

productivity of men lies in the idea of

comparing one man with another upon
a basis of work under normal or average
conditions. To do this is to place a

man upon a mechanical basis, while the

very difference between a man and a

machine lies in his mental capacity, some-
thing which is wholly lacking in any me-
chanical device. Any work which is of

a repetitive or routine character can be

performed much better by a machine
than by a man, and, no matter how
complicated it may be,, it must be capable

of reduction to mechanical movements as

fully as did Babbage with the mechanical
computation of logarithms, or Jacquard
with the weaving of most elaborate pat-

terns.
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Many persons confuse the term "effi-

ciency" with the word "effectiveness,"

and while there is a current usage in

which the two terms overlap, yet the

difference is easily capable of detection.

Thus, when a piece of work is well

and promptly done we may say that it

is efficiently performed, or that it is ef-

fectively done. When, however, we at-

tempt to give some precise value to the

performance it will be found that it may
be expressed either positively in terms

of some concrete unit, or comparatively,

as a ratio or percentage, this latter only

being an efficiency. The great thing to

bear in mind when considering efficiency

is that it necessarily involves two quan-

tities, and that the efficiency is the re-

sult obtained by dividing one of these by

the other, so that an efficiency must al-

ways be expressed as a fraction, which

may be either in the vulgar or the deci-

mal form, the latter being very generally

preferred.

Since the value of a fraction may be

varied by varying either the numerator
or the denominator, it follows that both

of these must be positively determined

if the result is to be a determinate quan-

tity. A very common error is to measure
the numerator, the performance under
observation, very accurately, and to use

a denominator which is uncertain; or

which, indeed, is impracticable of precise

determination. One is reminded of the

individual who is said to have paced the

diameter of a circle, and then used a

value of 7T to seven decimal places as a

multiplier to find the circumference.

Thus it appears that the real difficulty

in discussing the efficiencies of work-
men lies in the impracticability of finding

out the correct value of the denominator
of the fraction. Ordinarily this is done
by using experts to make so-called "time
studies," employing their judgment to

deduce from such investigations just how
much better the job might be done, thus
finding out "what ought to be."

At the present time, and until pro-

ductive mechanical operations are more
generally performed automatically, it

would seem as if the best work of the

efficiency engineer would be that directed

to the reduction of wastes, since this will

assuredly increase efficiency even though
the amount may not be precisely capable

of numerical computation. It is along

such lines that the greatest advances have
already been made.

The real value of computed efficiencies

lies in the extent to which they indicate

the direction in which efforts may best

be directed. When it is known that

very high efficiencies in certain directions

are already being attained it is well to

devote the most attention to other de-

partments of work which have not yet

reached such a position. It is also im-

portant to give especial attention to those

operations which operate in series, so

to speak, and in which the sequence of

events renders the final efficiency the

continued multiple of the efficiencies of

the entire series. Even a moderate im-

provement in each of the factors of such

a series will make a considerable increase

in the final efficiency.

Sometimes the effort to secure a sat-

isfactory definition is given more atten-

tion than the attainment of the really

valuable result, and, while there may be
differences of opinion about the best def-

inition of efficiency, there can be no dis-

agreement as to the fact that efficiency

is increased by the reduction of waste.

HOW MACHINERY MULTI-
PLIES POWER

Some interesting facts have been gath-

ered by the Bureau of Labor with refer-

ence to hand and machine labor. Aided
by machinery, it appears, four million

five hundred thousand men turn out a

product which would require the labor

of nearly forty million men, if produced
by hand. In the United States the ad-

vantage derived from machinery is about
twice as great as in Europe, so that the

actual population of the United States

is equal in productive power to one hun-
dred and fifty million Europeans. With
labor-saving machinery, one generation

of men can do the work of four or five

generations of hand-workers.
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THE REGRADING OF PORTLAND, OREGON

The Railroad Trestle at Portland, Oregon, showing a view of Guild's Lake, through the grounds of

the old Lewis & Clarke Exposition. Hydraulic excavation wTork under operation in foreground.

Excavating Goldsmith's Hill by the hydraulic

process in the regrading operations at Portland,

Oregon. The composition of this hill is espe-

cially gravelly. The streams, therefore, are

directed by huge nozzles so as to undermine
the lower part of the bank, and the weight of

the material above brings down the sand and
gravel from the working face. Erom here it is

washed through the sluiceway into Guild's Lake.

View at 24th and
Raleigh Sts., Portland,

Oregon, before regrad-

ing operations had
begun.
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MECHANICAL SERVANTS

One of the greatest impediments to

the more rapid replacement of human
physical effort by machinery appears in

the apprehension of the workman that

the change will leave him stranded and
helpless ; that his job will be taken from
him, and that he will be condemned to the

dreaded condition of involuntary idle-

ness.

It has been said that the chief element

in fear is the unknown, and many things

of which men were formerly afraid

have been found to be either harmless

or helpful as soon as a fuller knowledge

about them was obtained. That this is

true of the machine will be discovered

as the facts become more generally

understood, and the terror of the me-
chanical supplariter will take its place

by the side of other ghosts which were
shorn of all influence when the light was
turned upon them.

Even today the old idea of the "lump
of labor" is still held by many men whose
eyes should teach them better. That
one man will have less to do because

someone else does more is a fallacy which
needs only observation for its disproval.

We admit that facilities create traffic

because we know that whenever new op-

portunities for the development of in-

dustries are provided the activities of

commerce respond. We must also ad-

mit that the greater the improvement
in methods of manufacturing the more
opportunities are provided for the em-
ployment of men. Every industry which
has grown up by the aid of machinery
is evidence of the extent to which me-
chanical appliances are not "labor-saving

machinery" but "labor-making machin-
ery," not only by reason of the greater

markets which are made possible, but
also because of the wholly new occupa-
tions developed in the production of the

machines themselves.

It has been said that the replacement
of the ordinary workman by the more
or less automatic machine will deprive
many men of the opportunity to work
because such a changed order of things

will give occupation only to men of a

higher order of intelligence, and that a

large number of men will thus find the

only kind of jobs possible are those

which they are incapable of performing.

If it is true that the relief of man
from such brutal kinds of work as pud-
dling iron, stoking marine boiler furnaces,

and the like, is to be accomplished by
machinery, the sooner such developments
are completed the better for the welfare

of the human race. As a matter of fact,

there are few workmen who cannot read-

ily accommodate themselves to tasks in-

volving the use of their intelligence, and
the whole record of history shows a

gradual elevation of the character of hu-

man labor by the gradual elimination of

burdensome effort.

When there appears a demand for a

new kind of service, different from what
has gone before, there is little lack of

men capable of filling the requirements.

Ten years ago the automobile was little

more than an experiment, and its oper-

ation was an art yet to be learned. In

the time which has elapsed there have
been hundreds of thousands of men pro-

vided with abundant opportunities of

earning good livings driving such ma-
chines, and it has been found that men
of moderate ability, according to their

former standards of occupation, have
readily learned the new and desirable

trade. When the electric street railway

came into use it was not found difficult

to make good motormen from material

which had formerly been contented

with much less responsible work, and
there is every reason to believe that the

latent capacity for better service exists

in many, if not most, men who have
hitherto had no opportunity for develop-

ment.

When, about a hundred years ago, the

development of the factory system be-

gan, as a consequence of the introduc-

tion of manufactured power, the drain

of men from the country farms, and
their concentration in the manufacturing
cities and towns was deplored as a so-

cial change of a disadvantageous char-

acter. It has been argued that the re-
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turn of great numbers of men to the

cultivation of the land, consequent upon
the reversal of this concentration, might
be a most desirable result of the intro-

duction of machinery which would trans-

form the factory system. In some in-

stances, such a change has already been
inaugurated, and this is but a hint con-

cerning the general nature of the uplift

which may follow the release of human
muscle from its burden.

THE SCOPE OF EFFICIENCY

There appears to be an unfortunate
tendency on the part of many persons to

regard the present active movement
toward the development of higher effi-

ciency as little more than an attempt to

urge the introduction of what has been
termed "scientific management" into

manufacturing establishments, and to

promote the activities of specialists in

the reorganization of methods of shop
administration as they exist at the pres-

ent time. The whole movement is really

far broader than is indicated by any such
limitations, and it is most desirable that

it should be considered in its widest

scope and not deprived of any of its

important possibilities.

It is only necessary to look about us
to perceive how extremely inefficient

nearly all of our preesnt ways of doing
things are, and the most casual observer
cannot fail to see, without any explana-
tion, how many of the things of our daily

life are continually done in a most crude
and undesirable manner. Even such a

simple thing as walking along the street

is done, regardless of any well-defined

respect for the "rules of the road," and
people keep dodging along in the face

of those who are approaching, often in

apparent ignorance that there is any real

reason for the irregularities. It is only
within a very few years that the intro-

duction of police traffic regulations has
made the confusion and jam of carts,

wagons, cars and other vehicles a thing
of the past; and yet, in all the years
which preceded, the cause of the ineffi-

ciency was plainly evident to every ob-
server. From ancient times it has been

realized that unity of action, and sys-

tematic methods of movement, were es-

sential to the handling of large bodies

of men in military operations, but the

conduct known to he necessary in opera-

tions of destructive warfare is only be-

ginning to be introduced into the peace-

ful walks of life.

In certain departments of work there

appears to be a high appreciation of the

importance of efficient methods, while
side by side with these there may be
found an utter lack of anything like a

provision for minimizing wastes. Thus,
in the operation of a railway system, the

dispatching of trains, and their control

while in the station, in the yard and upon
the road, may be regulated in a very ef-

ficient manner, while, at the same time,

there is practically no attempt made to

provide for the systematic and scientific

direction and guidance of the people to

be transported in those trains. The
handling and delivery of merchandise,
the maintenance of continuity in the

movement of all kinds of traffic, and
the general elimination of interruptions,

all provide ample opportunity for that

reduction of waste which is the prime
element in all such matters.

It is probable that the idea of the

close relation of improvement in effi-

ciency with systems for the management
of workmen, originated in the fact that

this department of activity is in especial

evidence at the present time, but any
general view of the manner in which
most undertakings are conducted will

show that there is room for improvement
on nearly every side, and that it is pos-
sible to reduce wastes of time, effort,

material, money and energy in nearly
every thing which is done.

UTILIZING A WATER FRONT
It is very often difficult for men who

are engaged in any well-established

undertaking to perceive that other meth-
ods than those to which they have long
been accustomed have any points of su-

periority.

The railroad man, used to the ter-

minal station, for passengers and for
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merchandise, naturally thinks that such

a terminal is the natural and logical place

into which to dump his living and in-

animate freight, and thus is apt to forget

that the station is a relic of former meth-

ods, and that it should be considered

only on its merits, and not as having

any preordained superiority over other

possible methods of distribution.

In certain cities, in which no especial

opportunity for immediate distribution

of merchandise appears, it is probable

that the delivery to a central freight sta-

tion, and a subsequent distribution, by
means of teams, may have to be ac-

cepted as the only practicable method,

but this is not always true.

In the case of a r '" J

; like New York,

in which the peculiar outline of the ter-

ritory provides extended stretches of

water front on two sides of a long par-

allelogram, there appears such a remark-
able opportunity for distribution by
water that any plans for the delivery of

merchandise directly into the city by the

railways, followed by a distribution

through the streets, will not bear com-
parison.

In order that the full benefits of this

extended double water front may be ob-

tained, it is necessary that a systematic

plan be made and operated, involving

receiving and delivering stations at the

foot of selected cross streets, the mer-
chandise being classified at the railway
terminals on the opposite side of the

rivers, and delivered by water to the

receiving station nearest the destination.

A systematic equipment of motor trucks,

serving only the comparatively small

aiea tributary to each river-front station,

would then be able to complete the de-
livery in minimum time and with max-
imum efficiency. The cost of installation

would compare favorably with that of
tunnels, bridges and freight terminals
within the city, and the efficiency would
be vastly greater.

When it is realized that distribution
costs form a very large proportion of
final costs of merchandise delivered in a
great city, it is evident that improved
distribution systems offer marked oppor-
tunities for cost reduction, and that some
such method provides opportunity for

reducing delays, congestion and expense.
It seems certain that any method which
includes bulk delivery within the city,

and subsequent distribution, by means
of teams, involves a deliberate abandon-
ment of the great natural distribution

facilities which already exist in the com-
bination of ample water fronts upon a

long and narrow strip of land.

DANGEROUS MACHINERY
There has been much talk of late about

the development of safety appliances for

the protection of workmen from injury,

and doubtless much good has come from
the agitation. Exhibitions of dangerous
machines, and of attachments to render
them safer, have been held in various

places and a general campaign of educa-
tion is going on.

It is undoubtedly necessary to provide
safety attachments for use with danger-

ous machines already in use, but in nearly

every instance it will be found practica-

ble to design the machine itself in such
a manner that no protecting devices will

be needed. Already this method is be-

ginning to appear, and many modern
pieces of machinery will be found with
coverings for gear wheels, shield for

moving parts in which operators may
become entangled, etc. This desirable

method, however, has not been so gen-

erally adopted but that attention may be

directed to it in this place, and the sug-

gestion made that such preventive meas-
ures should be included in the original

designs of machine tools and other

apparatus more effectively if it were
found difficult to sell the older and more
dangerous apparatus. The extent to

which employers are held liable for in-

juries to employees has had much to do
with the introduction of safety appliances

in many manufacturing establishments,

and if the same employers declined to

purchase machinery which required the

addition of protective devices at the pur-

chaser's expense, the dangerous machine
would soon become a thing of the past.

The tendency in nearly every depart-

ment of activity is to wait until something

undesirable happens, and then to try to
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remedy the evil. Until recently this has
been the general trend of the practice of

medicine, and the "cure" was the thing;

but, with the development of modern
methods, the great thing is prevention.

In like manner the real aim of the en-

gineer in designing power machinery for

the relief of mankind from the burden
of heavy labor should include such de-

tailed construction as would render in-

juries impossible, or at least very remote.

The more nearly automatic the appa-
ratus is made the less probable is the

contact of the operator with the danger-
ous parts, and this, in itself, is a strong

argument for the control of operative

machinery by appliances which remove
the attendant from immediate contact

with the working parts.

One of the reasons why many ma-
chines have been devised in the past with
but little regard for the safety of the

operators is that the men by whom they
are designed are often unfamiliar with
the actual conditions of their use. Too
often the engineer and draftsman con-

sider only the operative conditions of the

apparatus, and have closely before them
the work to be done, considered apart
from the surroundings in which the ma-
chine is placed, and about which they
concern themselves but little. In other
instances the nature of the dangers ac-

companying machinery in operation are
but imperfectly understood. Thus, for

example, the layman naturally considers
that the principal danger accompanying
the use of the circular cut-off saw is

that of having the fingers cut off, and
various guard devices have been made
to protect the operator from such a mis-
hap. A frequent cause of injury, or even
death, with such a machine, however,
appears in the manner in which the short
end of the piece which is cut off may
become caught in the teeth of the saw
at the back and thus picked up and
thrown violently over the saw directly

at the head of the workman, inflicting

serious injury. It is entirely possible

to provide a shield to protect the oper-
ator against such missiles, but the de-
signer of the machine hardly ever thinks
of the existence of such a danger, or

provides any guard against it.

The most effective method of protect-

ing operators from injury in any depart-

ment of work seems, therefore, for the

purchaser, who himself is familiar with
the work and its dangers, to insist upon
machinery in which the original designer

and constructor have incorporated the

protective devices as an integral part of

the machine, and, of his own knowledge
and experience, to judge how far the

actual operative dangers have been per-

ceived and met.

THE NEW YORK COURT
HOUSE

The award of the commission to Ar-
chitect Guy Lowell to build the mammoth
New York Court House is an event

worth noting. Mr. Lowell was awarded
this prize in competition with the very
best and most popular architects of the

country. He presented an absolutely

new, original and revolutionary treat-

ment of the problem. Usually, people

are chary of adopting anything novel,

for the thrall of the ordinary is strong

upon us ; but apparently Mr. Lowell's

plan carried the jury off its feet, for the

award was made to him not only unani-

mously but without the slightest hesi-

tancy, virtually placing his plan "hors

concours," or above and beyond compe-
tition.

True, the circular plan is an old Ro-
man conception, but to adapt it to the

exceedingly modern needs of a Court
House was a daring venture, and, judg-

ing from what has been published of t.i ^

design, is as splendidly successful as it

is daring. Indeed, Mr. Lowell has

shown us the one really new and orig-

inal architectural conception of this pres-

ent generation, for it is nearly thirty

years since any such startling innovation

has been made in the science Architec-

tural. Thirty years ago the tall building,

the metal structure scheme, was first

launched. That and this plan of Mr.
Lowell's are the two really notable de-

partures from the hackneyed, the or-

dinary, the well-precedented, beaten rut

that our architects have traveled for the

past fifty years.
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THE SITUATION

In spite of the fact that there has

been a moderate reduction in trade and
industrial activity, it is encouraging to

note that confidence very generally pre-

vails throughout the business world.

The money market, both at home and
abroad, is fairly easy, although not en-

tirely satisfactory. There is some anxi-

ety over the Balkan situation; other-

wise, international conditions are not par-

ticularly disturbing.

From an agricultural standpoint, we
are in better shape than Europe. Op-
timistic reports come from both the

South and West, due, no doubt, to the

splendid crop outlook. In Eastern cen-

ters, however, a more conservative feel-

ing exists, because of the proposed dras-

tic revision of the tariff.

While we do not wish to minimize the

importance of tariff legislation, and its

disturbing effects upon business, yet we
are inclined to the belief that the ex-

treme caution and uncertainty inspired

by pending legislation of this character
are in a large measure unwarranted.

Unquestionably, certain lines of in-

dustry will experience losses during the

period of tariff readjustment; but there
is a growing belief that the effect will

not be as disastrous as some have prophe-
sied.

There has been a considerable falling

off in textile lines, but the fact that re-

tailers have allowed their stocks to be-
come reduced gives reason to anticipate
increased buying orders at a very early
date.

_
The excellent weather conditions have

given an impetus to the real estate mar-

ket and building operations. The iron

and steel trade continues prosperous, al-

though there is not the pressure of new
orders that was apparent a few months
ago. Railroad gross earnings have re-

cently decreased somewhat, but the ag-

gregate will probably show substantial

gains over the corresponding periods of

last year. To some extent, at least, this

is due to the favorable operating con-

ditions during the past winter. The net

earnings of railroads, however, are rather

unsatisfactory. The inability of the

roads to advance rates while wages have
been steadily increasing is mostly ac-

countable for this poor showing. The
result is that many roads are confronted
with the serious problem of making ends
meet.

Generally speaking, our troubles are

more apparent than real. Most of them
are directly traceable to the bad practices

of previous years—overcapitalization,

abnormal extension of credits, frenzied

speculation and a wholesale disregard for

the rights and welfare of the people by
many large corporations.

To this and the indefinite and inef-

fective method of government control

are chargeable most of the ills that today
seemingly beset the commercial world.

No doubt, a change for the better has
been going on for some time, especially

since the panic, of 1907. This change
has been particularly noticeable in the

financial field, where improvement was
most needed.

Slowly, but surely, matters pertaining

to stocks, bonds and finance generally

are adjusting themselves to a more con-

servative and substantial basis. The in-

vesting public, whether it is aware of
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the fact or not, is forcing a great reform
in methods of finance. The most effect-

ive implement they- have thus far em-
ployed has been a persistent determina-
tion to stay out of the speculative market.
When the public refuses to be inveigled

into buying stocks on small margins for

speculative account, the practice of stock
jobbing ceases to be either profitable or
popular. Investors today are looking for

surety of income and safety of principal

rather than speculative opportunities.

BUSINESS NOTES
It is stated that two . billion dollars'

worth of merchandise is now being im-
ported annually into ports fronting upon
the Pacific Ocean. Approximately ten

per cent, of this is drawn from the

United States, twenty-five per cent from
the United Kingdom, eight per cent

from Germany, and seven per cent from
other European countries, the remaining
fifty per cent being drawn from areas

adjacent to the importing port or coun-
try.

For the first time direct communica-
tion has been established between the

wireless station on the Eiffel Tower,
Paris, France, and -the one at Arlington
near Washington, D. C. The station at

Arlington has been able for some time
past to pick up messages sent out from
the Eiffel Tower, but the latter has not

hitherto been able to receive those sent

out from Arlington. The distance is

over four thousand miles.

It would seem that Representative
Henry of Texas, Chairman of the Rules
Committee, has designs upon the "Rule
of Reason" established by the Supreme
Court in its interpretation of the Sher-
man Anti-Trust Law. Mr. Henry pro-

poses to define the specific acts pro-

hibited. His bill defines conspiracy,

monopoly and restraint of trade, pro-

viding penalties of from two to ten

years imprisonment. "Trust-owners
and organizers should be sent to prison,"

said Mr. Henry, "and their products
made free of duty."

The aggregate value of shipments
from Germany to the United States and

its possessions during 1912, was $193,-

809,158. The increase amounted to over
12.890 per cent, as compared with 1911.

The Standard Oil Company has been
sued by the State of Texas to recover

approximately one hundred million dol-

lars for alleged violation of the Anti-
Trust statutes of that state. The sub-
stance of the allegations of the Attor-
ney General of Texas is that the Stand-
ard Oil Companies of New York, New
Jersey, Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana are

practically under one control. It is, fur-

ther, set forth that the Standard Oil

"Trust" still exists and operates the

Magnolia Petroleum Company as its

Texas branch.

Remarkable growth in United States

exports to South America from $38,-

500,000 in 1902, to approximately $138,-

000,000 in 1912, is shown in a statement

issued by the Bureau of Statistics. The
percentage of gain in the exports to that

continent is much greater than in any
other grand division of the world.

In the United States during 1912, fire

destroyed property valued at $207, 543-

900. This was about one hundred mil-

lion dollars less than was destroyed dur-

ing 1911. Fire insurance rates in the

United States are about ten times as

high as in any country in Europe, ex-

cept Russia. It is interesting to note

that in most places in Europe it is a mis-

demeanor to cause fire from negligence.

Prices of automobile tires have gone
down considerably. This is due perhaps
to the fact that there are many makes of

good tires now in the field. However,
the automobile owner hardly had time

to become inflated over this good news
until he was punctured by a substantial

advance in gasoline.

The sale of safety razors in France
has assumed such proportions that the

United States Consul in Paris has issued

special memoranda on the subject. He
points out that while in Paris the safety

razor now far exceeds that of the old-

fashioned, hollow-ground, the French
market generally is at present super-

ficially dealt with and the opportunity

of the American manufacturer is almost

illimitable.
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OF THE KIND YOU HAVE
BEEN LOOKING FOR

Is manufactured by

THE TRENTON
IRON COMPANY

TRENTON, N. J.

Illustrated Book and Expert

Advice free upon application

NEW YORK, 30 Church Street CHICAGO, 1122 Monadnock Bldg.

SALT LAKE CITY, 210 Dooly Block SEATTLE, 225-227 Jackson Street
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STANDARD STEEL
WORKS COMPANY

SOLID ROLLED STEEL WHEELS
IRON AND STEEL FORGINGS
IRON AND STEEL CASTINGS
HEAT TREATED AXLES
STEEL TIRED WHEELS

STEEL TIRES
SPRINGS

ROLL SHELLS AND DIE RINGS
ROLLED STEEL PIPE FLANGES

GENERAL OFFICES

Morris Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO PITTSBURGH

RICHMOND ST. LOUIS NEW YORK
CITY OF MEXICO PORTLAND ST. PAUL
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THEW SHOVELS FOR
PITCH CONSTRUCTION

Hydraulic mining methods for placer work frequently necessitate the construction of

ditches under conditions involving excessive costs for labor and teams. Ordinary ex-

cavating machinery cannot be employed, not being adapted for light work, and further,

being precluded by the expense and difficulty of transportation.

THE SPECIAL No. THEW SHOVEL
shown here is designed to meet

these requirements. It weighs only

twelve tons, and when dismantled

the heaviest package need not ex-

ceed two tons in weight. It has a

dipper of five-eighths yard capacity,

swings through a complete circle

and may be mounted either upon

traction or car wheels. The boiler

permits the use of coal, wood or

oil as fuel.

Under the conditions shown in

the cut, the shovel averaged over

150 cubic yards per shift. In surface excavation this can be doubled or tripled under

favorable conditions.

SHOVELS FOR ALL CLASSES
OF MINING OPERATIONS

EQUIPPED FOR

STEAM, COMPRESSED AIR OR ELECTRICITY
WRITE FOR INFORMATION

THE THEW AUTOMATIC SHOVEL
COMPANY
LORAIN, OHIO

DITCH CONSTRUCTION IN ALASKA
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A
FACT

CONCERNING
THE

99"ELECTRIC-AIR
ROCK DRILLS

During the past twenty- five years, the efforts

of able engineers and inventors have been
devoted to the production of a successful
" electric " drill, and millions of dollars have
been expended on the problem.

The fact remains, however, that the " Electric-

Air" Rock Drill is today the only success-

ful means of drilling rock by electric power
—combining, as it does, the economy of

electric transmission, the power of compressed
air, and the rugged reliability of the standard
air driven rock drill.

BULLETIN 4209

INGERSOLL-RAND GO.
NEW YORK LONDON

Offices in all Principal Cities of the World

COMPRESSORS ROCK DRILLS ELECTRIC-AIR DRILLS
CORE DRILLS PUMPS PLUG DRILLS PNEUMATIC TOOLS
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Something New
This new departure in pit jacks has

already gained great favor among railroad

men. Perhaps you have read the description

wh recent issues of the railroad magazines.

The old, slow, hand-pump method is

displaced by a quick, sure, economical, air

driving method. As one man expressed it,

" It works like a charm." The time and
labor it saves will quickly pay for the whole
jack.

Further, if you have one of our pit-jacks

now, and wish to equip it with an air engine,

it may interest you to know that any stand-

ard Watson-Stillman pit-jack can be equipped

with veiy slight alterations.

The capacity of this jack is 10 tons;

track gauge 24 in.; side adjustment 6 in.; wheels 14 in.; pit track to

saddle with ram down 3 feet 4 in.; approximate weight with pump,
1,000 pounds. Wheels are mounted on ball bearings to eliminate

high starting friction.

Whether you want the above jack or engine or not, we can no
doubt interest you in one of our many other hydraulic tools—jacks

(shown below), punches, shears, pumps, benders, presses, accumu-
lators, etc. We build over 4,000 complete machines, and as we
have so many patterns in stock we can usually make special

machines at low cost.

Consult our engineers for special information. Submit blue-

prints and specifications. Ask for literature and prices. We will

gladly do what we can to fill your hydraulic requirements.

The Watson-Stillman Co.
ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS OF HYDRAULIC TOOLS

40 CHURCH STREET .\ NEW YORK
CHICAGO: McCormick Bldg. PHILADELPHIA: The Bourse

A FEW OF OUR MANY TYPES OF HYDRAULIC JACKS
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WIRE

ROPE

The strongest wire rope made, the

one which will best stand heavy

tugs and stresses, scraping, grind-

ing and other adverse conditions is

Roebling Improved Plough
Steel. Distinguished from other

wire ropes by a blue hemp center.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS
COMPANY, TRENTON, N. J.
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BRISTOL'S RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Continuous records of pressure, electricity,

time, motion, speed, rate of flow, etc.

Unique in extreme simplicity of construction.

Write for new Bulletins Nos. 143 and 173 describing the new patented Bristol

Recording Differential Pressure Gauges for use in connection with Venturi Meters,

Pitot Tubes and Orifices, to record rate of flow of air, gases, steam and liquids.

Ik

THE BRISTOL COMPANY WATERBURY, CONN.
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Highest Efficiency
in Boiler Feed

Scientific Softening and Filtration

ENGINEERING Advice on Water
Troubles for Manufacturers, Rail-

ways and Public Utilities, Water Soften-

ing and Filtration for any industrial uses.

WE BUILD special apparatus for

special needs.

WE MAKE any water supply avail-

able for use, no matter how bad,

and we can increase the life of your

boilers by getting rid of the feed water

impurities.

WE PREVENT bad water getting

into your boilers instead of trying

to remedy an injury already done.

"An ounce of Prevention is worth a Pound of Cure."

Write for new booklet, "Water Purification.

"

Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Co.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
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The Slogan of the Cameron

CAMERON
HAVE HAD A "TRY-OUT"

ARECORD of half a century of satisfactory

service is behind Cameron Pumps. There

"can be no condition of pumping service in

your plant which they have not successfully

overcome in many other plants, as there are

65,000 Cameron Pumps in successful use today.

The strong appeal of Cameron Pumps is the

fact that they are in no sense experimental. You
can be shown, in advance of your purchase, just

how and why a Cameron Pump will perform the

desired service with that high and lasting

efficiency which spells economy.

Cameron Pumps have come to be known among

pump users as "the pumps which are cheapest

by the year," because their extreme simplicity of

design, high grade materials and workmanship,

and few moving parts (none outside) mean the

minimum of repairs.

A. S. CAMERON
11 BROADWAY
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Character: The Grandest Thing"

PUMPS
FOR HALF A CENTURY

THE more you know about pumps, the

more will the simple design of the

Cameron appeal to you.

By merely removing' a bonnet or cover, the

valves of the water valve chest are at once visible

and readily reached. There's no outside valve

gear about the Cameron—not a thing that is

complicated. But the Cameron will repay a closer

examination than is given here. The best way to

know the Cameron—next to owning one— is to

see it at work and hear what users say about it.

The Cameron is used everywhere, and
f

no doubt there is one in your neighbor-

hood where you can make a personal

inspection, with only an unbiased user

to influence your

opinion.

The purchase

of a Cameron
means years of

£} satisfaction.

Regular Pattern

CAMERON" SIMPLICITY

STEAM PUMP WORKS
NEW YORK
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YELLOW STRAND ROPE
Handling 15-Ton

Girder

"With Perfect Ease"

This time is was in bridge
building.

There were ten steel railroad

bridges built—the illustration

shows one.

The main cable is a 2^4 -inch

YELLOW STRAND about
800 feet long.

The Supt. of Bridge Erection

writes: "The load line also the in-haul and out-haul are your yk-

inch YELLOW STRAND, 19 wires to the strand. The large

girders which are shown in the photo weigh 15 tons each, which

the cable handles with perfect ease."

Then he adds— for good measure— "I consider YELLOW
STRAND the best cable made."

YELLOW STRAND retains its strength and elasticity after

heavy service demands have been put upon it. Cheap rope

stretches and stays stretched. But YELLOW STRAND
stretches and RECOVERS. It's all a question of quality.

For mining work there is no other rope so safe and so truly economical as

YELLOW STRAND. Investigate. Write for Catalog No. 7 and prices.

Broderick & Bascom Rope Co.
809 N. MAIN STREET ST. LOUIS, MO.

Branches— Seattle, New York
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Ransome Concrete Machy. Co., Dunellen, N. J.

Send the Red Book to

Name

Address-

C. CATALOGUE

^F THE
RANSOME
RED BOOK

RANSOME CONCRETE MACHINERY CO., DUNELLEN, N. J.
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A Proper Gas Engine

Installation
For Your New Telephone Exchange Building

NASH GAS ENGINE;
SILENT ECONOMICAL

RELIABLE STEADY

NASH GAS ENGINE

NATIONAL METER COMPANY
BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO
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Rotary

Dump
Gars

This type of Car dumps sidewise or end-

wise in any direction.

They can be equipped with end gate, thus

making an excellent Car for concrete work.

One man easily dumps it. Use these Cars

on your job and you will reduce the cost

of handling material.

These Cars carried in stock, also rails,

portable track, turntable, and various

other types of Cars.

Catalog 206 gives complete details. Write
for a copy and prices—before tonight.

RAILROAD SPECIALISTS FOR ALL INDUSTRIES

ERNST WIENER COMPANY
GAR BUILDERS AND TRACK MANUFACTURERS

Fulton and Church Sts., NEW YORK
BOSTON DENVER PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH
FACTORY: EASTON, PA. Agents for Industrial Locomotives of the Baldwin Locomotive Works
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tTHE TRIPLEX BLOCKS

A Triplex Block hung from a trolley running on an overhead bracket
crane and used for serving a machine tooi.

You Can Actually Figure This Saving

in Dollars and Cents

JUST note the time saved in lifting a casting—in adjusting it for the

operations—and in removing it from the tool. It's not much
trouble to convert that time into dollars and cents.

And this saving is effected by one man, with a Triplex Block

rigged up as in the picture above. He can handle castings up to several

tons in weight, without assistance, and with an ease of operation and

control not found in any other lifting device.

Thousands of these installations are in daily use. We should like

to talk figures with you on any lifting problem.

But whatever you do, send for the Book of Hoists to-day.

Triplex)i 16 Sizes: One-quarter of a ton to forty tons.

Blocks { 300 Active Stocks all over the United States.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
The Makers of Yale Products

Locks, Padlocks, Builders' Hardware
Door Checks and Chain Hoists

Local Offices: Chicago Boston

CYALE) 9 Murray Street,

New York, U.S.A.
Washington San Francisco
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(JVe give below in full the famous Barrett Specification)

FOR STANDARD
GRAVEL or SLAG
ROOFING (Over

Boards)

( To follow description ofRoof Sheathing. )

OVER the foregoing shall be laid a Coal
Tar Pitch, Felt and Gravel or Slag Roof.

There shall be used one ( 1
) thick-

ness of sheathing paper or unsaturated felt, five (5

)

thicknesses of Barrett Specification Felt weighing
not less than fourteen ( 1 4) pounds per one hun-

dred ( 1 00) square feet, single thickness ; and not

less than one hundred and twenty (120) pounds
of Barrett Specification Pitch and not less than four

hundred (400) pounds of gravel or three hundred

(300) pounds of slag from Y
/i to tys inch in size,

free from dirt, per one hundred ( 1 00) square feet

of completed roof.

The material shall be applied as follows

:

First—Lay the sheathing or unsaturated felt

(A) lapping each sheet one ( 1
) inch over the pre-

ceding one.

Second—Lay two full thicknesses of tarred

felt (B) lapping each sheet seventeen (1 7) inches

over the preceding one, and nailing as often as may
be necessary to hold the

sheets in place until remain-

ing felt is applied.

Third—Coat the en-

tire surface of this two ply

with hot pitch (C) mopped
on uniformly.

Fourth— Lay three

(3) full thicknesses of felt

(D), lapping each sheet

twenty-two (22) inches over

the preceding one, mopping
with hot pitch (E) the full

width of the twenty-two (22) inch lap between the

plies, so that in no case in the last three plies shall

felt touch felt. Such nailing as is necessary shall

be done so that all nails will be covered by not

less than two (2) plies of felt.

Fifth—Spread over the entire surface of the

roof a uniform coating of pitch, into which, while

hot, imbed the gravel or slag (F). The gravel

or slag must in all cases be dry.

NOTE—The above specification is designed for roofs

having a pitch not exceeding three (3) inches to the foot.

For steeper surfaces we will submit special Specifications

upon request. A special Specification, when roof is to be laid

over concrete, may be had by addressing the nearest office of

The BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO.
New York Philadelphia Chicago Boston Cleveland

Pittsburu Cincinnati Kansas City Minneapolis

New Orleans St. Louis London, Eng.
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ILLUSTRATION No. A-915

Excavating a canal with Hayward
Skid Excavators. Notice the

clean-cut appearance and regular

slopes, an important consideration

in canal work.

ILLUSTRATION No. C-181

A Hayward Bucket being used on a

floating machine, excavating through

heavy turf, snags and "saw grass."

Neither the Depth Nor the Width of

the Excavation Makes Any Difference
Hayward Skid Excavators and Hayward Floating Dredges are not handicapped in their

operation because the width of the excavating is too great. Hayward Buckets can be

operated upon booms of any length.

Neither does depth of digging bother this superior excavating apparatus. In cases

where great depth of digging is required, " Dipper " Dredges are useless. But Hayward
Machinery will dig to any depth, for the Hayward Buckets are only limited in the depth

of digging by the length of the operating lines.

Hayward Excavating Machinery
is desirable for many other reasons than their better work. They have a lower first cost-

Their cost of operation is lower. They are light of weight and are easily moved. They
can work alone or in pairs. They can be used on land or on scows.

Illustration C-181 shows a Hayward Bucket digging through heavy turf, snags and saw
grass. Hardness and compactness of material govern the size and type of the bucket to

be used. The sizes for canal work range from 5 cubic feet to 3 cubic yards. The buckets

can also be used in rehandling crushed stone, sand or whatever materials are needed in

construction work.

Illustration A-915 gives an idea of the clean-cut work a Hayward Skid Excavator does in

digging a canal, giving regular slopes to the banks.

No matter how large or how small your needs, nor what the material to be excavated
or rehandled, write and tell the problem and the conditions surrounding the work.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE, STATING REQUIREMENTS

THE HAYWARD COMPANY
50XHURCH STREET NEW YORK
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Scientific Management
means doing the right thing in the right way,

at the right time, in the right time. The

elimination of waste of time, effort and material.

The obtaining of highest possible efficiency

through careful advance planning.

An Important Aid to Scientific Management
is the proper mechanical device for the work, properly

designed, planned and made to perform its function surely

and quickly.

Our Drop Hammers and other drop forge equipment

will be found to cover all these requirements, and their

installation will do much to effect saving and ensure

economical production.

The working library of every one interested in Scientific

Shop Management should contain our Catalogues of Drop

Hammers, Machinists ' Tools, etc. They will be sent free

on request. May we send them to you ?

The Billings & Spencer Company
Hartford, Conn.

London: 8 Long Lane, Aldersgate Street
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WORTHINGTON

PLUG VALVE PATTERN

Packed Plunger
Pump

300 POUNDS PRESSURE

This is a high-class heavy pattern

pump, considerably less expensive than

the ordinary type of separate valve pot

pattern. Especially suitable for high

pressure boiler feed work, low pressure

accumulation service and general service.

Write for Bulletin W-191-36

HENRY R. WORTHINGTON
WORKS: HARRISON, N. J. :: NEW YORK OFFICE: 115 BROADWAY

BRANCH OFFICES
Atlanta Chicago Denver Houston Louisville Pittsburgh San Francisco
Boston Cleveland Detroit Kansas City New Orleans St. Louis Seattle

Buffalo Cincinnati El Paso Los Angeles Philadelphia Salt Lake City
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Master Gar Builders' Standard Gauges
Of P. & W. Precision Manufacture

THE varied and extensive experience of the P. &
W. Co. in the manufacture of precision tools, par-

ticularly qualifies them for the manufacture of

Standards and Gauges. The M. C. B. Standards are

constructed under the direction of the Executive Com-

mittee appointed each year at the annual convention of

the M. C. B. Association.

Each type of gauge is kept in exact accordance with

the stipulated requirements of the Association.

Write for Catalog "Standards and Gauges''

M. C. B. Limit Gauge Pratt & Whitney Company

NEW YORK, 111 Broadway

HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

23-25 Victoria St., LONDON, S. W.

NEW YORK
DETROIT

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

PITTSBURGH
ST. LOUIS

CHICAGO
CLEVELAND

This is the "1913"

1 oxement
Booklet

covering the qestion of waterproofing

and, at the same time, bonding, lubri-

cating and insulating concrete.

Send Your Business
Card For It

TOGH BROTHERS
320 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF TECHNI-
CAL PAINT AND DAMP PROOFING COMPOUNDS

Established 1848

Works: Long Island City, N. Y.; Toronto, Canada

?
^1

!
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"'" "
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ONE OF OUR TRUCKS REPLACES

TWELVE MULES AND
SAVES MONEY

The "oldest inhabitants" said that a motor truck could never climb the banks of the

gullies (often slushed with snow and mud) on the 90-mile round trip from Jersey Valley

Mines, Battle Mountain, Nev., to the shipping point.

But our truck makes the trip in 9 y2 hours going out (loaded) and 7 hours for the

return (empty). The twelve mules required five days for a trip and a day's rest between trips-

The truck delivers 15 tons while the mules delivered 6 tons.

The freight charges with mules was $20 per ton—the truck will deliver its entire 6-ton

load for practically that amouut.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR TRUCKS
Proved by Years of Successful Service

MACK Vr SAURER V? HEWITT Vr

For 10, 12, 18 years our trucks have proved their reliability on all sorts of roads and

trails all over the world. Our sales total over 8,000 trucks.

When you buy a truck you want one that you know will make good and continue to

make good year after year.

Nine sizes, capacities: 1, 1%, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6^, 1%, and 10 tons.

Bodies designed and built to fit your needs.

Let us prove what our trucks are doing on mountain and desert trails.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR COMPANY
General Offices: Broadway and 57th Street, New York Works: Allentown, Pa.;

Plainfield, N. J. Sales and Service Stations: New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Buffalo, Baltimore, Newark, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Atlanta,

Kansas City, Denver, Minneapolis, St. Paul, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Washington,
Albany and other large Cities

Canadian Sales Agents: Canadian Fairbanks- Morse Company, Limited, Montreal.
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DODGE
SPLIT
IRON
PULLEY

DODGE
SPLIT
IRON
PULLEY

"The Best on the Market
**

Dodge Standard Iron Split Pulleys are now being made without set screws and with

the bushings split ready to put on the shaft.

Many tests under actual working conditions have demonstrated that the pulley is

held fast to the shaft with absolute security by compression alone. The hub bolts are

large in diameter and the clamping power therefore is much greater with these pulleys

than any other type. This makes set screws unnecessary, and as they are an element of

danger, projecting as they do from the hub, they have been, in the interest of safety and
efficiency, eliminated.

All bushings for Standard Split Iron Pulleys will be split, clearance for clamping
being provided and the halves of each bushing wired together bearing a tag showing the

shaft size.

Also in the interest of safety all regular made-to-order Dodge Solid Iron Pulleys and
Iron Center Wood Rim Pulleys, rope sheaves, etc., are being fitted with headless set

screws which are concealed below the surface of the hub.

*\ A L r\ PnlLADELPHIA BOSTON CINCINNATI ATLANTA PITTSBURGH ^- . . -^
kV>x<rX, 8l5Arch5t. 137 139 PurchaseSt 126 I28H' Third it. 54-frO Marietta 5 1. 337 Second Ave, ,^0**^/^

DtfDGE ^Manufacturing C^hpany
Cverv"thing for the : .Mechantcal £--Econoriircaf Transmission .of.Power.
"

:
:

.
'^j; y / .- ; :. /M \ 5 HAWAKA ,

- INDIANA ~ -' "
-

" ''
.

-

C H ICAGO NEW YORK MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS PORTLAND, REXfX*^T7tC*
208-2i4So.C]intonSt. 2ltturra/5t 202 204 Third 5tS. S07N7la; n St ti'-i iLovejoy Sti ^^*_LjL1^

If in doubt, call Dodge on the phone, collect.
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squired to

Scientific Management
in the Storeroom

By applying scientific

management principles

you may increase the ef-

ficiency of your manufac-

turing department. But it

is certain that you can in-

crease the efficiency of the

storeroom force by 400 to

500%, by using a Re-
volvator, or portable

tiering machine for hand-

ling material.

In most plants it en-

ables two men to do

as much work as a

dozen men using old-

fashioned methods.

The Revolvator
saves its price at least

once every month

—

besides this, it in-

creases the capacity

of your storeroom.

Write for our Catalog CM. "Scien-

tific Tiering" and find out hov hun-

dreds of plants have accomplished

With a Revolvator only two men are necessary. this saving.

New York Revolving Portable Elevator Co.

Before Revolvator was used seven men w(
stack bales in this mill.

375 GARFIELD AVENUE JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY
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Section of Nine-Story Building, showing some
Westinghouse Oil Circuit Breakers ready

for shipment

Nine-Story Building Devoted to Westinghouse Switchboard and Switchboard Gear

Unsurpassed Facilities

for Building

Westinghouse
Switchboards
WESTINGHOUSE Switch-

boards are designed and
built in our own works from

start to finish. Each individual

detail is made by an expert, and the

complete board assembled on the

floor before shipment by men who,
for years, have made a specialty of

this kind of work.

Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Section of Nine-Story Building, devoted to assem-
bly of Westinghouse Switchboards

Sales Offices in 45 American Cities

Newark, N. J., Works, where Westinghouse
Switchboard Instruments are made
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BUCYRUS SHOVELS
At PANAMA

OFFICIAL RECORDS PROVE THAT BUCYRUS SHOVELS
not only hold all records on the Panama Canal, but on account of

their superior strength they are always put where the digging is hardest.

STEAM AND ELECTRIC SHOVELS OF ALL SIZES
Drag Line Excavators. River and Harbor Dredges. Placer Dredges
Railway Wrecking Cranes. Loco Pile Drivers and Unloading Plows

BUCYRUS COMPANY
P. O. BOX R.

NEW YORK
SOUTH MILWAUKEE, WIS.
CHICAGO DULUTH

SAN FRANCISCO
Yuba Constr. Co.
Dredges, Drag Lines

N. B. Livermore & Co., Shovels, Etc.

SEATTLE
S. A. Taylor Co.

MONTREAL
Mussens Ltd.

DENVER
H. N. Steinbarger

CITY OF MEXICO
Smith & Wiggin
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As G-E Generators will appear in permanent power plant.

Power for World's Greatest Engineering
Feat Furnished by G-E Generators

All electric power used in building the Panama Canal is furnished

by Curtis Steam Turbines.

All electric power for operating the permanent equipment of the

Panama Canal, such as lock-gates, valves, emergency dams etc., will

be supplied by water-wheel driven generators furnished by the General

Electric Company.
The selection of this equipment based on rigid government speci-

fications and in open competition shows merit—the merit necessary to

insure dependable power.

Your inquiries are solicited.

General Electric Company
Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y. Address Nearest Office

Sales Offices in the following Cities:

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Birmingham, Ala.
Boise, Idaho.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chattanooga, Tenn

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Davenport, la.

Dayton, Ohio.
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
(Off. ofSol'gAgt.)
Erie, Pa.

For Texas and Oklahoma business refer to

Oklahoma City. For Canadian business

Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Keokuk, la.

Knoxville, Tenn.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Louisville, Ky.
Memphis, Tenn.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nashville, Tenn.

General Electric Company
refer to Canadian General

New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
Providence, R. I.

Richmond, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.

Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Springfield, Mass.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Toledo, Ohio.
Youngstown, Ohio.

of Texas—Dallas, El Paso, Houston and
Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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NILES CRANES
The Modern Method of Conveyance with

Safety, Speed and Economy
Built to the Highest Standard of

Material, Workmanship and Design

No Delays for Repairs. Quiet Operation. Ideal Lubrication. Liberal Design.

Best Material. Two Powerful Brakes.

Perfect Regulation.

Overhead Traveling Cranes, Jib Cranes, Wall Cranes, Gantry Cranes,

Outdoor Cranes, etc.

Writefor illustrated descriptive catalog, uNiles Electric

Traveling Cranes.'"

NILES-BEMENT-POND CO.
Ill Broadway, New York

Boston Philadelphia Pittsburgh Chicago St. Louis London

THE McMYLER INTERSTATE
COMPANY:: CLEVELAND, OHIO
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES CHICAGO

WE are prepared to furnish on short notice—propositions

for furnishing and erecting in place, ready for operation,

Bridge or Gantry Cranes similar to the one shown in accom-

panying illustration. This

Bridge is electrically operated

throughout, handling coal

with a 4-line 2 cubic yard

Clam Shell Bucket directly

into the stokers.

Correspondence is solicited.
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JEFFREY CONVEYORS
Insure Highest Efficiency at Minimum
Cost for Operation and Maintenance

The Columbus (Ohio) Filtration Plant is

equipped with a Jeffrey Apron Conveyor for

handling bags of chemicals as illustrated.

The Chemist in charge of this plant wrote
us as follows concerning its operation: .

" We have been using one of your Apron Conveyors

continuously for the past four years and have never

spent a single dollar on it for repairs. We have given

it a thorough trial and are pleased to advise it has

been entirely satisfactory."

Send for illustrated Bulletin No. 74 on Freight

and Package Handling

JEFFREY MFG. COMPANY, COLUMBUS, O.
New York
Boston
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Atlanta, Ga.

Birmingham
Chicago
St. Louis

Denver
Seattle

Montreal

L I D G E R W D
HOISTING
ENGINE

Steam and Electric
FOR ANY POWER AND ANY

POSSIBLE SERVICE

THE superiority of Lidgerwood En-
gines is due to proper design, the use

of materials best for each part and the

highest quality of workmanship, com-

y bined with more than forty years' exper-

f ience in building hoists for many of the

most important users in all parts of the

world.

More than 36,000 Engines and Electric Hoists
in use

All built upon the Duplicate Part System

LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO., 96 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK
BRANCH HOUSES: CHICAGO. BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, SEATTLE, SAN FRANCISCO, LONDON, ENG.

Standard Lidgerwood Engine for General Work
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The Chucking Field Is Covered
by the simple and universal outfit of chucking tools in the

Flat Turret

Lathe. The

form of the

turret and

rigidity of the

cross sliding

head make
this possible.

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE CO. S
V
P
ET™

BRITISH OFFICE: 97 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E. C, LONDON

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Labor Saving Machine Tools
Traveling Cranes Jib Cranes

Improved Injectors for Boilers

Shafting, Turntables, Etc.

J— - -
p'llfr

Have You Seen

THE NORWALK
MOTOR-DRIVEN
COMPRESSOR?

;
Full Load. Part Load. No
Load, according to demand.

i Don't be satisfied with the

m BBBHHB^^^^^
a "as good" kind. Get "IT!"

m THE NORWALK IRON
WORKS COMPANY
SOUTH NORWALK :: :: CONN.
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BUY the MOTOR with the

INDESTRUCTIBLE ROTOR

FAIRBANKS -MORSE
Type " B "

INDUCTION MOTORS
have no joints. The end rings are cast on the rotor bars,

giving a fused connection. Patented groove permits
inspection of weld.

Insulation of superior strength on the stator windings.

Write for Catalog No. 1305.

It describes all details fully.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO.
New York :: :: Chicago

Oil Engines,Steam andPower Pumps, Motors and Generators

THE BALDWIN
LOCOMOTIVE

WORKS-

—

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
Cable Address: "Baldwin, Philadelphia."

LOCOMOTIVES
Particularly Adapted to

CONTRACTORS'
SERVICE

CHRISTIANA MACHINE CO.
CHRISTIANA, PA., U. S. A.

Engineers, Founders and Machinists

Manufacturers of Turbine Water Wheels,

adapted to all duties. Power Transmitting Ma-
chinery, Gearing, Rope Wheels, Friction Clutches,

Shafting, Pulleys, Hangers, etc.

Catalogue on Application.

ESTABLISHED 1862.

r:/"_ll-I

------"- r\ : i-m^
K^y:K%\jyyosmm^ : :\-^:wsy'>y?wmm
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DEAN BROS. STE
R̂^MP

INDIANAPOLIS
NOT IN THE PUMP TRUST

Single style, double acting, power hydraulic pump for work-

ing pressures up to 10,000 lbs. per square inch. The pump
cylinder is of FORGED STEEL and ABSOLUTELY

UNBREAKABLE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 84

Here's That

Oil Separator
Question Again

Well
They Are Durable
Require Small Power
Few Repairs

Save Oil Enough to Pay for the

Whole Outfit Every Little

While

Good Investment
That's Enough

Send the No. 1 Machine

The American Tool
and Machine Company

Incorporated 1864 Boston

THE LAST WORD
LUBRICATION

IS

IN

Dixon's
Flake Graphite
which possesses certain qualities not

shared by either oils or greases. It acts

on a "positive principle." Fills in the

microscopic depressions of the bearing

surfaces, attaches itself to the high spots

and provides a thin, smooth and durable

coating, which practically eliminates all

friction. Not affected by heat, cold,

steam, acids or alkalies.

Is especially adapted to severe condi-

tions, such as bearings of cane mills and
all classes of sugar machinery. Does
not squeeze out under the greatest known
pressure. Reducesfriction. Prevents shut-

downs. Saves power.

Write for Booklet 30-C

Joseph Dixon Crucible

Jersey City, N. J., U. S. A.

Co.
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A File for Every Use
and every one the best that brains

can make and money buy.

Sold by All Leading Dealers

Half-tone Catalog Sent on Request

NICHOLSON FILE CO. :: Providence, R. I.

'ALL THERE IS TO SAY ON A FILE

GENUINE STILLSON WRENCHES
BEAR THIS TRADE MARK MADE BY

WALWORTH MFG. CO.

BOSTON NEW YORK

IT'S YOUR PROTECTION AGAINST
INFERIOR IMITATIONS

Also Manufacturers of

HIGH-GRADE BRASS AND IRON GOODS
For Steam, Gas and Water

BLACK DIAMOND FILE WORKS
Special Prize,

GOLD
MEDAL,

at Atlanta, Ga.,

1895

Twelve Medals
of

Award
at International

Exhibitions

G. & H. BARNETT CO., Philadelphia, Pa. °^§^^f£gt^Y

Copy of CATALOGUE will be sent FREE to any interested file user, upon application.

STEAM DROP HAMMERS
ALSO SINGLE FRAME AND DOUBLE FRAME STEAM HAMMERS

MODERN DESIGNS ALL SIZES

CHAMBERSBURG ENGINEERING CO., Chambersburg, Pa., U.S.A.

Hydraulic Tools, Riveters, Shears, Etc. Pumping Machinery
Hydrants, Valves and Cast-Iron Pipe

Gas Producer Power Plants—Complete Installations

R. D. WOOD & GO. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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We&ion)
A COMPLETE
LINE OF NEW

T^

Alternating Current Switchboard Indicating Instruments
Is Now Offered, Comprising Wattmeters, Single and Polyphase—Power
Factor Meters—Frequency Meters—Synchroscopes—Voltmeters—Ammeters

'HIS WHOLE GROUP OF INSTRUMENTS embodies the results of the most exhaustive study and scientific investigation of
all the complex problems involved in the development of thoroughly durable, reliable and accurate instruments for use on alternat-

ing current circuits. Their production marks the culmination of an earnest effort to develop a line of alternating current switchboard
instruments which would not only fully meet the numerous and exacting requirements of the art, as it exists today, but would also
constitute a valuable and permanent contribution thereto. As such a contribution they are offered, and we invite all who have
not seen these new instruments to critically examine and compare them with other instruments intended for the same service.

Full particulars of design, construction, prices, etc., are given in Catalogue C. M. 16. Write for it.

Perforated Metals
TIN, ZING, STEEL, GAL-
VANIZED IRON, BRASS,
COPPER, BRONZE

FOR ALL PURPOSES

Send for Catalogue

Hendrick Mfg. Co.
CARBONDALE, PENNSYLVANIA
New York Office, 30 Church Street

BEVEL GEARS
CUT THEORETICALLY CORRECT

Special Facilities for

Cutting Worm, Spiral

and Internal Wheels.

The Bilgram

Machine Works

1221-35 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Foster Superheaters
are absolutely fool-proof and furnish uniform
superheat, which prevents all wet steam
troubles and reduces coal bills by 8 per cent

to 25 per cent, depending on prime mover
in use.

Write for Proof

POWER SPECIALTY CO.
Ill BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Chicago

San Francisco

Philadelphia Boston

Pittsburgh Birmingham, Ala.

elephant; brand TH£ PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.
2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ELEPHANT BRAND M^Me^-
INGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE. SHEETS. RODS, Etc.

— DELTA METAL—
IN BARS FOR FORGING AND FINISHED RODS

ORIGINAL and Sole Makers in the U. S.
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THE BABGOGK & WILCOX GO.
85 Liberty Street, New York

Water Tube Steam Boilers
STEAM SUPERHEATERS

Works: BARBERTON, OHIO
MECHANICAL STOKERS

BAYONNE, N. J.

Atlanta, Chandler Bldg.
Boston, 35 Federal Street

Chicago, Marquette Bldg.
Cincinnati, Traction Bldg.
Cleveland, New England Bldg.

BRANCH OFFICES
Denver, 435 Seventeenth Street
Havana, Cuba, 116% Calle de la Habana
Los Angeles, American Bank Bldg.
New Orleans, Shubert Arcade
Philadelphia, North American Bldg.

Pittsburgh, Farmers' Deposit Bank Bldg.
Portland, Ore., Wells-Fargo Bldg.
Salt Lake City, 313 Atlas Block
San Francisco, 99 First Street
Seattle, Mutual Life Bldg.

MORI SON SUSPENSION FURNACES
FOR LAND AND MARINE BOILERS

Uniform Thickness, Easily Gleaned
Unexcelled for Strength

ALSO

FOX CORRUGATED FURNACES
Sole Manufacturers in the United States ''X.'W: JA'' 'S^ '&*'-- ?M~±

THE CONTINENTAL IRON WORKS
West and Calyer Streets, BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN, New York (Near 10th and 23d Street Ferries)

28 Years of Experience and H onest Effort

^RBHHHHHlHtti Guarantees

V?-' the Excellence

fi§||^ of this, the

.1.-^ Wm My PIONEER

^j^^^p^^^^^^^^^^^Pp ALL-STEEL
'^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^S^ WATER-TUBE
'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ BOILER^^^BB

of America

BUILT INTO EACH HEINE WATER-TUBE BOILER

BOILERS AND SUPERHEATERS
MADE BY

HEINE SAFETY BOILER CO.
HAVE MANY IMITATORS, BUT NO EQUALS

SHOPS: St. Louis, Mo.; Phoenixville, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES: New York, N.Y., 11 Broadway; Philadelphia, Pa., 1120 Pennsylvania Building;

Boston, Mass., 201 Devonshire Street; Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building; Cincinnati, Ohio, 1520

Union Trust Building; New Orleans, La., Godchaux Building; Pittsburgh, Pa., Fulton Building.
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BEST GRADES MADE OF

PETROLEUM
LUBRICANTS

Capitol Cylinder Oil

Best for all steam engine cylinders. Cuts down

fuel bills and greatly reduces friction and wear.

Renown Engine Oil

A light-bodied oil that "lasts." Especially adapted

for rapidly running bearings.

Put up in gallon lithographed cans,

also in barrels and half-barrels.

li your dealer cannot supply

you, write to any agency of the

Standard Oil Company
OF NEW YORK
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Powell UNION Gompo Disc Valve

Stands for advanced ideas in construction. It's no easy matter to take

apart other kinds with their red leaded threads which become cemented and
next to impossible to unscrew ; it's a pleasure to take the Powell apart, via

the large Hexagon Union nut—like slipping off the log, only more so.

Let us explain further.

THE WM. POWELL GO. and Supply Houses
CINCINNATI .-. .-. .-. OHIO

WATER

FILTERS

THE function of this Filter is to remove oil from feed-

water, wherever a condenser is used, and the water is

used over and over again, taking up lubricating oil from the

engine, which must not get into the boiler. This Filter is

essential in the equipment of a surface- condensing steam
engine plant, especially in marine service, wThere fresh water

is not readily obtained.

Ask for full descriptive circular, giving a list of important

vessels using this Filter.

ROSS VALVE MANUFACTURING CO. Keep Oil Out of Your Boiler with the

FEED-WATER FILTER
For Marine and Land Service.

WE-FU-GO and SCAIFE SYSTEMS
EFFICIENT ECONOMICAL EFFECTIVE

FOR FILTRATION AND SOFTENING OF WATER
UNQUALIFIED ENDORSEMENT OF DISCRIMINATING USERS
GIVE A SATISFACTORY B'OILER FEED SUPPLY
OUTPUT IMPROVED AND SAVING EFFECTED BY THEIR USE

Send for a copy of "Water Purification for All Purposes"—Free on Request

WM. B. SCAIFE & SONS CO. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Jenkins Bros. Check Valves
are made from Standard and Extra Heavy patterns, both brass and
iron body, in several different styles—horizontal, angle, vertical, swing.

All are fitted with the Je?ikins Disc, thus assuring a tight seat. And
as the Jenkins Disc takes practically all the wear, the seat is seldom

injured, and valves give long and satisfactory service without requiring

attention or repair.

Catalogue mailed on request.

JENKINS BROS., New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago.
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r

iifflsi] IMm ipte

Oct^e EJECTOR

COR conveying liquids from one receptacle or level to

another, emptying fly wheel -pits, sumps, flooded cellars,

etc., exhausting air, gases, priming centrifugal pumps, etc.,

the "X L-.96" Ejector is unequalled.

The Penberthy Safeguard Automatic Water Gage

-WW*
HI ¥
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How do you make your dies ?
Out of high carbon tool steel, annealed to make it soft

enough to cut and shape ; then after the die is shaped

reharden it by suitable heat treatment?

Rather expensive method, is it not? Labor difficult

and costly, too, and the rehardening operation that must

follow often cracks and warps the die, destroying thework

of days in a moment, adding more expense and delay.

Dies Gome High by This Method, Don't They?

How you should make your dies
out of ordinary machinery steel—much
less costly than tool steel—annealed so

it can be easily worked by the die sinkers

tools—time saved here—and when die

is fully shaped infuse with carbon

with "STELPRO"
Dies made from ordinary Machinery Steel

and hardened by

"STELPRO"
cost less, much less, to produce and their hard-

ness will give them service far surpassing dies

made by the older and more expensive methods.

BETTER WRITE FOR INFORMATION

American Infusion Steel Process Company
60 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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For Quick Action and
the new Perfect Protection

Ideal RoadwayBox
Easily

Accessible

No Digging

up of

Street

Easily

Transport-

able

Sectional

Construc-

tion for

Any Depth

No Bolts or

Nuts

Cheaper
and Better
than Pits

built up
with Brick

and Con-
crete

Quickly
Installed

Withstands
Heavy
Traffic

Absolutely
Protects

The Valve
PATENT PENDING__^—

-

ROUND ROADWAY BOX

Like the square model, the Round Model Box is designed for the protection of large valves in the
street. It meets the demand of those who prefer, or where local conditions require a circular construction.

The box is built up in sections, the complete circle being divided into several parts dovetailed together
with grooves running the entire length of the section, therefore allowing for one section overlapping the
other and making a break joint holding the box intact.

Sections are of three heights : 3-inch, 9-inch and 8-inch, to allow for adjustment of varying depths of
trench. The whole box is supported by a base plate through which the valve stem extends. The top
consists of a frame and cover for the frame resting on a series of cams or dogs of different heights so
arranged as to allow for ?>y2 to 4-inch final grade adjustment. This same cover is also furnished with
extended square corners for use where blocked pavements are used. This box is readily adaptable for
culverts as well as roadway boxes. It is also used as a meter box.

S. E.T. Valve& Hydrant Co.
50 CHURCH STREET :: :: NEW YORK
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An Engineer's Opinion
Why Wire-Cut-Lug Blocks Are Superior

William C. Perkins, M. Am. Soc. C. E., resident engineer Department of

Highways, State of New York, Niagara Falls, N. Y., in a paper before Section D,

American Society for the Advancement of Science, at their annual meeting, January

3, 1913, at Cleveland, Ohio, made the following reference to Wire-Cut-Lug Blocks:

"During 1912 the records show that nearly twenty-five million wire-cut-lug

blocks were used in the highways of Western New York, although the specifications

of the State Highway Department do not specify any style of block, merely re-

quiring them to have lugs.

"What are the advantages of a wire-cut-lug block over a repressed block to

the highway engineer ?

"DENSITY: When a brick is repressed the molecular arrangement of the

material is changed under pressure, and reforming may cause laminations. The

fracture of a wire-cut block is smooth and even, showing great density ; the fracture

of a repressed block shows, very often, laminations and change of form and structure.

"BOND: The uniform lugs make a good alignment. The bricks are held

an equal distance apart, allowing the free flow of filler or binding material ; also, the

rough, wire-cut surface, which comes in contact with the filler, gives a greater

bonding strength than would the smooth surface of a repressed block.

"SURFACE: The edges of the block being square and sharp, the filler can be

brought flush with the suface and will not break away under traffic, as it may from

the rounded corners of repressed block.

"ALIGNMENT : Owing to the uniformity of the lug and the uniform size of

the block, a good alignment can be obtained with very little effort, and it is there-

fore possible for a bricklayer to lay more square yards of pavement in a day.

" FILLER : Flush joints are more easily obtained. Two applications of

cement grout are generally sufficient, thus a saving of labor.

"COST: The prices of wire-cut-lug blocks have not been increased over

repressed."

The Dunn Wire-Gut-Lug Brick Company
Of Conneaut, Ohio

(Licensor)

Patented in the United States and Foreign Countries
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Save the Panama Canal
A Panama Canal could be built each year with the

money the United States annually wastes on fires.

Real fire-proof construc-

tion would save much of

this waste. The only real

fire-proof building material

is burned clay products,

because clay products are

subjected to excessive heat

in manufacturing and are

therefore fire tested.

There is always a good

demand for burned clay

products and the field is

unlimited to an aggressive

manufacturer.

We build machinery for making clay products of all

classes. We install complete plants or re-habilitate old plants,

making them profitable with modern equipment.

We underwrite success by testing the clay in advance,

showing the finished product.

Where no clay is available and good sand is to be had, wre

install Sand-Lime-Brick machinery.

Correspondence solicited and catalogues sent on request.

The American Clay Machinery Company
Bucyrus, Ohio, LL S. A.
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Monarch Pile Hammer
The fastest acting and most powerful Hammer in the world

Specially adapted for driving Steel Sheeting,

Wood Sheeting, Concrete and Wooden Piles

Made in sizes to suit all requirements

HENRY J. McGOY COMPANY
65 and 67 DEY STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

The New Monarch Hammer driving steel pipe for Concrete Pile

Foundation, 114 West 27th Street, New York
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Don't Gall It Luck
INVESTIGATION
BEFORE—NOT AFTER
INVESTMENT

that is the real reason for

success

in Real Estate Investments

YOU can keep posted

REGARDING
PROFITABLE
REAL ESTATE

Securities, Free of Cost

By reading our Free
Real Estate Market Letter

a medium which will keep you informed

regarding real estate and real estate se-

curities. It tells in a readable way just

the thing which will enable you to invest-

igate before you invest, which is the secret

of success in Real Estate Investments.

The Coupon below will bring

you free of any expense our

REAL ESTATE
MARKET LETTERS

Mail it today— do it now.

The Debenture Corporation of New York
334 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me, free of all charge, your Real Estate
Market Letters.

Name_

Mailing Address

Cassier's

Employers'
List

IF you are seeking

the right kind of a

man, that's the place

to get a line on one.

POSITIONS OPEN
POSITIONSWANTED

See Index

The Delaware and

Hudson Company
NOTICE TO

MANUFACTURERS

This railroad extends from the coal fields

of Pennsylvania to connections with all

the great railroads of Canada and the

Eastern trunk lines
;

provides a fast

freight service to the East, West, North
and South and parallels the upper Hud-
son River, also the new two thousand ton

barge canal, now being built by the state,

connecting the Hudson River with Lake
Champlain. An establishment located in

this territory receives the benefit of cheap
fuel, electric power and low freight rates.

Its Industrial Department will aid in the

establishment of industries, develop side

track questions and give complete infor-

mation.
IRA H. SHOEMAKER

ALBANY, N. Y. Industrial Agent
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Look
Ahead

!

Be a Civil Engineer
Enter this interesting field today. Prepare yourself NOW for future years. If you

expect to attain success— to rise to the highest salaried position— you must be specially
trained. There are excellent opportunities awaiting the men who enter the field of Civil
Engineering. The large engineering, construction and railroad companies always need men
who possess the kind of training we give you. There are good positions in Government
Service for Civil Engineers. When you have finished our course you should earn a good
salary at the start. Rapid advancement. If you are going to become a trained man, you
should start to prepare yourself now. Don't let old age find you in the unskilled class

—

drawing a laborer's wage. Resolve to succeed— then act. Mail the coupon for our School
bulletin and full particulars of our offer to train you in your own home.

Learn while you earn
By our superior method of instruction you can learn Civil Engineering right at home while you keep your

present position. Just devote your spare time to study. Our courses have been prepared by expert authorities

—

our instruction books have been adopted by some of the country's foremost colleges and
technical schools. The course thoroughly covers every branch of civil engineering, in-

cluding the following important subjects: Plane Surveying— Mechanical Draw-
ing—Plotting and Topography— Railroad Engineering— Statics — Strength
of Materials—Roof Trusses and Mill Building Construction—Cost Analysis
in Relation to Engineering—Masonry—Practical Problems in Construction
—Hydraulics—House Drainage and Sanitation— River and Harbor Improve-
ments—Highway Construction, etc. You will receive the benefit of the experience
of some of the most successful civil engineers the world has known.

Your Guarantee

The remarkable suc-
cess attained by thou-

sands of our graduates
all over the world
offers you a guarantee
of success. You can
do what others have
done.

The American School of Correspondence
For fifteen years this School has carried ediication to ambitious men who could not

afford to attend a resident school. It has maintained its reputation for
efficiency and integrity. There is one signifi-

cant fact for you to bear in mind— "The American School gradu-
ates a greater per cent of its students than any other / ^^fes*^ ^7^ CRrC
correspondence school." This School is chartered as an educa- ' ^- - r% & &
tional institution under the same laws as your state university.

Send the Coupon for School Bulletin
and Full Particulars

Let us send you our School bulletin— explain our method of in-
struction—give you complete information about the School and what
it can accomplish for YOU. Decide now to become specially trained
—to increase your earning power—to receive the greatest reward for
your efforts. Fill out the coupon and mail it to us today. You
assume no obligations in sending the coupon.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
5805 Drexel Avenue CHICAGO, ILL

for

^ FREI
COUPON

American School of

Correspondence, 5 8 05
Drexel Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.^ Without any obligations to buy any-

thing, please send me your School
bulletin and complete information

about your method of home instruction.
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MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT BARGAINS

PIPE

Second-hand. All sizes. J/2 inch

to 12 inches with perfect threads

and couplings, also larger sizes.

Pipe Cut to Sketch.

CONTRACTORS' EQUIPMENT

6 Ransome concrete mixers.

4 Orange peel and clam shell buckets.

Hoisting engines, skeleton and with boilers.

No. 5 McKiernan-Terry Hammer.
24-inch gauge cars and track.

PIPE & CONTRACTORS' SUPPLY CO.

3 Dover St., 343-353 East 123d St., New York City

CERTIFIED BARGAINS FOR CONTRACTORS
2—Marion Model 40 shovels, standard and tunnel booms—good as new.
1—Modern 70C Bucyrus Steam Shovel, armored boom, almost new, thoroughly overhauled.
3—42-ton four-wheel Schenectady switchers, will pass I. C. C. requirements.

12—Western air dump cars, 26 ft. bed. 12 yards' capacity.
12—Western hand dump cars, 19-ft. bed, 12 yards' capacity.
34—4-yard, 36-inch gauge dump cars, mostly Western.
2—17-ton Brown-Hoist locomotive cranes, eight-wheel type, double drum, steam brakes, two years

old, condition strictly A-l.
1—10-ton Industrial locomotive crane, four-wheel type, single drum.
1—10-ton, eight-wheel Brown-Hoist crane, four years old, new boom, A-l condition.
3—10x16 inches, 18 ton, 36-inch gauge Saddle Tank locomotives.
1—Model "O" Thew shovel, Y% yard dipper, traction type, for delivery June 1st, modern machine,

thoroughly A-l.
1—Model 14B Bucyrus shovel, §/$ yard dipper, traction type, used three months, new in September, 1912.
A—Lidgerwood-Crawford Excavators, 1^-yard buckets, iron frames. One with 60-ft. boom, one with

45-ft. boom and two with 70-ft. boom. Various other bargains.

Contractors' Service Company, 50 Church St., New York
Renters and sellers of certified used equipment

LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
ONE 15-TON EIGHT-WHEEL BROWNING
ONE 12

:
TON FOUR-WHEEL INDUSTRIAL

Write or wire us your requirements.

A. C. TORBERT & COMPANY,
First National Bank Building, Chicago

Locomotives, Cars, Steam Shovels, Locomotive Cranes, Etc.
Special Quid'- Shipment

ARCHER & BALDWIN

114-118 Liberty Street, Room No. 303, New York City. Phone, Rector 4337-8-9

2—500 K.W. 25 CYCLE, 60 CYCLE FREQUENCY CHANGERS, General Electric type

ATI. Class 4-530-750 RPM. Form C, 700 H.P., 13,000 volts, 25 cycle,

with ATB, class 10-500-750 RPM. 4,000 volts (2,300 volts), 60 cycle.

On one base.

2—300 K. W. WESTINGHOUSE HORIZONTAL 3 PHASE 60 CYCLE 6,600 VOLT
TURBO UNITS, 3,600 RPM. for 150-lb. steam pressure with direct-con-

nected exciters. Will be sold with or without condensing equipment. Fine

condition. Immediate shipment.

1—200 K.W. 3 PHASE, 60 CYCLE GENERAL ELECTRIC ROTARY CONVERTER.
T.C. 6-200-1,200 RPM. 600 volts D. C. with transformers for 22,000-

6,600 volts A.C. primary. Also Reactance.

Large stock of alternating and direct current motors. Send for full list
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MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT BARGAINS

FOR SALE

Cast and Wrought Scrap, Heavy and Light Relaying Rail, Second Hand Iron Plates,

I-Beams, Stacks, Wrought Pipe, Fire and Red Brick, and a Narrow Gauge Structural

Steel Bridge 350 ft. long; Hoist Engine, Blowing Engines and Pumps. Can be examined

on the Grounds at Henry Clay Furnaces, Reading, Pa., or address

EMPIRE STEEL & IRON COMPANY
Catasauqua, Pa.

FOR SALE

2 Model 20 Marion Steam Shovels

1 16-Ton Vulcan Locomotive

1 14-Ton Vulcan Locomotive

1 14-Ton Porter Locomotive

1 90-Ton Vulcan Shovel

1 60-Ton Vulcan Shovel

1 Model 40 Marion Shovel

6 12 to 18-Ton Dinkies

3 Traction Engines

Second-hand Dump Cars

Second-hand Dump Wagons
Prices, terms and descriptions on application. All equipment subject to rigid inspection.
This equipment is located at Knoxville, Tenn., and is in first-class condition in every respect.

THE WM. J. OLIVER MFG. CO.

Knoxville, Tenn.

HAROLD R. WILSON MACHINERY CO.

ST. LOUIS NEW BANK OF COMMERCE BLDG.
UNITS DIRECT CURRENT DIRECT CONNECTED

V. Poles Sp. Engine Description
250 10 150 24x27 Buckeye Heavy Duty
250 10 150 18 & 36x30 Porter-Allen Hor. T. C.

150 8 200 15 & 26x17 Mad. & Sey. Hor. T. C.

250 8 100 Fulton T. C. Cor.
UNITS ALTERNATING CURRENT DIR. CONN. 60 CYCLES

K.W. Make Genr. V. Ph. Sp.' Engine Description
1200—Gen. Elec. 2300 3 90 Cross Comp. Corliss

800—Gen. Elec. 2300 3 90 .. Cross Comp. Corliss

560—Bullock 2300 3 150 '16 & 30x27 Buckeye Hor. C.C.
2—300—Westg. 6600-2300 3 3600 ^Westge. Parsons Hor. St. Turb.

Send for complete list of above. Motors, Generators, Engines, Boilers, etc.

Belted A. C. and D. C. Generators, Motors, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

K.W. Make Genr.
2—400—Ft. Wayne
2—400—Westge
3—200—Gen. Elec.

200—Westge

FOR SALE

One practically new Steel Stack

95 feet 4 inches long, 6 feet in diaeter

For B P and particulars address

U. S. METALS REFINING CO.,

Purchasing Dept., Chrome, N. J.

FOR SALE—ENGINE LATHE OUTFIT—
We have for sale an up-to-date set of Tracings,
Blue Prints, Patterns, Jigs, Templets and Gauges
and Special Tools for a 14-inch Engine Lathe.
Also have four 14-inch Lathes in process of con-

struction, which complete outfit we offer for sale.

This lathe outfit would be a splendid filler for

any machine shop wanting a new line of ma-
chinery to build. For further particulars write

VALLEY MACHINE COMPANY, Parkers-
burg, W. Va.
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MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT BARGAINS

BARGAINS
SHOVELS
Marion Model 60 Shop Nos. 2100 to 2350.
Marion Model 20 Shop No. 1430.
Bucyrus 70 ton—Fine order.

Thew No. 1 on Trucks. Good as new.
Vulcan—Little Giant.

AIR COMPRESSOR
Class A Ingersoll 14xl4j4xl8.

LOCOMOTIVES
Weights—6 ton to 45 ton, 36 in. and standard

Gauge.
CARS

2, 4, 6 and 12-yd. 36 in. Std. gauge.
CRUSHERS
No. 5 Champion No. 5 Gates
No. 6 McCully.

HOISTING ENGINES AND
LOCOMOTIVE CRANES

Maryland Equipment & Supply Co.,

Equitable Building, Baltimore, Md.

EQUIPMENT AT A BARGAIN

We have hoisting engines at a bargain.
12—Lidgerwood Hoisting Engines, 8J4xlO inch

cylinder, D.D., D.C.
1—National 3 drum Hoist, Eng. with Boiler.
1—3 drum Mundy Electric Hoisting Engine, 25

H.P. Westinghouse Motor, 500 volts.
2—5 -inch Worthington Turbine Pumps, direct

connection 85 H.P. motors, used 2 mos.
1—Mundy Cable Engine.
1—Twin Wetherill Corliss Engine, 20x42 inches.
1—Allis- Chalmers Corliss Engine, 24x28 inches.
Concrete Mixers and Derrick Fittings, Pile

Driving Hammers, Stationary Engines,
Horizontal Boilers and Piping.

We have other requirements of almost every
description at a reasonable price and for im-
mediate shipment. Let us have your inquiry.

BOSTON IRON & METAL CO.

Pratt and Fremont Sts., Baltimore, Md.

GOOD EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
LOCOMOTIVE CRANES

1—10 ton Brown hoist, 48-inch boom.
1—15 ton Browning with outriggers.
1—Haiss coal handling crane with bucket

LOCOMOTIVE
1—10x16 American, 36-inch gauge

CRUSHING PLANTS
1—No. TY-z McCully
1—No. 4 McCully
Elevator, Screen, Engine, etc.

PORTABLE TRACK
2000 ft. 16 lb. 24-inch gauge
2500 ft. 16 lb. 30-inch gauge

CABLEWAYS
1—1000 ft. span Lidgerwood
1 800 ft. span Mead-Morrison
1 325 ft. span Lidgerwood
Also Air Compressors, Hoists, Derricks, etc.

HERBERT GIVIN

103 Park Avenue, New York

LOCOMOTIVE CRANES

One 8-wheel, 20-25 ton BROWNING, 38 and

50-ft. booms, outriggers and air brakes.

Three 4-wheel, 15-ton BROWNINGS.
Two 8-wheel INDUSTRIALS.
One 4-wheel INDUSTRIAL.
Two 8-wheel INTERSTATES.
One 4-wheel BROWN HOIST.

One 8-wheel BROWN HOIST.

J. C. HOUSTON

55 Church Street, New York City

SECOND-HAND MOTORS
We have the largest stock of second-hand

electric motors and generators in America and
buy and sell, rent, exchange and repair elec-

trical machinery of all kinds. Send for our

"Monthly Bargain Sheet," showing complete

slock with net prices. All machines guaranteed

in good order.

GREGORY ELECTRIC CO,

Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE

00 AUSTIN TRENCH EXCAVATOR

TRACTION

EQUAL TO NEW. GREAT BARGAIN

CONTRACTORS EQUIPMENT OF ALL

DESCRIPTIONS

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES.

The New York Purchasing Agency, Inc.,

76 Pine Street, New York.
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Compressors, Hoists, Locomotives, Etc-

Air Compressors

3—Ingersoll-Rand Imperial type 10-2 Compress-

ors, belt driven, 28 x 17 x 24, complete with all

fittings. Fitted with Corliss inlet valves and

No. 6 outlet valves, each operated by one

General Electric type I, class 16-500-450, form

P, 60 cycles, 500 H.P., 2080 or 440 volts, 124

amps. Complete with 3-ply leather belts,

switchboards, cables, etc.

1—Ingersoll cross compound duplex air com-

pressor, class H, 12 xl8Xx 12^x12, 526 cu.

ft. air per minute at 150 R.P.M.
1—Ingersoll-Rand Imperial type 10, compound

steam and air, 11 and 18 x 16 and 10 x 14,

537 cu. ft. of air per minute.

Hoists

1—8)4 x 10 D. C, 3-Drum Lidgerwood Skeleton

Hoist, Drums 14 x 20, with Dake Rotary

Swinger.

2—8x10 D. C, D. D. 14x27 Lidgerwood Hoist

and Boiler with Dake Swinger.

I_8^xl2 D. C. 14x26 Flory Hoisting Engine,

in use 6 months.

Steam Shovel

1—60-Ton Marion Steam Shovel.

Electric Cableway

1—5-Ton Lidgerwood, Self- Contained 700-ft. span
with Double Friction Drum and 50 H.P., G. E.,

220-volt D. C. motor, complete with 1050' 2"

main cable, carriage sheaves and 2 65' A-
Frames.

Locomotives

2—9x14 Porter Locomotive, 14-Ton 36" Gauge
Saddle Tank.

1—9x14 Davenport, 14-Ton 36" Gauge Saddle
Tank.

1—9 x 14 Vulcan, 14-Ton 36" Gauge Saddle Tank.
1—10x16 Baldwin, 18-Ton 36" Gauge Saddle

Tank.

Dump Cars

18—4-Yard K. & J. Class E.

36" Gauge Wooden 2-way Side Dump.

MacGovern & Company, Inc.

Frank MacGovern
Pres.-Gen. Mgr.

114 Liberty Street, New York City
Phone 3375-3376 Rector

John Mayer, Jr. Please sendfor our latest catalogue ofengines, dyna-
Vice-Pres.-Treas. nios, etc., and also advise us whatyou have for sale.

CONTRACTORS' MACHINERY
Used equipment in stock—ready for delivery.

Let us quote you.
HOISTING ENGINES

1—9x10 inch "Lidgerwood" D.C.D.D. skeleton,

with swinger
1

—

8J4x10 inch "American" D.C.D.D. skeleton,

with swinger
2—854x10 inch "Lidgerwood" D.C.D.D. skele-

ton
CONCRETE MIXERS

1—11 cu. ft. "Municipal" with engine and boiler

on wheels
1—No. 3 "Ransome" with engine on skids

1—No. 2 lA "Smith" with engine on skids

CRUSHERS
1—No. 5 "Gates" gyratory, style K
1—No. 4 "McCully" gyratory
1—9x15 inch "Blake" jaw
1—No. 3 "Champion" jaw
We have also in large assortment and variety,

electrical and steam power equipment, iron and
wood-working machinery.

L. F. SEYFERFS SONS, Inc.

437 North Third Street, Philadelphia

FOR SALE CHEAP
10,000 Tons 24-Inch Standard Cast Iron

Tested Bell and Spigot

PIPE
For further information address

HENRY A. HITNER'S SONS CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE:
1 1 cu. ft. Cube Street Mixer, with Trac-

tion, forward and reverse. Good con-

dition. Immediate delivery.
General Engineering & Construction C« ,

608 Trust Bldg., Rockford, Illinois.

CABLEWAYS
2—700 feet Lidgerwood 9x10 Engines with Oper-

ating Levers in Rack at Rear.
Complete with all fittings and 40 H.P.
Portable Boiler.

1—1700 feet 10x12 inch Engine Lidgerwood,
complete.

1—400 feet Lambert Cableway.
AIR COMPRESSORS

1—Rand, 2 Stage, 845 Cu. Ft. Belt or Rope
Drive 22 inches 14x16 inches. Complete
with Unloaders.

2—1900 feet Compressors.
Contractors' Equipment of Every Description.

CASH FOR GOOD MACHINERY
STERLING MACHY. CO.

Phone 537 Cort. 21 Park Row, N. Y.

For Sale

OHIO TRACTION
STEAM SHOVEL

1 J/4 yards capacity. Cheap

PEACE BROTHERS
20 Main Street Flushing, N. Y.
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IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
1-754 TON ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANE, SPAN 29 FT. 8 IN.

1-15 TON ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANE, SPAN 36 FT. 6^ IN.

1-30 TON ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANE, SPAN - - 53 FEET
Immediate Delivery Can be Inspected in New York
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Steel 5-Ton Traveling or Gantry Crane, electrically operated ; 110 feet span,

for bridge shop or shipyard, steel mill, foundry or stone works
Suitable

STOCK OF 1000 TONS NEW STRUCTURAL STEEL ANGLES,
PLATES, BEAMS, CHANNELS, ETC.

LARGE STEEL BUILDING: 280' x70', with
lean to 240' x 40', vrith runways for 3 electric

traveling cranes, 6 hand traveling cranes, etc.

TOOLS
One Double End L. & A. Punch Shear and Fram-

ing Machine, capacity to 24" "I" Beams.
Coping Press, capacity 15" "I's" and smaller.

Two large Ingersoll Milling Machines, capacity"

between uprights, 87" x 34" and 44" x40".

PUNCHES: 2—capacity, %" x ft," Throat 21";
2—capacity, l"xl," Throat 21"; 2—capacity,
l"xl," Throat 24".

Chain Blocks, up to 5 Tons : 1 Y. & T. Triplex 10-

Ton Cap.
Punches (Architectural jaw and single end).

Shears, capacity to cut 1%" plate.

1 Fitchburg 20" Swing Sensitive Drill.

LARGE BORING MILL: Will take 14' 0" to
24' 0" diam.

1 Ingersoll- Sergeant, Class A, 14" and 14X"xl8"
Compressor, capacity 381 cu. ft.

Pump,\Vorthington Horizontal Duplex iy2 " steam,
4^" plunger, 10" stroke.

Xewton 36" Rotary Planer or Face Milling

Machine, 36" Cutting Head. Motor driven.

Rotary Planer or Face Milling Machine, 42" head.

1 Vertical Boiler, 78" diam. x 14' with super-
heater.

LOCOMOTIVES
1 Porter, Standard Gauge, 12 x 18. Saddle Tank.
1 L. S. & M. S., Standard Gauge, 14 x 22. Saddle
Tank.

GUY DERRICKS
l_Mast 35' x \?>y2 " sq., boom 46' x 13".

1—Mast 40' x 17" sq., boom 40' x 13".

1—Mast 50'x24" sq., Steel Boom 55'.

1- Mast 40' x 13^" sq., boom 35'.

1—Mast -40' x 16" sq., boom 35' x 12".
1—Derrick Car, Steel Boom 16' long, standard

gauge.

HOISTING ENGINES
1 Lambert 6x12 DC DD.
1 Lambert 6 x 10 DC DD with swing gear.

1 Crooks 8x10 DC DD.
1 Skeleton 6 x 12 DD.
Ames High Speed Engine, 15" x 14".

GEO. B. DOUGLAS, COLUMBIA BUILDING
BROADWAY AND MORRIS ST., N. Y.
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TO INVESTORS!

We have valuable securities for sale. Gilt

edge real estate bonds, bearing interest at 6 per

cent. Payable semi-annually. First and second

trust notes. Blankenship Law & Commercial

Co., Inc., Suites 525, 6 and 7 Colorado Building,

Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
Washington, D. C.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
Patent Secured or Fee Returned.

FREE opinion as to patentability. Send for '

Guide Book and What to Invent, finest publica-
tion issued for free distribution. Patents se-

cured by us advertised for sale at our expense.

New York. Singer Building.

THE UNIVERSAL AUDIT COMPANY
W. M. Williams, General Manager
H. F. Stimpson, Chief Engineer

Renders complete service in the field of Ac-
counting, Appraising, Auditing, Engineering and
Evolutionary Economics.

Washington, D. C. 622 F Street, N. W.

WATSON E. COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer.

Patents That Protect and Pay.

Books, Advice, Search and List of Inventions.

Send sketch or model for free search of the
Patent Office Records. Highest References.
Best results. Promptness Assured.

New York. 13 Park Row.

THE POLYGLOT COMPANY
Established 1895 Trade name registered

TECHNICAL TRANSLATORS.
Our Staff Comprises Electrical, Mechanical,

Steam and Civil Engineers, Two Lawyers and a
Chemist.
Up-to-Date Methods, Insuring Accuracy and

Promptness.

Washington, D. C. Box 116 Willson Bldg.

H. B. WILLSON & CO.

Patent Attorneys.

Patents promptly obtained or no Fee. Trade-
j

Marks, Caveats. Copyrights and Labels regis-
tered. Twenty years' practice. Highest refer-
ences. Send model, sketch or photo, for free re-

port on patentability. All business confidential.
Hand-Book Free. Explains everything. Tells
How to Obtain and Sell Patents. What Inven-
tions Will Pay, How to Get a Partner, explains
best mechanical movements, and contains 300
other subjects of importance to inver^ors.

LEGAL

Blankenship Law & Commercial Co., Inc.

Suite 525, 526 and 527 Colorado Building,
Washington, D. C.

General Law Practice, Investments
Investigations, Adjustments

Best Equipped Collection Offices in the United
States. All Communications Strictly Con-

fidential.

MUNN&CO.
Solicitors of Patents.
TRADE MARKS.

You should register your Trade Marks in the
Patent Office.
You have certain rights in Trade Marks though

not registered.
You should respect the Trade Mark rights of

others.
You should make others respect your Trade

Mark rights.
You should consult us concerning selection and

use of Trade Marks.
PATENTS.

Our Hank Book on Patents, Trade Marks, etc.,

sent free. Patents secured through Munn & Co.,
are described in the Scientific American.
363 Broadway New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

New York, N. Y. 11 Broadway.

F. V. MILLER
EXPORT

I Specialize in American Machinery and Ma-
chine Tools for Export. Correspondence So-
licited.

Boston. 93 Broad St.

ARTHUR D. LITTLE, Inc.

CHEMISTS.
Control of Materials and Processes.
Utilization of Wastes.
Reports on Industrial Propositions.

ENGINEERS.
Steam Turbine Installation.
Acceptance Tests on New Apparatus.
Fuel Economy and Smoke Abatement.

Washington, D. C. 1013 F Street.

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE
Patent Attorneys.

Established 16 Years.
PATENT YOUR IDEAS.

$9,000 offered for certain inventions. Book,
"How to Obtain a Patent" and "What to In-
vent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free re-

port as to patentability. Patents advertised for
sale at our expense in fourteen Manufacturers'

! Journals.
Patent Obtained or Fee Returned.

THE EMERSON CO.
Standard Practice and Efficiency Engineers.
Audits made of Material, Labor, Machine and

Method Efficiencies.

Scientific Standards.

For Piece and other Work and Operations
Supplied. Cost Reductions Guaranteed under
Contract for a Contingent Fee.

Rooms 1522-1524

30 Church St. New York, N. Y.

C. A. DIETERICH
Counsellor at Law

Solicitor of U. S. and Foreign Patents
257 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
Litigation affecting Letters Patent, etc.

Special attention devoted to inventions relating

to Steam Engineering.
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EMPLOYERS' LIST
Advertisements of positions seeking men, or men seeking positions, are inserted under this

heading at the following rates. Style limited to type shown in the advertisements below.

Rate, 20 cents per line—Cash with order—About 8 words to the line and 12 lines to the inch.

WANTED—SALESMEN FOR BALATA, CAN-
vass-stitched and other textile belting; must have
experience in belting lines

; give full particulars.
Address F. 45, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New
York.

A CONSULTING ENGINEER NEEDS THE As-
sistance of a young metallurgical engineer, who
should be a graduate of a technical school and
should be able to read French and German. Ad-
dress F. 46, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New
York.

WANTED—IMMEDIATELY A SUPERINTEND-
ent for a small American owned tin concentrator
in Bolivia ; applicant will be practical, experienced,
in Boliva ; applicant will be practical, experienced,
working superintendent and able and willing

_
to

work at an altitude of 15,000 feet; actual necessity,
traveling expenses will be paid and a salary of
$200 per month and keep. Address, giving full

references and statement as to age, mill training,
education, experience at altitude and habits as to
drinking and smoking. Address F. 47, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

WANTED—EXPERIENCED CRANE E-R E C-
tors ; must have had experience and furnish refer-
ences. Address F. 52, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st
St., New York.

WANTED — EXPERIENCED SUPERINTEND-
ent or foreman for small plant located in Chicago,
profitably machining and marketing patented drop
forged tools. If satisfactory would sell him small
interest if desired. State experience, salary ex-
pected and references. Address F 53, Care Cas-
sier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

WANTED—BY AN OLD ESTABLISHED CON-
cern, building new engine factory, superintendent
for gasoline engine department, capable of estab-
lishing and maintaining high efficiency production
methods. State experience, give references and ad-
vise salary wanted. Address F. 54, Care Cassier's,
12 W. 31st St., New York.

ENGINEERS, SUPERINTENDENTS, DESIGN-
ers, draftsmen, managers and technical salesmen.
If record can stand investigation, communicate
with us regarding our method of securing employ-
ment. Address F. 55, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st
St., New York.

HELP WANTED—WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR
toolmakers. Send recommendations with experi-
ence, and wages expected. Address F. 56, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

TAP AND DIE MAKER WANTED—FULL DE-
tails as to experience, age, etc., must accompany
application. Location, Boston. Address F. 57,
Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

WANTED — FIRST-CLASS MECHANICAL
draftsman and designer on heavy mill work, with
large experience and good technical education. On
applying give full details. Address F. 58, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

WANTED—SALESMEN HANDLING MACHIN-
ery specialties ; state territory and lines now hand-
led ; attractive proposition

;
give full particulars in

first letter. Address F. 59, Care Cassier's, 12 W.
31st St., New York.

DRAFTSMEN AND DESIGNERS—TECHNICAL
graduates with experience on high-tension power
and substations; also lighting installations. Loca-
tion Philadelphia. State education, experience and
salary desired. Address F. 62, Care Cassier's, 12
W. 31st St., New York.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS EXPERIENCED IN
the design of small and medium size direct cur-
rent apparatus wanted. In answering state age,
education, experience, salary expected, and date you
can start work. Address F. 63, Care Cassier's, 12W 31st St., New York.

FIRST-CLASS DRAFTSMAN, MECHANICAL
and electrical, wanted ; also men with switchboard
experience. Address F. 64, Care Cassier's, 12 W.
31st St., New York.

DRAFTSMEN—WANTED, FIRST-CLASS ME-
chanical draftsmen, with experience on electrical
apparatus, motors, generators, etc. Address F. 66,
Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

SUPERINTENDENT WANTED — A LARGE
concern in the East desires to communicate with
a construction superintendent capable of taking
full charge of two or three hundred men in the
field. The position is very responsible, and will
consider only men with past good record and best
references. Give full particulars regarding salary
and experience in first letter. Address F. 4, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

DRAFTSMEN — WANTED, FIRST-CLASS ME-
chanical draftsmen, with experience on electrical
apparatus, motors, generators, etc. Address F. 5,

Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.
FOREMAN FOR CONCRETE ROAD WORK
wanted ; must be experienced and capable of hand-
ling large contracts. Good salary for the right
man. Would also like to hear from party under-
standing piledriving work. Address F. 6, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

STRUCTURAL DETAILERS ON TALL BUILD-
ing work wanted. Address F. 7, Care Cassier's, 12
W. 31st St., New York.

MECHANICAL DRAFTSMAN WANTED FOR
power plant designing; state age, education, ex-
perience, references, salary expected and how soon
could report for duty. Address F. 8, Care Cas-
sier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

FOREMAN WANTED FOR STRUCTURAL
shop with at least ten years' experience in differ-

ent -department ; must be a hustler. Address F. 8,

Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER AND OFFICE
man wanted; one who understands cost account-
ing for branch office of large construction com-
pany in New York state ; state experience, salary
and references in reply. Address F. 9, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

WANTED—A MANAGER FOR A SILVER MILL
in Nevada, capacity 200 tons ; good salary to

right man. Address F. 25, Care Cassier's, 12 W.
31st St., New York.

WANTED—EXPERIENCED, HUSTLING MIN-
ing expert, superintendent or foreman, to take
hold of mining property with some 700 feet of
tunnels on strong fissure lead showing good ore.

Has all the earmarks of making a mine ; 300-ft.

falls for power and fine timber on property ; one
mile from railroad. Want to raise money to put
up power plant and compressor for machines this
spring. Party taking up this proposition must be
willing and able to put in first month selling
stock, field for which is right here where both
mine and parties owning same are well and favor-
ably known. Big chance for right kind of hust-
ler to build up new mining district. Address F. 26,
Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

COMPETENT WORKING MINING ENGINEER
wanted, to take charge of a copper proposition
where power machinery is to be installed this

spring ; one who is thoroughly competent and is

willing to work and will make one of a small
crew to commence with, and can further satisfac-

tory references. Address F. 27, Care Cassier's, 12

W. 31st St., New York.
SALESMAN — THOROUGHLY COMPETENT
steam specialty salesman; one that can sell high-

grade goods. Address F. 34, Care Cassier's, 12 W.
31st St., New York.
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SALESMAN FOR NEW ENGLAND TERRI-
tory; experience in selling steam specialties is de-
sirable but not essential ; state age, education and
experience. F. 35, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St.,

New York.
AGENTS TO SELL ON COMMISSION ME-

chanical draft blowers
;
prefer men who handle on

similar basis sales of grate bars, tube cleaners or
other boiler accessories ; hustlers wanted ; state
experience and territory worked. F. 36, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

DRAFTSMEN, EXPERIENCED ELECTRICAL
and mechanical, for a permanent position with a
large manufacturing concern in New England. Ap-
ply, stating age, education and salary expected,
also experience, by addressing F. 37, Care Cas-
sier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

EXPERIENCED OPERATING ENGINEERS,
who can obtain Illinois license, and who have
operated large units; 12-hour per day schedule;
good wages ; steady work. Address F. 38, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER SALESMEN TO
take charge of branch offices in St. Louis, Chi-
cago, Cleveland and Philadelphia to push equip-
ment used in connection with power plants ; we
have a good proposition to make to the right men.
Address F. 39, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New
York.

STEAM SHOVEL WANTED—WILL PAY SPOT
cash for good type "O" Thew traction steam
shovel. Address F. 1, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st
St., New York.

ORANGE PEEL BUCKET WANTED—THREE-
quarter-yard Orange Peel bucket; must be in good
condition ; state price, make and location. Ad-
dress F. 2, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New
York.

STEAM ROLLER WANTED—10-TON STEAM
roller; give actual weight and condition, steam
pressure carried, year in service, etc. Address F.

3, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.
STEAM DIAMOND DRILL, AMERICAN NO. 10,

with rods and tools. Address F. 29, Care Cassier's,
12 W. 31st St., New York.

STAMP MILL, RUNNING CONDITION FRAM-
ing included. Address F. 30, Care Cassier's, 12
W. 31st St., New York.

SULLIVAN DIAMOND CORE DRILLS; SIZES
B. C. H. E. S. standard electric. Address F. 31,
Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

WANTED—5-STAMP BATTERY, WEIGHT 1,000
or 1,250 lbs. per stamp. Must be in first-class

condition to be considered. Address F. 32, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

WANTED TO BUY—HIGHEST CASH PRICES
paid for second-hand diamond drill bits, used car-
bons and fragments. Address F. 33, Care Cas-
sier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

MACHINERY WANTED—SUITABLE FOR THE
manufacture of gas or oil engines, lathes, milling
machines, borning mills, drills, etc. Full par-
ticulars. Address F. 60, Care Cassier's, 12 W.
31st St., New York.

WANTED—ONE SECOND-HAND LOCOMO-
tive Crane, 15-ton capacity, 36-ft. boom, with
magnet and clam shell bucket attachments. Must
be in first-class condition. Address F. 61, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

RECTIFIERS WANTED—A 50-AMP. RECTI-
fier. Address F. 67, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st
St., New York.

DICTAGRAPH OUTFIT FOR SALE
FOR SALE—COLUMBIA DICTAPHONE, IN

first-class condition, including 35 cylinders; will
sell at a bargain. F. 68, Care Cassier's, 12 W.
31st St., New York.

TYPEWRITERS
DENSMORE TYPEWRITER FOR SALE—HAS
been used but two months, and is in fine condition.
Will sell at a reasonable figure as I have no
further use for same. Address F. 65, Care Cas-
sier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER FOR SALE AT A
bargain. This machine has inter-changeable type
and is in good condition. Will sell cheap as I

need money. F. 69, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st
St., New York.

POSITIONS WANTED
A VALUABLE ASSISTANT — TECHNICAL

graduate (1911) in electrical engineering; age, 25;
with fair knowledge in civil and mechanical en-
gineering, desires position with some engineering,
contracting or manufacturing concern ; has broad,
but superficial knowledge of machinery and equip-
ment in civil engineering and contracting held.

Good draftsman. Acquainted with business and
office methods and is familiar with elements of ad-
vertising. F. 10, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St.,

New York.
WALKING BOSS OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENT;

ten years' experience on all kinds of contracting
work ; best of references ; an American ; temperate.
Address F. 11, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New
York.

STATE ROAD SUPERINTENDENT OPEN FOR
engagement ; thoroughly experienced ; can furnish
best of references ; good organizer and .cost ac-
countant. Address F. 12, Care Cassier's, 12 W.
31st St., New York.

DRAFTSMAN—ARCHITECTURAL ; 35; GOOD
tracer, detailer and letterer; experienced in store
fixture and interior wood work, wants position

;

moderate salary; references. Address F. 13, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

CIVIL AND MUNICIPAL ENGINEER, AGE 32,

nine years' practical experience in city engineer-
ing as designer, engineer, and in charge of con-
struction. Sewer, water, drainage system, street
improvements ; reinforced concrete structures

;

bridges, etc. Specialized in municipal engineer-
ing. Address F. 14, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st
St., New York.

POSITION WANTED—SUPERINTENDENT OF
construction, 20 years' experience on all kinds of

buildings, first-class man, best of references. Ad-
dress F. 15, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New
York.

EXPERIENCED STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, 37,

technical graduate, 10 years with same concern,
leading consulting engineers, wishes to change.
Prefer position in architect's or contractor's of-

fice in Chicago. Married, energetic and reliable.

Address F. 16, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St.,

New York.
GRADUATE ENGINEER DESIRES POSITION;

8 years' experience railroad location and construc-
tion, masonry, concrete work ; city engineer, 2
years, references. Address F. 17, Care Cassier's,

12 W. 31st St., New York.
CHIEF DRAFTSMAN—GRADUATE CIVIL En-

gineer ; 10 years' experience, checking and detail-

ing heavy bridges, mill and office building, desires

position as chief draftsman. Address F. 18, Care
Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, TECHNICAL
graduate, 28 years' old; at present assistant engi-

neer with structural concern whose output is 25,-

000 tons yearly; 8 years' experience in designing
and assuming full charge of detailing and erec-

tion, all kinds of steel structures. Address F. 19,

Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER DESIRES Posi-

tion on sewerage disposal or reinforced concrete
buildings. Address F. 20, Care Cassier's, 12 W.
31st St., New York.

ARCHITECT'S SUPERINTENDENT, 15 YEARS'
experience large buildings, practical man, well rec-

ommended, wants position with architect, engineer
or contractor. Address F. 21, Care Cassier's, 12

W. 31st St., New York.
CHIEF ENGINEER OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENT

20 years' actual practice in construction and op-

erating some of the best industrial, light and
power ice making plants in the East. Only high
class position considered, 40 years of age, good
executive ability and best of references. Address
F. 22, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St., New York.

CIVIL ENGINEER, GRADUATE, AMERJCAN,
single ; 12 years' good broad experience, prindipally

hydraulic, mainly water works; investigation, re-

ports and plans; design and construction; engi-

neering and contracting; excellent references.

Address F. 23, Care Cassier's, 12 W. 31st St.,

New York.
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NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1894

FORD, BACON & DAVIS

ENGINEERS

FINANCIAL AND

ENGINEERING REPORTS

VALUATIONS OF RAILROADS

AND PUBLIC UTILITIES

115 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO

FREDERICK L. SMITH

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

S Beekman St., New York

By-Product Utilazation Power Plants

SANDERSON & PORTER

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Reports, Designs, Construction, Management

Valuations

Railway Light and Power Properties Hydro-

Electric and Irrigation Developments

New York San Francisco Victoria, B. C.

52 William St. Nevada Bank Bldg. Drake Blk.

H. F. STIMPSON

INVESTIGATIONS
REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the

ECONOMICS ADMINISTRATION AND
EFFICIENCY OF COMMERCIAL

ORGANIZATIONS

1055 Dean Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE J. G. WHITE COMPANIES

ENGINEERS—MANAGERS
FINANCIERS

43 Exchange Place, New York

Chicago, San Francisco, London,

Manila, Para, Buenos Ayres, Santiago, Chili.

ALBERT A. CARY
95 Liberty St., New York

Mem. Am. Soc. M. E. Consulting Mech.
Engineer,

Steam and Gas Power Equipments
Designed, Reconstructed or Tested Furnace

Constructions and Engineering Chemistry

"Refinements in Boiler Testing" free on request

DONALD DOUGLAS & CO.

ENGINEERS

ARCHITECTS

CONTRACTORS

50 CHURCH STREET

NEW YORK

EARLE C. BACON
ENGINEER

Hoisting, Crushing and Mining Machinery

Havemeyer Building, New York

Telephone Cable Address

3447 Cortlandt 'Custodian'

PERCIVAL ROBERT MOSES, E. E.

CONSULTING ENGINEER
366 Fifth Avenue, New York

All branches of Consulting Engineering per-
taining to the equipment of Buildings and Fac-
tories.

SPECIALISTS IN EACH DEPARTMENT

MAILLOUX, C. 0., E. E.

KNOX, C. E., E. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineers

76 William Street, New York

Specialties : Lighting, Power, Traction prob-
lems and equipment. Plans, Specifications, Super-
vision, Reports, Etc.
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JOSEPH H. WALLACE & CO.

Consulting Industrial Engineers

Temple Court Building, New York.

Salisbury House, London Wall, London
Investigation of Industhrial Developments. Uti-

lization of Wood By-Products.

Santo Domingo, R. D.

New York City. 1 Madison Ave.

HARVEY C. MILLER

M. Am. Soc. C. E., Consulting Engineer, Spec-

ialist in Reinforced Concrete.

HUBERT E. COLLINS
CONSULTING ENGINEER

110 W. 34th St. New York
All branches of Consulting Engineering in con-

nection with Power Plants.
Specialist on boiler and engine troubles. Inspec-

tions and Reports made in any
part of the world.

New York City. 55 Liberty St.

DANIEL E. MORAN
CONSULTING ENGINEER

""M. Am. Soc. C. E., M. Am. Soc. M. E. Foun-
dations for Dams, Bridges, Buildings and Under-

i

water Work by all methods.

CHARLES W. BARNABY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
32 East 23d St., New York
Mem. Am. Soc. M. E.

Steam, Gas and Electric Power Plants, Handling
Machinery, Works Equipment, Process

Improvement
Supervising Testing Designing

New York City. 30 Church St.

EARLE B. PHELPS

Consulting Sanitary Engineer.

Water and Sewage Purification. Specialist on
Hypochlorite Disinfection. Chemical and Bac-

teriological Laboratory.

PORTER, H. F. J.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
1 Madison Avenue, New York

Economic Methods for Manufacturing Plants

Prospectus furnished on application

H. B. ROELKER,
Consulting, Expert and Constructing Mechan-

ical Engineer on factory and marine work, re-

frigerating and pumping machinery. Designer
and manufacturer of screw propellers. The Allen
Dense Air Ice Machine for steam vessels.

41 Maiden Lane, New York

New York City. 50 Church St.

ALEXANDER POTTER

Civil and Sanitary Engineer. Specialties

:

Water Supply, Sewerage and Pavements.

New York City. 1 Madison Ave.

HENRY C. MEYER, JR.

M. E. Consulting Engineer for Power Plants

and the Heating and Ventilation of Buildings.

New York City. 30 Church St.

CLYDE POTTS
M. Am. Soc. C. E., Civil and Sanitary En-

gineer, Sewerage and Sewage Disposal, Water
Supply and Water Purification.

New York. 141 Broadway
Providence, R. I. Industrial Trust Bldg.

F. P. SHELDON & SON
Engineers and Architects.

Established 1870.

Plans, Specifications and Superintendence.
Power Plants of every description.

New York City. 45 Broadway.

HARVEY FARRINGTON
M. Am. Soc. C. E., Consulting Engineer, Water

Front Improvements, Docks, Foundations, Ma-
sonry, etc.

New York City. 25 West 42nd St.,

Formerly 49 Liberty St.

EDGAR DAY KNAP
CONSULTING ENGINEER

Foundations, Borings, Building Examinations,
Surveys, Plans, Specifications, Estimates.
Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. 'Phone, 2460 Bryant.

New York City. , 86 Warren St.

TRIBUS & MASSA
Civil and Hydraulic Engineers.

Water—Sewage—-Refuse—Pavements.
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The J. G. White Companies
International Engineers, Contractors

Financiers, Managers

J. G. White & Company, Inc.
Purchase, Finance and Develop Water Power, Gas, Electric

Light, Steam, Electric Railway and Power Properties.

Public Utility Securities offered to Bankers.

J. G. White Engineering Corporation
Design and Construct Hydro-Electric Plants and Transmissions,

Central Stations, Steam and Electric Railroads, Pipe Lines,

Gas Plants, Bridges and Water Works, Sewerage, Drainage

and Irrigation Systems.

Engineering Reports, Physical Valuations and Appraisals.

Act as Purchasing and Forwarding Agents for Individuals,

Contractors and Corporations.

J. G. White Management Corporation
Managers of Public Service and Industrial Corporations.

43 EXCHANGE PLAGE, NEW YORK
CHICAGO, MANILA SAN FRANCISCO

J. G. WHITE & COMPANY, Ltd.
9 CLOAK LANE, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E. C.

Para, Brazil; Buenos Ayres, Argentine; Santiago, Chili.
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I Help Manufacturers Out of Trouble

The independent expert sees things from a new angle, and
can point out defects andjweak points that you do not see.

WHAT WOULD HE FIND IN YOUR FACTORY?

THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER FIRING LOCATING DEFECTS IN MATERIALS

MAYWALD SERVICE
by expert, unbiased investigation searches out the defects and diffi-

culties of manufacturing processes, formulas, and inventions, finds

their causes, and then points out the remedy. It is complete service.

IT WILL HELP YOU TO DO BETTER MANUFACTURING
I have the knowledge, skill, experience and equipment for

Improving and invent-
ing processes.

Testing out new
processes.

Experimental work and
investigations.

Working out manufact-
uring formulas.

Reducing manufactur-
ing costs.

Analyses and examina-
tions.

LET MAYWALD SERVICE
ELIMINATE YOUR TROUBLES

FREDERICK J. MAYWALD, F. C. S.

CONSULTING CHEMIST
Electro- Chemical and
Chemical Laboratories

PINE AND WATER STREETS
NEW YORK
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New York City. 43-49 Exchange Place.

ALBERT L. WEBSTER
Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E., Sanitary Engineer-

ing, House Sanitation. Sewerage Plans for

Cities. Inspection of Buildings. Office, 80 Mai-

den Lane.

New York City. 100 William St.

NICHOLAS S. HILL, JR.
Consulting Engineer.

Water Supply and Sewage Disposal.
Evaluations and Reports.

Laboratory for Analysis of Water and Sewage
and for Testing Cement, Sands, Coal and
Metals.

Steam and Hydraulic Power Plants.

New York City. 170 Broadway.

GEORGE W. FULLER

Hydraulic Engineer and Sanitary Expert.

Water Supply and Purification. Sewerage and

Drainage. Disposal of Sewage and Refuse. In-

vestigations of Epidemics. Water-Works Val-

uations. Supervision of Construction and oper-

ation.

Associates

:

Tames C. Harding. James R. McClintock.

New York City Investing Building.

HOOPER-FALKENAU
ENGINEERING CO.

Inudstrial Engineers and Architects.

Industrial Plants Designed, Remodeled and

Improved. Power Plants. Business Buildings.

Special Machinery. Cost Reduction. Appraisals.

Reports. Consultations. Economical Foundry
Production by Continuous Methods.

G. K. Hooper A. Falkenau, M.E.

New York City. 50 Church St.

JOHN FULLER ENGINEERING CO.
Controlling Electro-Magnetic Process and Ap-

paratus for Sewage Disposal.

Fuller Two-Story Sedimentation Tanks.
Vacuum Sludge Dryers.

Garbage Reduction Plants.

New York City. 140 Cedar St.

WALTER KIDDE

Engineer—Constructor.

Electrical—Mechanical—Structural

New York City. 140 Nassau St.

JAMES H. FUERTES
M. Am. Soc. C. E., Civil and Sanitary Engi-

neer, Water Supply and Water Purification, Sew-
erage and Sewage Disposal.

New York City.
Borough of Brooklvn, Mechanics Bank Bldg.

R. S. KENT
Engineer.

Designing, Supervising and Operating Sugar
Refineries, Foundries and other Industrial Plants.
Dryers, Kilns and Other Apparatus and Ma-
chinery.

New York City. 150 Nassau St.

JOHNSON & FULLER

Consulting Engineers for water supply, sewer-

age, sewage and refuse disposal ; experts for

water and sewer purification. Preliminary in-

vestigations, designs and supervision of construc-

tion. Specialists on the efficient and economical

operation of water and sewage purification

works.

George A. Johnson, Wm. B. Fuller,

Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. M. Am. Soc. C. E.

New York City. 50 Church St.

ANDREW HARPER

Consulting Engineer. Dredging and land re-

claiming a specialty.

New York City. 103 Park Ave.

ALLEN HAZEN
GEORGE C. WHIPPLE

M. Am. Soc.
C. E.

Consulting Engineers.

Water Supply, Sewage Purification.

New York City. 170 Broadway.

HERING & GREGORY
Consulting Engineers and Sanitary Experts.

Water Supply and Water Purification, Sewerage,
Sewage Disposal and Refuse Disposal.

Rudolph Hering John H. Gregory
Charles Saville

New York City. 39-41 West 38th St.

LEDERLE & PROVOST
Sanitary Experts and Hydraulic Engineers.

Water Supply. Sewage Purifications.

Lederle Laboratories Associated.
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New York City. 60 Broadway.

LAMAR LYNDON
Consulting Electrical Engineer, Electric Trac-

tion, Long Distance Transmission, Power Dis-
tribution in Mills and Factories, Steam Econ-
omy, Hydro-electric Plants.

NEW YORK STATE

GEORGE N. COMLY

Consulting Engineer

1816 West Genesee Street Syracuse, N. Y.New York City. World Building.

WM. J. BALDWIN
Heating and Ventilating Engineer.

Advice in arranging apparatus for public and
private buildings, hospitals, asylums, etc. Au- ,

thor "Steam Heating for Buildings," "Hot Water
Heating and Fittings," etc. Member American
Society Mechanical Engineers. Member Amer-
ican Society Civil Engineers.

Rochester, N. Y. 349 Cutler Bldg.

CHARLES C. HOPKINS

Civil and Sanitary Engineer.

Water Works, Sewerage, Water Power, Land
Drainage, Municipal Works, Etc.

New York City. 90 West St.

Los Angeles, Cal. Pacific Electric Bldg.

BLAISDELL FILTRATION CO.

Consulting and Contracting Engineers

for Water Purification Systems.

Filter Sand Scraping, Restoring, Distributing,

Washing Machinery.

Albany, N. Y. 44 State St.

WILLIAM RUSSELL DAVIS
Consulting Engineer.

Bridges, Buildings, Engineering Structures,
Reinforced Concrete, Plans, Specifications, Ex-
aminations and Reports.

Buffalo, N. Y. 575 Ellicott Square.

GEORGE C. DIEHL
M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Water Supply, Sewerage,

Sewage Disposal, Refuse Disposal, Roads and
Pavements, Electrical Engineering.

Associates

:

Frank D. Jackson Joseph W. Best
Charles Hoopes George W. Kolbe

NEW JERSEY

New York City. 156 Fifth Ave.

CITY WASTES DISPOSAL CO.
(Organized from Staff of Col. Geo. E.

Waring, Jr.)
Consulting Engineers. Specialists in Drain-

age, Sewerage and Sewage Disposal. Prelimi-
nary Investigations and Estimates, Surveys,
Plans and Supervision. Sanitary Examinations
and Reports.

Newark, N. J. Prudential Bldg.

WM. P. FIELD

Civil Engineer, Foundations, Roofs, Bridges,

Iron and Steel Structures, Heavy Buildings,

Railways, Railway Structures, Water Works.

New York City. 131-133 East 23d St.

DOW & SMITH
Chemical Engineers and Consulting Paving En-

gineers.
Asphalt, Bitumens, Paving, Hydraulic Cements,

Engineering Materials.
A. W. Dow, Ph.B. F. P. Smith, Ph.B.

M. Am. Inst. Ch. Eng. M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Passaic, N. J. 34 Bloomfield Ave.

WISE & WATSON
Civil and Sanitary Engineers, Sewerage, Water

Works and Sewage Disposal.

Colin R. Wise Robert M. Watson.
M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Richmond Hill (Queens County), N. Y.

123 Oak St.

JOHN F. HAMMOND
M. Am. Soc. C. E. Civil Engineer.

Sewers, Waterworks, Roads, Pavements. Val-
uation of Municipal and other works. Inspec-
tion of Works and Materials.

Newark, N. J. 196 Market St.

JAMES OWEN

M. Am. Soc. C. E., Civil and Consulting

Engineer.
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BOSTON

STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING

CORPORATION

Constructing Engineers

BOSTON, MASS.

LOCKWOOD, GREENE & CO.

Architects and Engineers for Industrial Plants

Textile Plants, Power Plants, Hydraulic Devel-

opments, Appraisals, Financial Reports,

Reorganizations

Chicago, First National Bank Bldg.

Boston, 60 Federal Street

New York, 320 Fifth Ave.

Atlanta, Rhodes Bldg.

Tremont Bldg.Boston, Mass.

F. A. BARBOUR
M. Am. Soc. C. E. M. Can. Soc. C. E.

Consulting Engineer. Water Supply, Water
Purification, Sewerage and Sewage Disposal.

Boston, Mass., Room 301, 22 Pemberton St.

GEORGE H. BARRUS
Consulting Steam Engineer.

Examinations and tests for Securing Economy
of Fuel, Specifications, Estimates and Superin-
tendence for New Steam Plants. Advice regard-
ing improvements of old Plants ; also Pumping
Engine Trials.

Boston, Mass. 12 Pearl St.

FRANK L. FULLER
M. Am. Soc. C. E., Civil and Hydraulic

Engineer.

Special attention given to Water Supply and
Drainage.

LOCKWOOD, GREEN & CO.
Architects and Engineers for Industrial Plants,

Textile Plants, Power Plants, Hydraulic Devel-
opments, Appraisals, Financial Reports, Reor-
ganizations.

Boston, 60 Federal Street ; Atlanta, Rhodes
Bldg. ; Chicago, First National Bank Bldg.

;

New York, 320 Fifth Ave.

Boston, Mass. 201 Devonshire St.

CHARLES T. MAIN
Engineer.

Plans and specifications for textile mills and
other industrial plants, water-power and steam-
power development. Examinations and reports
on plants with reference to their value, reor-
ganization or development.

14 Beacon St.
Harris Trust Bldg.

Boston, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

METCALF & EDDY
Consulting Engineers on Water Supply, Water

Power, Sewerage and Sewage Disposal.

Boston, Mass. 8 Beacon Street.

HIRAM ALLEN MILLER
Consulting Engineer.

Member American Society Civil Engineers.
Thirty Years' Experience. Expert Work a Spe-
cialty.

Boston, Mass. Broad Exchange Bldg.

TIMOTHY W. SPRAGUE
Mem. Am. Inst. Min. Engrs.

HENRY D. JACKSON
Am. Inst. Elect. Engrs., Am. Soc. Mech. Eng.

Consulting Engineers—Mining, Mechanical, Elec-
trical, Investigations, Plans, Supervision.

Boston, Mass. 201 Devonshire St.

LEWIS D. THORPE
Civil and Sanitary Engineer.

Water Supply, Sewerage and Sewage Disposal.
Successor to the late Freeman C. Coffin.

Boston, Mass. 14 Beacon St.

ROBERT SPURR WESTON
M. Am. Soc. C. E., Consulting Engineer for

Water Purification and Sewage Disposal. Hy-
gienic Analyses.

D. C. & WM. B. JACKSON
ENGINEERS

Chicago Boston
Harris Trust Building 248 Boylston St.

Plans, Specifications, Supervision of Con-
struction, General Superintendence and

Management Examinations and
Reports

Financial Investigations and Rate Adjustments

SAMUEL M. GREEN COMPANY
ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS

Power Plant Design—Steam, Hydro-electric and

Gas. Hotel, Office Building and Mill

Architecture

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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CHICAGO Chicago, 111. McCormick Bldg.

ALLEN & GARCIA COMPANY
Andrews Allen, C. E. John A. Garcia, M. E.

Consulting Bridge, Structural and Mining
Engineers.

Plans, Specifications and Superintendence for

Bridges and Structures in Steel or Concrete.

Design and Construction of complete Coal Min-
ing Plants. Examinations, reports and appraisals

of Coal, Mining and other properties.

K. M. BYLLESBY & CO.

Incorporated

Insurance Ex Bldg. Trinity Bldg.

Chicago New York

Purchase, Finance, Construct and Oper-

ate Electric Light, Gas, Street Rail-

way and Water Power Properties

Examinations and Reports

Utility Securities Bought and Sold

Chicago, 111. Hartford Bldg.

JOHN W. ALVORD
CHAS. B. BURDICK

Consulting Engineers.

Water Supply—Sewerage—Water Powers.

Chicago, 111. 353 Monadnock Blk.

CAMERON SEPTIC TANK CO.

Consulting Engineers. Sewage Disposal. Sole

owner of U. S. Patent covering the Septic Process.

THE ARNOLD COMPANY
Engineers, Constructors,

Electrical, Civil, Mechanical,

105 South La Salle Street,

Chicago Chicago, 111. Insurance Exchange Bldg.

C. L. CARMAN, M.E.

Consulting Engineer. Dust Elimination Spe-

cialist. Cement and Crushing Plant Engineering.

BRILL & GARDNER
Engineers, Mechanical, Electrical, Architectur-

al. Specialties: Manufacturing Plants, Power

Installations, Cold Storage, Investigations.

Marquette Building, Chicago.
Chicago, 111. 1742 Monadnock Blk.

CENTRAL ENGINEERING BUREAU
Civil and Consulting Engineers.

Municipal Improvements.

Chicago, 111. The Rookery.

E. C. & R. M. SHANKLAND
Civil Engineers.

Steel and Reinforced Concrete Building Con-
struction. Foundations, Examinations, Reports.

Chicago, 111. First National Bank Bldg.

ISHAM RANDOLPH & COMPANY
Consulting Engineers.

Water Power, Sewerage and Water Supply,
Land Drainage, River and Harbor Works, Rail-
roads, Bridges and Buildings.

Chicago, 111. 861 Blackhawk St.

SHONE COMPANY
Engineers and Contractors. Manufacturers of

the Shone Pneumatic Ejector for the Sewerage
and Drainage of Cities and Buildings. Descrip-

tive Pamphlet upon Application.

Chicago, 111. 30 N. La Salle Street.

New York City. 1328 Broadway.

W. H. ROSECRANS ENGINEERING CO.

Consulting Engineers.

1

Chicago, 111. 3417 McLean Avenue

AUGUST C. SKIBBE

Civil Engineer. Surveys, Plans and Specifica-

tions. Design and Supervision. Inspection and
reports on materials.
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Chicago, 111. 1327 Farwell Ave.

ANTON S. ROSING

Civil Engineer. Surveys, Estimates, Designs,

Plans, Specifications, Supervision, Inspection.

MICHIGAN
Detroit, Mich. 378 Woodward Ave.

PULLAR & ENZENROTH
Engineering Chemists

Pavements, Roads, Waterproofing Floors, Side-
walks, Asphalts, Tars, Oils, Bitumens, Paints.

Municipal Plant work a Specialty
H. B. Pullar, Assoc. Am. Soc. C.E.
C. H. Enzenroth, B.S.

Chicago, 111. 1137-8 Monadnock Blk.

DABNEY H. MAURY
Mem. Am. Soc. C.E. Mem. Am. Soc. M.E.

Consulting Engineer.

Water Works, Sewerage,
Power Plants. Appraisals.

Ann Arbor, Mich. Cornwell Bldg.

GARDNER S. WILLIAMS
M. Am. Soc. C. E., M. Am. W. W. Assoc.

M. N. E. W. W. Assoc.
Hydraulic, Water Power and Electrical Devel-

opments, Water Supply and Purification. Re-
ports, Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Superin-
tendence and Valuations.

Chicago, 111., 53-56 N. W. Corner Randolph
and Dearborn Sts.

BENEZETTE WILLIAMS
C. B. WILLIAMS

Consulting, Designing and Supervising En-
gineers, Hydraulic Works and Valuations of Pub-
lic Utilities a Specialty.

MISSOURI

St. Louis, Mo. Security Bldg.

RICHARD H. PHILLIPS

M. Am. Soc. C. E., Consulting Engineer for
Municipal Improvements and Engineering Struc-
tures, Bridges, Sewerage, Irrigation and Water
Supply.

Chicago, 111., Suite 700, 17 N. La Salle St.

AETNA ENGINEERING BUREAU

Civil and Sanitary Engineers.
St. Louis, Mo.

TAIT-NORDMEYER ENGINEERING CO.

Refrigerating Engineers and Contractors.

Chicago, 111. Marquette Bldg.

BRILL & GARDNER
Engineers, Mechanical, Electrical, Architectural.

Specialties—Manufacturing Plants, Power In-
stallations, Cold Storage, Investigations.

George M. Brill. Horace C. Gardner.
F. A. Lindberg. Kansas City, Mo. 640 Midland Bldg.

WYNKOOP KIERSTED

M. Am. Soc. C. E., Civil Engineer, Sewerage

and Water Supply of Towns.

OHIO
Cincinnati, 0. 603 Miles Greenwood Bldg.

POLLARD & ELLMS
Hydraulic, Mechanical and Sanitary Engineers.

Plans, Specifications, Evaluations, Sanitary
Investigations, Expert Control of Waterworks
and Water Purification Plants. Specialists on
Filtration, Pumping and Power Plants.

Seabury G. Pollard. Joseph W. Ellms.

INDIANA
Indianapolis, Ind.

DANIEL B. LUTEN

Designing and Consulting Engineer. Rein-

forced Concrete Bridges. Over 4,500 erected.

Associate Engineers in all States.

Columbus, 0. Cols. Savings & Trust Bldg.

BURGESS & LONG
Water Supply. Sewerage. Water Purification.

Sewage Purification.

Design, control and operation of purification
plants. Analysis of water, sewage, road mate-
rials, etc.

IOWA
Clinton, Iowa. 410-11 Weston Block.

IOWA ENGINEERING COMPANY

Civil, Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineers.

Charles P. Chase, Pres. and Manager.

Arthur J. Cox, Sec. and Treas.

Columbus, Ohio. 605, 607 Hayden Bldg.

J. J. MORGAN
Consulting Engineer.

Steel and Concrete Buildings and Bridges.

Designs, Superitendence and Reports.
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PITTSBURGH

JULIAN KENNEDY

Engineer

Pittsburgh, Pa., U. S. A.

Cable Address, Engineer, Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh, Pa. New Bessemer Bldg.

G. W. McCLURE, SON & CO.
Engineers and Contractors.

Blast Furnace Construction, Fire Brick Hot
Blast Stoves, Open Hearth . and Heating Fur-
naces.

THE S. R. SYMTHE CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

Furnaces and Fuel Gas Plants Specialties
Steel, Iron, Glass, Blast Furnace and By-Product

Coke Ovens.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WALTER KENNEDY
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Contracting and Consulting Engineer

Blast Furnaces, Rolling Mills. Bessemer and

Open Hearth Steel Works, Etc.

Pittsburgh, Pa. Union Bank Bldg.

CHESTER & FLEMING

Hydraulic, Sanitary and Mechanical Engineers.

2548 Oliver Bldg.Pittsburgh, Pa.

MORRIS KNOWLES
M. Am. Soc. C. E. M. Am. Soc. M. E.

Water Supply and Purification. Sewerage and
Sewage Disposal. Valuations and Reports.

Pittsburgh, Pa. Westinghouse Bldg.

THE W. G. WILKINS COMPANY
Engineers and Architects.

Railroad Location, Foundation, Buildings,
Bridges, Coal and Coke

_
Plants, Water Works

and Sewerage. Examinations and Reports.
Branch Office, Huntington, W. Va.

PHILADELPHIA

HOLLINGSWORTH, L., JR.
412 Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

220 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

54 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.
Designing and Constructing Engineer. Com-

plete electric lighting and railway power plants.

Philadelphia, Pa. 908 Land Title Bldg.

ALBRIGHT & MEBUS
Civil and Sanitary Engineers. Sewerage.

Sewage Disposal. Town Planning.

Philadelphia, Pa. 611 Chestnut St.

DAY & ZIMMERMANN

Successors to

DODGE, DAY & ZIMMERMANN

Engineers, Constructors,

Industrial Plants, Public Utilities.

Philadelphia, Pa. 112 N. Broad St.

MERRITT HYDRAULICS CO.
Engineers, Contractors and Manufacturers.

Priestman Pneumatic Ejectors, Priestman Nat-
ural Compound Pumping System, Automatic
Sewage Lifts.

Merritt Siphons for flush tanks, and all classes
of Sewage Disposal Apparatus.

Descriptive catalogues on request.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Baltimore, Md.
521 St. James St.

915-27 Bolton St.

Mclaughlin brothers, inc.

Designers and Builders of Factories and In-

dustrial Plants. Power Plants and Equipment.

Philadelphia, Pa. Mt. Airy.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS, INC.
Civil Engineers and Contractors.

Surveys, Topographical Plans, Water Supply,
Sewage Disposal, Park Works, General Plans
for Village Sites and Private Estates, Landscape
Work and Public and Private Road Work a
Specialty. Southern Work especially solicited.
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SOUTHERN STATES PACIFIC COAST

RANDOLPH, L. S.

Mem. Am. Soc. C. E. Mem. Am. Soc. Mech.
Eng. Asso. Mem. Am. Inst. Elect. Eng.

Consulting Engineer. Blacksburg, Va.

Steam, Hydraulic and Electric Power Plants,
Water Works and Sewage Systems, Organization
and Management of Manufacturing Establish-
ments for Maximum Economy.

San Francisco, Cal. Mechanics Institute Bldg.

American Engineering Corporation

C. E. Grunsky, President.

All Branches of Engineering.

Wilmington, N. C.

THOS. W. PRITCHARD
Chemical Engineer.

Member American Chemical Society. Society
of Chemical Industry. Wood Distillation. Wood
Preservation. Estimates Furnished and Inspec-
tions, Tests and Investigations made.

San Francisco, Cal. 85 Second St.

FORD, BACON & DAVIS

Consulting, Constructing and Operating Engi-

neers—Examinations, Reports and Rate Adjust-

ments of Public Utilities.

Atlanta, Ga. Candler Bldg.

JAMES NISBET HAZLEHURST
Consulting, Designing and Supervising Engi-

neer for Municipal Works.

Los Angeles, Cal. Stimson Bldg.
Garnet B. Grant A. S. Gelston

GRANT & GELSTON
Engineers and Testing Experts.

Plans and Specifications. Investigations and
Reports. Analyses and Tests. Construction.
Inspection. Surveys.

Atlanta, Ga. Empire Bldg.

THE J. B. McCRARY CO.
Municipal Improvements.

As consulting engineers we Design, Finance
and Superintend. We construct permanent and
paying water, light and sewerage systems. Ex-
perience nearly 300 systems. We refer to the
owners.
We buy and sell approved municipal bonds.

Augusta, Ga. 811 Ellis St.

NISBET WINGFIELD
M.Am. Soc. C. E., Consulting Engineer, Hy-

draulic Powers, Water Supplies, Sewerage and
all Municipal Works. Reports, Estimates, Plans
and Specifications.

CANADA

M. Am. Soc. C. E. M. Am. Soc. M. E.

A. W. ROBINSON

Consulting Engineer.

14 Phillips Square. Montreal, Canada.

DREDGING MACHINERY.

Of every type designed for special conditions.

Plant for public works. Gold dredges. 25 years'

experience in more than 125 dredges.

Cable Address Long Dist. Telephone

"Dredge, Montreal" Uptown 2478

New Orleans, La. 921 Canal St.

FORD, BACON & DAVIS
Consulting, Constructing and Operating Engi-

neers—Examinations. Reports and Rate Adjust-
ments of Public Utilities.

Petersburg, Va. Mechanics Bldg.

E. WARREN RITCHIE

Engineer.

Municipal Hydro-electric.

Cumberland, Md.

F. ERNEST BRACKETT
Consulting Engineer. Mine Plants. Power

Plants. Water Supply. Reports. Estimates.
Designs. Contracts.
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LABORATORIES AND TESTING BUREAUS

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.

Engineers.

Inspection Test and Consultation.

All Materials & Equipment, Chemical &

Physical Tests.

Offices

:

Chicago, 2200 Insurance Exchange Building.

New York, 90 West Street.

Pittsburgh, Monongahela Bank Bldg.

St. Louis, Syndicate Trust Bldg.

London, E. C, Norfolk House, Cannon St.

Montreal, Canadian Express Bldg.

San Francisco, 418 Montgomery St.

Toronto, Traders Bank Bldg.

Mexico City, Cinco de Mayo 6-B.

Seattle, 309 White Bldg.

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES,

INCORPORATED

Under the Direction of

National Board of Fire Underwriters,

207 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, 111.

W. H. Merrill, Manager.

Branch Offices

New York
Boston
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

San Francisco

Columbus, O.

Cincinnati

Cleveland, O.

Montreal

Buffalo

Toronto

Syracuse

Atlanta, Ga.

New Orleans

Detroit

Kansas City

Indianapolis

Minneapolis

St. Paul, Minn.

Memphis
Milwaukee
Bridgeport, Conn.

Dallas, Tex.

Louisville

Denver
Omaha, Neb.

Topeka, Kan.

Oklahoma City

Galesburg, 111.

Vancouver, B. C.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Rockford, 111.

THE AMERICAN BUREAU OF
INSPECTION AND TESTS
Consulting and Supervising Engineers.

CEMENT TESTING
Inspection of Structural and Railway Materials.

Chemical Analyses—Physical Tests.

General Offices, CHICAGO.
Milwaukee Minneapolis Pittsburgh

New York City. 100 William Street

NICHOLAS S. HILL, JR.
Consulting Engineer.

Water Supply and Sewage Disposal.
Sanitary Inspections.

Laboratory for Testing Water. Sewage, Ce-
ment, Sand, Coal, Oil, Paints and all Water-
Works Supplies.

New York City.

E. G. LOVE, Ph.D.

122 Bowery.

Analytical and Consulting Chemist. Special-

ties Gas, Water and Food Investigation.

4th and Linden Sts., Allentown, Pa.

ALLENTOWN TESTING LABORATORY
Ernest B. McCready,

Inspecting and Chemical Engineer.
Cement Specialist.

Inspection at the mills BEFORE SHIPMENT.
Investigation and report on Cement Materials.
Chemical Analysis. Physical Tests.

Allentown, Pa. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Lehigh Valley Testing Laboratory
Chemical and Physical Testing.

Cement Specialists.

Write for our new Price List.

Chicago, 111.,

New York City.
Manhattan Building.

30 Church St.

GULICK-HENDERSON CO.

Inspecting Engineers, Inspection of Bridges,
Building Materials, Railway Equipment, Cement,
Pipe, Machinery, etc. Examinations, Consul-
tations, Appraisements, Physical Testing, Chem-
ists. General Offices, Pittsburgh, 439 3d Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio. Superior Building.

INDUSTRIAL TESTING LABORATORY
Specialize in the testing of:

Materials of Construction, Standard Tests of
Paving Block, Cement, Concrete, Asphalt, Mill
and Shop Inspection of Iron and Steel. Chemical
Analyses.
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UNIVERSITIES AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Entering the University of Tennessee

the Student is offered the choice

of five courses in Engineering

Mechanical, Electrical, Civil, Mining and
Chemical.

Advantages in addition to strong courses of

instruction include low cost of living and an

ideal climate.

A Special Engineering Bulletin

Mailed on Request to

DR. BROWN AYRES, President

Knoxville, Tenn.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
THE COLLEGE

Courses are offered in Mechanical, Electrical,
Civil and Chemical Engineering, Architecture,
Chemistry and Biology, as well as courses in
Arts and Science, Finance and Commerce. New
Engineering laboratories of the most modern and
approved kind and on a large scale have recently
been erected.

For information address J. H. PENNIMAN,
Dean of the College, Philadelphia.

Clarkson School of Technology
Potsdam, N. Y.

Organized under charter of the University of
the State of New York.

Courses leading
_
to degrees of the University

of Bachelor of Science in Chemical, Civil, Elec-
trical and Mechanical Engineering. Four years
of thorough training and resident college work.
The Clarkson Bulletin, published quarterly

mailed on application.

JOHN P. BROOKS, Director.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

A new school with new building and apparatus.
Twelve miles from Chicago, a center of Engi-
neering operations of great interest and magni-
tude. In close relation with College of Liberal
Arts. Beautiful campus, stimulating environ-
ment of a University town.
Write for "Best Preparation for Engineering"

and Book of Views.

JOHN F. HAYFORD, Director,
Evanston, 111.

COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES

Golden, Colo.

Established 1874.

This institution offers complete courses, each

leading to the degree of E. M. (Engineer of

Mines), in four different groups, viz.: 1, Metal

Mining ; 2, Coal Mining ; 3, Metallurgy ; 4, Min-

ing Geology, and 5, A Course in Applied Chem-
istry leading to the degree of Ch.E. (Chemical

Engineer). A postgraduate course leads to the

degree of M.S. (Master of Science).

The school, by reason of its situation, affords

peculiar facilities for the inspection of mines and
smelting works, field geology, and practical sur-

veying.

For Catalogue Address

VICTOR C. ANDERSON, Pres., Golden, Colo.

LEWIS INSTITUTE
Chicago, 111.

Four years course leading to degree of Bach-
elor of Science in Mechanical Engineering. While
the course is planned with special reference to
mechanical engineering, much time is devoted to
electrical work, and such attention is given to
engineering chemistry, civil engineering and gen-
eral subjects as to graduate men with broad
fundamental training along engineering lines.

Catalogue on application.

TUFTS COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING

Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical
Engineering.

New Laboratories and Excellent Equipment.
Beautiful site within four miles of Boston. Pre-
paratory Department for students who have had
engineering practice, but insufficient preparation
for college work.
For information concerning courses and posi-

tions of graduates address Prof. G. C. AN-
THONY, Dean Tufts College, P. O., Mass.

MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES
Houghton, Mich.

Located in the Lake Superior District
MINES AND MILLS

Accessible for College Work.
For Year Book and Record of Graduates, ap-

ply to President or Secretary.
F. W. ^McNAIR, President.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Established 1824.
Civil, Mechanical, Electrical.

Send for a Catalogue. Trov. N. Y.

PENNSYLVANIA MILITARY ACADEMY
Chester, Pa.

50th Year.

The institution offers thorough scientific and
military instruction so combined as to give su-
perior equipment for either professional or busi-
ness life.

Degrees granted—Civil Engineering (C. E.),
Chemistry (B. S.), Arts (A. B.).
Preparatory Courses also.

Catalogues of Col. C. E. Hyatt, President.
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LAFAYETTE COLLEGE

Easton, Pa.

Thoroughly Equipped Technical Courses in

Civil, Mining and Electrical
Engineering and Chemistry

For Catalogues Address
The Registrar.

PRATT INSTITUTE
Brooklyn, N. Y.

TWO YEARS' COUSE IN
Applied Chemistry, Applied Electricity, Drawing

and Steam and Machine Design.
Extensive and thoroughly equipped laboratories.

Write for Catalogue.

UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT AND

STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Courses are offered in Civil, Mechanical and

Electrical Engineering. Complete modern equip-
ment of shops and laboratories. Expenses are
moderate. Catalogues or Department Bulletins,
with list of graduates, may be had by addressing

J. W. VOTEY, Burlington, Vt.

THE ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Terre Haute, Indiana.

A College of Engineering, Courses in Mechan-
ical, Electrical, Civil and Chemical Engineering

and Architecture. Extensive Shops and Labora-

tories. Expenses low. Twenty-ninth year. For
catalogue, address C. L. Mees, President.

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn

College of Engineering.

Day and Evening courses leading to the de-

grees of C. E., E. E., M. E., and B. S. in

Chemistry ; also graduate courses in science

leading to the degree of Master of Science.

Fred W. Atkinson, Ph.D., President.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

College of Engineering. Full courses in Archi-
tecture, in Architectural, Civil, Electrical, Me-
chanical, Mining, Municipal and Sanitary, and
Railway Engineering. Also graduate courses.
Complete equipment. New buildings, shops and
laboratories. Address

The Registrar, Box A, Urbana, 111.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

School of Applied Science.

Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering.

For announcements or information, eddress

Charles H. Snow, Dean, University Heights,

N. Y. City.

SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC

SCHOOL OF YALE UNIVERSITY

New Haven, Conn.

Courses in Civil, Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering; in Chemistry, Pure and Applied; in
Botany, Zoology, Mineralogy and Geology ; in
studies preparatory to Mining and Metallurgy ; in
Biology, with special reference to preparation
for a Medical Course ; and in General Scientific
Studies, with English, French, Spanish, and Ger-
man, Political Economy, History, etc. For pro-
gramme address

Professor Russell H. Chittenden, Director.

STEVENS SCHOOL

Academic Department of the Stevens .Institute of

Technology.

For Catalogue apply to Principal of Stevens

Hanover, N. H.
School, Hoboken, N. J.

Thayer School of Civil Engineering

Dartmouth College

Essentially a post-graduate course of two years,
requiring adequate preparation in mathematics

—

including calculus and descriptive geometry

—

physics, chemistry and astronomy. Established
1871. Small classes; constant contact with in-

structors. Degree of Civil Engineer. For An-
nual, program of requirements, etc., address

Prof. Robert Fletcher, Director.

NORWICH UNIVERSITY

Northfield, Vt.

(Founded 1819.)

The Military College of Vermont. Academic

Courses in Civil and Electrical Engineering.

Address Prof. H. R. Roberts.
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THIS STOPS
IGNITION

TROUBLES
SUMTER MAGNETO

Gas Companies are increasing business by introducing stationary engines, but the engine user
looks to the Gas Company to keep the engine running, in case of trouble. These troubles are
usually in the ignition.

Sumter 3-M Magnetos are "built-in" and form part of the engine. They furnish current for
starting and running, needing no battery, coils, switches, complicated wiring, commutators, etc. They
eliminate all troubles, battery renewals, muffler explosions, foul igniters; and aid the Gas Company
in extending the use of industrial gas power plants.

Our Magneto Handbook (furnished free on request) gives valuable information to those interested
in gas engines. It illustrates and describes ignition apparatus for stationary engines. It tells why
some Gas Companies insist on every engine they connect to being "magneto equipped."

REMEMBER: Recommending engines without built-in magnetos, means the user will
have ignition troubles and look to you for help. Eliminate this by specifying " equipped with
Sumter magneto. " In the city of Chicago there are more than a hundred large engines with
Sumter Magnetos—There's a reason!

SUMTER TEL.
M F G CO. SUMTER, S. C.

HIGH
EFFICIENCY
in machine use is obtained by the instal-

lation of our No. 62

UNIVERSAL
WOODWORKER

No. 62 Universal Woodworker

It will not remain idle a moment—when
through with one kind of work, it can be

instantly changed to do something else. It will plane out of wind ; surface, straight or
tapering; rabbet door frames ; rabbet and face inside blinds; joint; bevel; gain; chamfer;
plow; make glue joints; square up bed posts, table legs and newels; raise panels, either
square, bevel or ogee; stick beads; work circular mouldings, etc., rip, cross-cut; tenon;
bore; rout; rabbet; joint and bead window blinds; work edge mouldings, etc. In fact it is

A WHOLE WOOD-SHOP IN ITSELF
Write for Special Woodworker Catalogue

J. A. FAY & EGAN CO.
226-246 W. FRONT ST. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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A Man
is a

"Human
Hog"

if he asks more
for his money than

he gets i n the

Lansing Broncho Batch Mixer
$285.00 buys this splendid mixer, made of steel construction from top to

bottom— a low charging, high discharging mixer that will cut your operating expense in two,

to say nothing of the saving in lumber bills for high platforms, and the expense of moving.

Steel wheels, steel axles, steel drum, steel frame, steel track, steel material guard,

steel braces, with powerful 4 H. P. water-cooled, magneto driven engine. A 7 cu. ft.

capacity mixer especially designed for general contracting work. No contractor doing

such work as foundations, porches, culverts, sidewalks, curb and gutters, silos, floors, etc.,

who is constantly on the move and must have a light, easily moved machine, can get along

without it. Will more than pay for itself in thirty days' use in saving of handling

materials alone, to say nothing of the saving in lumber bills and moving.

Made of steel to stand the racket of rough roads and continual moving. Sold

under a strong guarantee and at a price within everyone's means.

Let us tell you how you can double your profits on small jobs by using the

Lansing "Broncho."

Write for special circular. Order early to avoid disappointments in delivery.

Enormous demands and big sales of this machine.

Large manufacturers also of batch, continuous, mortar and plaster mixers.

THE LANSING COMPANY, 626 Cedar Street

LANSING, MICHIGAN
Cincinnati Minneapolis
Kansas City Chicago
Winnipeg

New York Philadelphia Pittsburgh
Boston Madison Cleveland
Eau Claire Los Angeles Omaha



hamburgJamerican line

CRUISES

S. S. IMPERATOR
Newest and largest steamship afloat. In Regular Transatlantic

Service after June 11th and every three weeks thereafter. In
addition to the well-known features of modern Ocean Steamers
there is a great Ritz-Carlton a la carte Restaurant, Ball Room,
Grill Room, Private Dining Rooms, Pompeiian Bath, a Swimming
Pool and a Gymnasium.

Write for beautifully illustrated books, slating- cruise

Hamburg-American Line
41-45 Broadway, New York City

Vacation Cruises to Jamaica and

the Panama Canal
Special Summer Rates to October 1st

by the new, fast Twin Screw Steamships "CARL
SCHURZ"and "EMIL L. BOAS" and the well-

known "PRINZ" Steamers of our ATLAS
SERVICE, calling at Cuba, Hayti. Colombia,
Costa Rica, Nicaragua.

Boston Philadelphia Pittsburgh Chicago St. Louis San Francisco
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BRISTOL'S RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Continuous records of pressure, electricity,

time, motion, speed, rate of flow, etc.

Unique in extreme simplicity of construction.

Write for new Bulletins Nos. 143 and 173 describing the new patented Bristol

Recording Differential Pressure Gauges for use in connection with Venturi Meters,

Pitot Tubes and Orifices, to record rate of flow of air, gases, steam and liquids.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY WATERBURY, CONN.










